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ABSTRACT 
The issue to be addressed in this dissertation is the lack of preparation among 
campus ministry leaders in dealing with issues of conflict. Devising a process of spiritual 
preparation to help campus ministry personnel learn to anticipate and defuse conflict 
before strife occurs is the goal. This will be accomplished by developing a philosophical 
and biblical structure for approaching conflict at its root. Mahatma Gandhi’s 
understanding of Satyagraha will provide a fruitful framework for this equipping and 
preparation process.  
In chapter one, the ministry challenge is described through the narrative account 
of campus ministry leaders and a description of the ministry context in which this 
dissertation was written. After defining the conflict issues facing campus ministry 
leaders, it will explore and document the challenges of creating a process of spiritual 
preparation for anticipating conflict before it arises. 
Gandhi’s Satyagraha delves to the depths of the Biblical understanding of the 
Hebrew concept of shalom (peace) and Shalom Theology. Chapter two will demonstrate 
how shalom is a major theme throughout the Christian scriptures from Genesis through 
Revelation, and how Gandhi was able to draw out these ideas from the life of Jesus in the 
Gospels.  
Chapter three will give an historic foundation for what Gandhi would later 
classify as his five principles of Satyagraha by showing how these same values have been 
utilized throughout history in various settings. The chapter will focus specifically on how 
similar principles have prepared a variety of leaders to transcend everyday conflicts, 
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prepare their minds and hearts, and begin to “rise above” the conflict in momentous and 
timely ways. 
Chapter four will focus attention on the environment of campus ministries, 
describing both “thinking systems” as well as highlighting the usefulness of system-
sensitive leadership found in typical campus ministry settings. It will explore how these 
systems shape the campus ministry leader and provide an opportunity to maintain 
harmony, even in the face of the pronounced diversity found on the Christian liberal arts 
college campus.  
Chapter five will survey the functions of the campus ministry leader and the 
relationships he or she makes within the campus ministry setting. Since the conceptual 
and emotional dimensions of leadership are inextricably linked, this chapter will look at 
how the leader’s “presence” and “being” shape the relationships and techniques that 
properly prepare leaders for conflict.
1
 
The final chapter and conclusion will synthesize these findings into a process for 
spiritual preparation. Utilizing Gandhi’s Satyagraha as a framework, a guide will be 
developed which will help campus ministry leaders explore the implications of 1) loving 
your enemies, 2) seeking truth, 3) personal transformation, 4) personal virtue and 5) 
religious faith
 2  
within a Christ-centered Biblical structure.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Identifying the Problem 
Back in the 1980’s, the world was taken captive by a blockbuster movie called, 
“The Karate Kid.” Just recently, a remake of the original was released with some new 
adaptations, yet sticking to the same overall story. The original release paired Mr. 
Miyagi, a martial arts master, with an unlikely student, Daniel Larusso. In the original, 
Daniel found himself in numerous conflict situations. Daniel’s idea of handling that 
conflict was steeped in anger and “revenge.” Mr. Miyagi’s response, in his broken-
English, to Daniel was “Daniel-san, you look revenge. That way you start by digging two 
grave!”1     
In the 2010 version of The Karate Kid, Mr. Han (Mr. Miyagi’s character) and Dre 
Parker (Daniel’s character) pair up in a similar meeting. It is the conversation that Dre 
and Mr. Han engage in about Kung Fu that has brought to my attention an ancient insight 
into dealing with conflict. Mr. Han states, “Kung Fu, is for knowledge, not to make war, 
but to create peace…no such thing as bad student, just bad teacher.”2 Just after this 
conversation they set off to confront Dre’s biggest conflict – the bullies from his school. 
But the outcome is not what Dre expects. Instead Mr. Han has created more conflict for 
his new learner by setting up Dre to partake in a Kung Fu tournament (just as in the 
original). It is then that Mr. Han explains to Dre that it is time for him to prepare. 
                                                          
1
 The Karate Kid, DVD, dir. by John G. Avildsen (Los Angeles, CA: Columbia Pictures, 2005). 
2
 The Karate Kid, DVD, dir. by Harald Zwart, (Beijing, China: Columbia Pictures, 2010). 
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You may be thinking that I am implying that we need to become Kung Fu masters 
to deal with the conflicts of our lives, but that’s not the case. Kung Fu is a metaphor for 
the knowledge we need to overcome our conflicts. As Mr. Han stated in the movie, it “is 
for knowledge” so that it can “create peace.” Similar to Daniel and Dre, many of us find 
conflict springing forth feelings of revenge, war, and drawing lines. The reality is we 
need to become a different kind of “warrior” student. Not one who is about war, but one 
who is learning new ways to create peace.  
For most of us, we were not wired that way. Our natural instincts are very similar 
to Daniel and Dre – let’s fight!  The reality is we need to be preparing ourselves to better 
listen to the “warrior” within. Also, we need to be listening to our inner “artist,” inner 
“mystic,” and our inner “monk.”3 These “inner” personalities will be developed further 
throughout this study. To help us begin seeking this deeper purpose in preparing 
ourselves for the daily conflicts we face, I would like to share a realistic scenario from 
my own campus ministry setting. Let me introduce you to Steve.  
Steve recently became a campus pastor at a small Midwest Christian liberal arts 
college. For the past four years, Steve served as an assistant director of campus ministry 
and been involved in a great deal of the ministry without all of the responsibility of the 
campus pastor. Each year, Steve travels to two major conferences where he interacts with 
other campus ministry leaders much like himself. These are not typical conferences. They 
are designed as a retreat setting with time for brainstorming and reflection. Finding the 
conferences both refreshing and challenging, Steve found his most recent campus 
ministry conference rather frustrating, yet thought-provoking.  
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A great deal of time at the conference was spent listening to story after story of 
what sounded to Steve like time-consuming conflict issues that distracted campus 
ministry leaders from more effective and productive ministry. As he listened, Steve 
realized he could relate with many of the stories being shared.  
At one time, Steve thought he was alone with these thoughts.  He found himself to 
be somewhat relieved that the other Christian campus ministry leaders throughout the 
United States were having similar issues. As Steve spent more time talking and listening 
to other campus ministry leaders at the conference he recognized a sad truth. The 
discussion for most campus ministry leaders led them to ask questions like “How do I get 
out of this mess?” or “What advice do you have?”  Steve began to think. He then 
stumbled across a question that no one seemed to be asking, “How did I get drawn into 
this conflict in the first place?”   
By asking some difficult questions, Steve began exploring the origin of the 
conflict for others and himself. The deeper he went, the more he realized the campus 
ministry leaders had no idea how they ended up in the middle of these difficult conflict 
situations. Steve considered, “I am not even sure how I got into many of the conflicts I 
have already faced in my short time as campus pastor.” That night after numerous 
conversations, Steve wrote in his journal of his experience.  
Steve was reminded of the horrific conflict he was drawn into by the 
administration at his school as he was taking on the role of campus pastor. He especially 
recalled the last six months as he dealt with academic politics, the tensions, the 
unanswered questions, the struggles to stand his ground, and bad transitions. Steve began 
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to realize that his conflicts were no different than many of the other campus ministry 
leaders.  
One of the best times at the conference is a “campfire time” where participants are 
able to share frustrations, stories, and successes. The stories that were shared around the 
campfire that night were still running through Steve’s mind. There was Mary feeling 
belittled by her male supervisor. Vince shared of his struggle to find balance and become 
more ecumenical in his approach with his non-denominational campus. Tim told the 
group through tears that he was living with the pain of having to speak “tough love” into 
the life of a student and ended up having the student’s parent try and get him fired. Greg 
found a moment to tell us that he felt all alone because he was alienated by his faculty 
and board members. Tina told a moving story of how she had to stand in the gap for her 
student leaders because they had led a controversial chapel service that made people 
uncomfortable. To wrap up the night, William, an African American campus pastor, 
spoke of the conflict he experienced as a black man on a predominately white Christian 
college campus.  
Steve spent the rest of the night reflecting on the stories he heard around the 
campfire. The questions that continued to run through his mind were “Why were campus 
ministry leaders not better prepared to handle the conflict that arose in their given 
situations?” and “How could they be better prepared in advance of conflict arising?”  
Steve was determined to find a way to answer these questions.  
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Contextual Dimensions 
Steve’s question shows a clear need for campus ministry staff to take inventory, 
find perspective, and spend quality time processing why they lack the preparation to 
handle their conflicts. Just as Mr. Han shared with Dre, campus ministry staff will need to 
explore who their “teachers” have been, and how their own personal beliefs and 
understandings have prepared them. The campus ministry staff will need to be able to 
gain a new perspective – develop an aerial view of their lives. This, along with answering 
some important questions, will begin the process of developing an understanding of why 
they are not better prepared. 
For Daniel, Dre, Steve, and all of us who face conflict, there is one common 
reality – conflict is inevitable. Specifically, for those in leadership in campus ministry 
settings, conflict arises simply due to the nature of campus ministries and the leader’s 
direct engagement in the lives of students, colleagues, and friends. To counsel people 
about their futures, worldviews, self-concepts, egos and sense of calling/purpose leaves 
plenty of room for conflict to arise as guidance, accountability and opinions are given. 
College students are working through the process of finding who they are/will become as 
they venture out from the university and their childhood family life.  
The Ivy Jungle (a loose association of men and women who minister to 
collegians) describes this changing face of college students and identifies some of the 
main issues leading to conflict:  
Student populations are more diverse, have had more exposure to the world, and 
are more connected through technology than ever before. The rate at which social 
networking took over student communication and relationships has been 
staggering. Technology – from cell phones to the internet to video games shapes 
much of life. Impacted thoroughly by postmodernism and pluralism, most 
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students think differently than their predecessors of even a decade or so ago. They 
have less identity in denominations and group labels, but approach much of life 
with a high level of consumerism with regard to the experiences that make them 
feel good. (Christian Smith's idea of moral therapeutic deism brings this mentality 
into their spiritual lives).
4
   
 
Vince shared around the campfire his struggles with ecumenism. Campus 
ministry leaders are often ill-equipped to counsel effectively because of a lack of 
ecumenical training. Increasingly, Christian liberal arts colleges are admitting students of 
many denominational backgrounds. Most ties to their denominations are limited to their 
parent’s experiences or church upbringing. With less an “identity in denominations,” 
campus ministry personnel need to have an understanding of this diversity and variations 
in beliefs.
5
  This also means campus ministry leaders need to be aware of the larger 
defining categories of Christian believers (i.e. Fundamental, Evangelical, Mainline, 
Progressive, etc…), as well as God’s Truth found in non-Christian religions.   
There are many ways to guide these young ones as they walk their individual 
paths through the college years. Some college ministry personnel are leaders who have 
life experiences in parishes and training in ministry, which is used to help guide and lead 
the students. Others are hired with little or no experience and lack the expertise for such 
guidance and leadership. In talking with campus ministry professionals, there seem to be 
no specific on-the-job training in “college life” offered other than what they have 
personally experienced in their undergraduate years as students.  
Looking into the histories of colleges who label themselves a “Christian liberal 
arts” institution, one will find at some point they almost all had a single denominational 
affiliation. Academic departments often embrace a more ecumenical approach to their 
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 Executive Summary, “State of Campus Ministry 2008,” The Ivy Jungle Network, 
http://www.ivyjungle.org/state-of-campus-ministry-2-8 (accessed May 5, 2010). 
5
 Ibid. 
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subjects compared to the localized campus ministry department. Many of the elder 
faculty of Christian liberal arts colleges and often a number of the administration still 
align themselves with the denomination. Often those individuals see or want to see the 
campus ministry department championing and serving the denomination’s needs on the 
campus. This may create disconnect and confusion for the campus ministry department. 
Campus ministry departments cannot lean toward molding students, staff and/or faculty 
into one particular Christian denomination or larger Christian defining category (i.e. 
Fundamental, Evangelical, Mainline, Progressive, etc…) due to the diverse student 
population. Often campus ministry leaders must work from the student’s worldview and 
developing understanding of their faith, instead of beginning with a “mold” in which the 
goal is to have the student fit. As Christian college campuses become more 
denominationally diverse, this will become more of a tension point.  
Mary, Greg and William all shared different stories around the campfire 
pertaining to their frustration or breakdowns in communication, as well as struggles with 
seeking power or manipulation to gain position in the ministry department, in faculty, or 
elsewhere in the university. If roles aren’t clearly defined and accountability is not given 
to the carrying out of these roles, unrest will occur among the ranks. Struggles with 
seeking power or manipulation to gain position will also transpire. At times the 
professional is unaware of their situation because their expectations have not been 
defined through a clear job description with attainable goals and objectives. Often 
campus ministry job descriptions can be vague and carry a great deal of preconceived 
notions or unstated goals of the supervisor or administration. Mary, Greg and William 
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will continually see conflict “rear its ugly head” if they cannot become aware and 
recognize how these issues lead to their conflict.  
Often times faculty and staff members promote conflict with the campus 
ministries department by their unwillingness to view students’ spiritual lives from a 
spiritually formative perspective. A spiritually formative viewpoint takes into 
consideration the students’ entire life story instead of just their academic pursuits. The 
campus ministries department must also be willing to understand that other faculty and 
staff will be concerned most generally with the students’ academic pursuits. If there is not 
support and understanding of the other’s viewpoint from either department, conflict will 
arise. This will cause discord among the faculty, staff, and campus ministries department. 
If the campus ministries department wants to walk influentially on the campus, working 
cooperatively with the professors and other staff departments, it must run respectfully and 
be willing to model a “give and take” attitude for the other departments on campus. This 
means they will have to “tap” into a deeper knowledge that seeks peace not war or 
division. 
Defining the Problem 
Conflict can be internal: jealousy, revenge, unrequited love. It may also be 
external, stemming from the person’s work, physical or home environment. At times, it is 
caused through differences between two characters or a conflict with circumstances 
which may or may not be raised by the person dealing with this issue. Internally, the 
conscience can experience conflict or struggle between its own views of what is “right” 
and “wrong”.  
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Most Campus Ministry leaders seem to be ill-prepared for working through these 
issues in a productive manner in order to seek a process for getting to the root of the 
conflict. Delving into the foundational issues of conflict will help create a way forward to 
minimization, diversion or ultimately resolution of conflict issues facing Campus 
Ministry leaders.  
Problem Statement 
I am studying the lack of preparation among campus ministry leaders in dealing 
with issues of conflict, because I want to find applicable ways to develop campus ministry 
leaders prior to conflict arising. I will describe a strategy that will equip those in campus 
ministry leadership to prepare, anticipate and defuse conflict before strife occurs, so that 
the leaders will become adept at effecting change without raising undue potential for 
conflict.  
Solving the Problem 
Although inevitable, I believe conflict in the leadership of campus ministries can 
be minimized, diverted and/or resolved to create a more effective, manageable and 
productive working environment. With all issues of conflict, there are early indicators 
which can be recognized, as well as effective strategies for resolution that can be 
beneficial. Often, if organization and strategies are put in place before crisis occurs, one 
is better able to deal with the crisis and not turn it into conflict on top of crisis.  
As those who work with college students well know, crisis will occur on a daily 
basis in the lives of these young adults. So often we look for the “easy steps” or some 
10 
 
“quick fix” to calm a crisis, but do not address where conflict originates. As Steve, we 
must ask the deeper question, “Where does this conflict come from?” and “How did I get 
drawn into this conflict in the first place?”  
Much of what is written about conflict management today deals with “steps” or 
“skills” to remove leaders from the conflict in which they find themselves. I am not as 
interested in “skills” or “steps”, as much as a philosophical and biblical framework for 
approaching conflict at its root. This is why I claim that Gandhi’s understanding of 
Satyagraha provides a fruitful framework for equipping and preparing Campus Ministry 
leaders for dealing with conflict. 
Although some may be concerned that Gandhi’s Satyagraha framework is extra-
biblical, Gandhi’s Satyagraha was based on biblical principles. Many people are unaware 
that the concepts and philosophy of Gandhi’s Satyagraha (meaning “holding on to truth” 
or “truth-force”) developed after a two-year exploration of Jesus Christ’s ministry and 
values found in the four Gospels of the Christian Bible. This is evidenced in Gandhi’s 
five major concepts of Satyagraha; 1) loving your enemies, 2) seeking truth, 3) personal 
transformation, 4) personal virtue and 5) religious faith.
 6
 
Gandhi’s Satyagraha also delves to the depths of Biblical understanding of the 
Hebrew concept of shalom (peace). In chapter two, I will show how shalom is a major 
theme throughout the Christian scriptures from creation through the coming of Jesus. 
Also, I want to show how Gandhi was able to draw out specific principles and virtues 
                                                          
6
 Nojeim, Gandhi and King, 94-121. 
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from the life of Jesus. This has been documented and evidenced in the study of “Shalom 
Theology” 7 and Gandhi’s work on Satyagraha. 
People may not be familiar with Satyagraha (suht-yuh-gruh-huh) and may be 
surprised to find out that the concepts have proven to be effective at working successfully 
through conflict at different times in history. The principles of Satyagraha have been 
applied in multiple cultural and religious contexts to help prepare leaders for conflict. As 
part of chapter three, I will take a look at some of the specific places Gandhi’s Satyagraha 
has been used to prepare leaders to transcend everyday conflicts, prepare their minds and 
hearts and begin to “rise above” the conflict in historic and timely ways.  
One of those ways was The American Friends Service Committee’s work from 
1955 called Speak Truth to Power, A Quaker Search for an Alternative to Violence: A 
Study of International Conflict. The Quaker’s study focused more on international 
conflict situations using the concepts of Satyagraha, but it was the first and earliest 
religious denomination to utilize Gandhi’s concepts in a Christian setting.  
Another historic use of Satyagraha was during the American Civil Rights 
Movement. Martin Luther King, Jr., a Christian pastor and activist found Gandhi 
fascinating and quoted him often. He also made the connection between Gandhi’s 
Satyagraha and Jesus’ disavowal of the ethic of revenge. Gandhi’s Salt March to the Sea 
helped King begin to mesh Christian principles with a wider social movement. He began 
preaching Gandhian principles. He focused on irrelevance of label or source, language or 
                                                          
7
 Terry McGonigal,  “If You Only Knew What Would Bring Peace: Shalom Theology as the Biblical 
Foundation for Diversity.” CCCU Website File Folder, 
www.cccu.org/filefolder/2009_CMD_Shalom_theology.pdf (accessed October 20, 2009). 
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fold, refusing to hate, turning the other cheek and walking the way of love.
8
 These are 
elemental ideas for holistic (body, mind and spirit) preparation for conflict. “King liked 
to say that Christ furnished the spirit – of love, justice and redemption and bearing the 
cross of suffering – and Gandhi furnished the method – of nonviolent resistance 
characterized by steadfastness, self-suffering and soul force.” Together they developed a 
way to create an environment where change in attitudes and even lifestyle could take 
place.  
A personal example of this change was King who spent much time in preparation, 
whether in jail or his study. He sought out ways to better himself, by becoming more 
committed to his cause, pursuing moral integrity, honing his relational and ministry 
skills, and mentally, spiritually and physically preparing himself for the stress of the 
conflict that was to come along with constant authority issues that were on the horizon. 
Campus Ministry staff may not be in a Civil Rights battle, yet the study of how Martin 
Luther King, Jr. effectively utilized Gandhi’s principles of Satyagraha will be beneficial 
in learning how the campus ministry professional’s way of life and thinking will shape 
and change their perspectives on conflict. 
Lastly, the principles of Gandhi’s Satyagraha are evidenced in his work to subdue 
and finally end violence in India in the 1940’s. Gandhi adopted this philosophy of 
Satyagraha as a way of life and led one of the greatest mass movements in history on that 
basis, winning independence for 400,000,000 people before he himself was assassinated.
9
 
                                                          
8
 Jonathan Rieder, The Word of the Lord Is Upon Me: The Righteous Performance of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2008), 265. 
9
 Gandhi Rajmohan, Gandhi: The Man, His People, and the Empire (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2008), 655-666. 
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In chapter four, I will focus my attention on the environment of campus 
ministries, specifically the thinking systems involved in this type of ministry setting. I 
will show how system-sensitive leadership allows the campus ministry leader the ability 
to maintain harmony, even in the face of the pronounced diversity found on the Christian 
liberal arts college campus. I will also explore how system-sensitive leadership allows the 
campus ministry leader to be adept at effecting change without raising undue potential for 
conflict, so that the leader can anticipate dissension and defuse it before strife secures a 
stronghold.
10
   
In Chapter Five, I will explore the functions of the campus ministry leader and the 
relationships he or she makes within the campus ministry setting. Since the conceptual 
and emotional dimensions of leadership are inextricably linked, I will look at how the 
leader’s “presence” and “being” shape the relationships and techniques that properly 
prepare leaders for conflict.
11
  I plan to show how a leader’s failure to change their 
situation has less to do with “steps” or “methods” and often more to do with their “inner 
life”, behaviors and surroundings.  
In my final chapter and conclusion, I will synthesize my findings to devise a 
process for spiritual preparation that will help campus ministry leaders holistically 
prepare for conflict. Utilizing Gandhi’s Satyagraha as a framework, I will develop an 
educational resource which will help campus ministry leaders explore the implications of 
1) loving your enemies, 2) seeking truth, 3) personal transformation, 4) personal virtue 
and 5) religious faith
 12  
within a Christ-centered Biblical structure. Each section will 
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 Michael C. Armour and Don Browning, Systems-Sensitive Leadership: Empowering Diversity without 
Polarizing the Church (Joplin: College Press, 2000), 20. 
11
 Friedman, Failure of Nerve, 4-5. 
12
 Nojeim, Gandhi and King, 94-121. 
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touch on aspects of the environmental, relational, emotional and behavioral aspects that 
are appropriate for effecting change without raising undue potential for conflict.  
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CHAPTER 2 
BIBLICAL MATERIALS 
If we are setting out to write about preparing leaders for conflict, we need to have 
a clear destination of what the outcome should be. Throughout this chapter, I will show 
how the pursuit of shalom is a major theme from the beginning to end in the Christian 
Bible. It will also be important to link Gandhi’s understanding of Satyagraha to the life of 
Jesus found in the gospel texts. To understand where we are headed, we will begin with 
the study of “Shalom Theology.”1 
Shalom Theology 
One of the weaknesses of the contemporary church’s peace witness is that so 
often its rationale is grounded not in Scripture but in general cultural notions of 
justice and fairness. Equally lamentable, Christians who stress biblical authority 
and preach ‘biblical’ sermons react by criticizing peace and justice proponents 
and then put peace on discount, regarding it secondary, perhaps even unimportant, 
to the evangelistic mission of the church.
2
  
 
 
So often “seeking peace” in our day and age has been labeled being “politically 
correct,” “part of the liberal agenda,” “majoring in the minors,” and “not essential to the 
central message of the Bible.” This is the same for issues such as diversity, gender-
inclusive language, disabilities and the like. All those aforementioned labels are 
articulated as sufficient reasons why Christians should not be “seeking peace” in its 
                                                          
1
 Terry McGonigal, “If You Only Knew What Would Bring Peace: Shalom Theology as the Biblical 
Foundation for Diversity.” CCCU Website File Folder, 
www.cccu.org/filefolder/2009_CMD_Shalom_theology.pdf (accessed October 20, 2009). 
2
 William M. Swartley, Covenant of Peace: The Missing Peace in New Testament Theology and Ethics 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2006), 7.  
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fullest biblical vision. Ironically, this may just be the reason many well-meaning 
Christians find themselves “up-to-their-neck” in conflict.  
When we turn to the Bible, we find a different story. Far from being peripheral or 
a “buzz word” to the scriptural witness, the biblical theme of peace is foundational. The 
biblical term “peace” (Hb. shalom, Gk. eirene) and its cognates appears 550 times in the 
Bible.
3
 
  
Shalom (Hebrew noun) Well Being, 
Wholeness, Perfection of God’s 
Creation, Prosperity, Peace 
Number of times  
it appears 
Pentateuch   
Historical Books  
Job 
Psalms  
Prov/Eccl/Sos 
TOTAL  
26X 
85X 
4X 
27X 
5X 
225X 
 
Eirene (Greek noun) Restoring of 
Relationship, Wholeness, Healing, 
Peace 
Number of times  
it appears 
Matthew 
Mark 
Luke  
John 
Acts 
Paul 
Other Epistles 
Revelation 
TOTAL  
5X 
1X 
14X 
5X 
7X 
43X 
17X 
2X 
94X 
 
Shelem (Hebrew noun) Fellowship 
Offering, Peace Offering 
Number of times  
it appears 
Pentateuch   
Historical Books  
Proverbs 
Prophets 
TOTAL  
54X 
25X 
1X 
7X 
87X 
 
 
                                                          
3
 McGonigal, If You Only Knew. 
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Shalem (Hebrew verb) Repay, Make 
restitution, pay back (for loss), restore, 
to be at peace, to make peace 
Number of times  
it appears 
Pentateuch   
Historical Books  
Job 
Psalms  
Prov/Eccl 
Prophets 
TOTAL  
29X 
20X 
11X 
17X 
13X 
27X 
117X 
 
 
Shalem (Hebrew adjective) Fully 
committed, fully devoted, wholehearted 
devotion, determined, loyal (as an ally), 
accurate and honest 
Number of times  
it appears 
Pentateuch   
Historical Books  
Proverbs 
Prophets 
TOTAL  
6X 
16X 
1X 
4X 
27X 
 
 
SUMMARY Number of times  
it appears 
Shalom 
Eirene 
Shalem 
Shelem 
Shalem 
TOTAL  
225X 
94X 
117X 
87X 
27X 
550X 
 
 
The above tables provide a numeric picture of the word “peace” throughout the 
scriptures. This clearly demonstrates that peace is more than a simple “buzz word” or 
peripheral concept within scripture.  
 
Shalom from the Beginning 
Whether it is from the beginning of Genesis or the beginning of time shalom has 
been a pillar of God’s creative action in our world. Shalom is not a byproduct or an 
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evolving concept with God, rather it is a required condition that stabilizes order, 
relationships, stewardship, beauty and rhythm in our universe. God in his holy unity (the 
Trinity) is the perfect example of the shalom which he bestows on all of his creation.  
  We read in the creation narrative of how God created (brought into existence) a 
universe that did not exist. From the perfect shalom of the Trinity, the poem of Genesis 
chapter one is spoken forth. A developing order is laid out that shows the intricacy of 
God’s plan.  
“Creator forms everything in its proper time and place (days 1-3), and then fills it 
all with a dazzling array of diverse elements (days 4-6); sun, moon, and stars; 
seas, rivers and land; fish and birds; plants, trees and vegetation; living creatures 
of every kind. Life in all its abundance flourished according to Creator’s shalom 
order.”4 
 
This is not the end of God’s creative act. The Genesis chapter one poem 
concludes with the creation of human beings (male and female) that bear His likeness or 
image (Genesis 1:26-27). Within this act of creation, God develops a new relationship. 
Not only is humanity linked through a relationship of peace with God, but now also with 
one another. After they were created, Genesis 2:25 states, “The man and his wife were 
both naked, and they felt no shame.” They could stand before each other “at peace” 
without any barrier or hiding. Thus the first couple shared a “shalom relationship”, much 
like the one between them and God simply because of his image within each of them. 
Cornelius Plantinga describes this divine design:  
So God begins to do some creative separating: he separates light from darkness, 
day from night, water from land, the sea creatures from the land cruiser…At the 
same time God binds together: he binds humans to the rest of creation as stewards 
and caretakers of it, to himself as bearers of his image, and to each other as 
perfect complements.
5
    
 
                                                          
4
 Ibid. 
5
 Cornelius Plantinga, Engaging God’s World (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2002), 29. 
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What God has created is a harmony of equals among humanity that makes for an intricate 
balancing act. Whether between husband and wife, parent and child, worker and co-
worker, or friend and neighbor, what has been set from the beginning is a shalom 
relationship with our fellow human beings. Communication or conversation is then 
essential to sustaining this shalom. Margaret Wheatley makes this point: 
Conversation can only take place among equals. If anyone feels superior, it 
destroys conversation. Words then are used to dominate, coerce, manipulate. 
Those who act superior can’t help but treat others as objects to accomplish their 
causes and plans. When we see each other as equals, we stop misusing them. We 
are equal because we are human beings. Acknowledging you as my equal is a 
gesture of love.
6
    
 
Not only is it a “gesture of love” but a sign of peace and an acknowledgement of God’s 
ultimate design for humankind.  
 Much like when a husband and wife give birth to a child, with new creation come 
new responsibilities. God bestowed upon the first couple a command to “be fruitful and 
increase in number” (Genesis 1:28) as well as a command to be stewards of what they 
had been given (Genesis 2:15). Stewardship as a biblical term has been misinterpreted 
and abused over the centuries. Terry McGonigal states that “Stewardship means that 
humans are to work with the earth so that every aspect of the physical creation in all its 
resplendent diversity will prosper.”7  Instead we let other obstacles get in the way. 
Margaret Wheatley says our own “consciousness has kept us from being in simple 
partnership with the earth.” She concludes that “we’ve acted as gods rather than as good 
neighbors.” 8  Dallas Willard felt it necessary even in our day to revise John Wesley’s 
famous formula, “Get all you can, save all you can, give all you can.” Willard said it 
                                                          
6
 Margaret J. Wheatley, Turning to One Another: Simple Conversations to Restore Hope to the Future (San 
Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2002), 141.  
7
 McGonigal, If You Only Knew. 
8
 Wheatley, Turning to One Another, 104. 
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must be supplemented and should read; get all you can; save all you can, freely use all 
you can within a properly disciplined spiritual life; and control all you can for the good of 
humankind and God’s glory.”9    I believe McGonigal, Wheatley and Willard are 
sounding a warning to us that a violation or abuse of shalom stewardship ultimately 
threatens all of God’s creation. 
 This violation or abuse may cause us to no longer see the beauty that God himself 
pointed out in the Genesis poem when it says, “And God saw all that he had made, and it 
was very good” (Genesis 1:31). Each aspect of Creation was seen by the Creator as 
“good.” The Great Artist takes a step back from his work and sees the beauty of what he 
has made. We too have opportunities to see that beauty when we take in the colors of the 
sunset, the roar of the ocean, the majesty of the mountains, the smell of a warm pie, and 
the touch of a baby’s skin. Even though every part of God’s creation is unique, it is 
interconnected and interdependent. Having God’s image within us we too can see God’s 
shalom beauty. If we can see it in creation, the next logical step is to see it in each other.  
There is a quote attributed to Mother Teresa which reads, “If we have no peace, it 
is because we have forgotten that we belong to one another.”10   Not only does the beauty 
of God’s creation around us show us his glory, but when we look inside one another we 
see his image and realize we too are interconnected and “belong to one another.” With an 
understanding that all truth is God’s truth, I borrow an illustration from Hinduism’s Rig 
Veda of Indra’s Net:  
We are all individual jewels that shine uniquely. But we are all jewels 
gleaming on the same web, each sparkling outward from our place on the 
                                                          
9
 Dallas Willard, The Spirit of the Disciplines: Understanding How God Changes Lives (San Francisco: Harper 
Collins Publishers, 1998), 217. 
10
Mother Teresa. BrainyQuote.com, Xplore Inc, 2010. 
http://brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/m/mothertere107032.html (accessed October 18, 2010). 
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net, each reflected in the other. As paradoxical as it is, our unique 
expressions are the only source of light we have to see each other. We 
need the light from each unique jewel in order to illuminate our oneness.
11
            
  
Like Indra’s Net, God has created a complex, intricate and interwoven system that 
consists of the various aspects of shalom already mentioned: order, relationships, 
responsibility, beauty and finally we add rhythm. The rhythm of Creation is captured so 
well in the poem found in Genesis chapter one. Author and speaker, Rob Bell points out 
that the Hebrew poets wrote in a chiastic form. That meant they hid the meaning 
somewhere in the middle of the poem. The middle of the Creation poem found in Genesis 
chapter one is verse four – the creation of the sun, moon and stars. God used the sun, the 
moon and the stars to mark the days, months, years or seasons. The Hebraic Jews would 
have understood the meaning of the seasons because of their slavery in Egypt. They had 
been slaves, which means they worked seven days a week producing bricks for Pharaoh. 
As Bell points out, God had delivered them from slavery and now was teaching them 
“what it meant to be a human being not a human doing.”12 God was teaching the Hebrew 
people as well as us how to get into his shalom rhythm - six days of creating and then a 
day of rest. Sabbath was his way of getting us in tune with his natural shalom rhythms. 
Sabbath helps us find true peace in our week.  
Plantinga summarizes this entire section with the following: 
The webbing together of God, humans and all creation in justice, fulfillment, and 
delight is what the Old Testament prophets call shalom. We call it “peace” but it 
means far more than mere peace of mind or cease-fire among enemies. (As a 
matter of fact, the areas over which two armies declare a cease-fire may be acres 
of smoldering ruin.) In the Bible shalom means universal flourishing, wholeness, 
and delight – a rich state of affairs in which natural needs are satisfied and natural 
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 Wheatley, Turning to One Another, 119.  
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 Rob Bell, “Everything is Spiritual,” DVD, produced by Zondervan (Grand Rapids, MI: Flannel Video, 
2007). 
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gifts fruitfully employed, all under the arch of God’s love. Shalom, in other word, 
is the way things are supposed to be.
13
 
 
This was the way creation was intended to be – a universal flourishing, wholeness and 
delight. Creation has all it needs –not too much or too little – but just the right amount to 
keep each of us rightly dependent upon God and each other. Sadly this rich state of 
affairs called shalom did not last long.  
 
Shalom Fallen 
      Soon free will was acted upon in a negative way. The beautiful net or webbing 
that God had developed was shaken and almost no longer could be seen.  
Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote: “If only it were all so simple!  If only there were 
evil people somewhere insidiously committing evil deeds and it were necessary 
only to separate them. But the dividing line between good and evil cuts through 
the heart of every human being, and who is willing to destroy a piece of their own 
heart?...But humanity’s next step toward renouncing vengeance and laying down 
violence may be to accept and acknowledge that the dividing line between good 
and evil does indeed run through each of our hearts.
14
 
 
We are no different than the first couple in the Genesis poem. Once the serpent has 
tempted them, McGonigal points out a five step process that diverts them from God’s 
shalom plan:  
 
1. Questioning God’s shalom decree: “Did God say…?” (3:1) 
2. Distorting God’s shalom decree: “Did God say, ‘you shall not eat from any tree 
in the garden?’” (3:1) 
3. Denying God’s shalom decree: “You will not die.” (3:4) 
4. Violating the Creator/Creature distinction: “You will be like God, knowing good 
and evil.” (3:5) 
5. Disobeying God’s shalom decree: “She took of its fruit and ate, and she also gave 
some to her husband…” (3:6)15 
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We are now introduced to “conflict” in scripture. In one simple conversation a multitude 
of conflicts arise for humanity and the “rich state of affairs” takes a downward tailspin. 
Questioning, distorting, denying, violating, and disobeying are the beginning stages of 
conflict for all of humanity. Soon it will produce removal and separation, pain and 
anguish, and ultimately the first death (Cain killing Abel). This will shatter the “shalom 
netting” which God has created for humankind. God’s people strayed so far from his 
intended path, that he had to destroy them by sending a flood in order that they could 
again see the resemblance of shalom.  
After the flood, God seems to be setting into motion his shalom vision again, and 
things look as though they are back on track for a moment. Then we read of the Tower of 
Babel and again the people of God slip into those five stages. As will become the 
standard, God begins anew. He is now focused on specifically bringing his message of 
shalom to families: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and finally Joseph. Over and over again, it 
becomes clear that since the Garden of Eden, God has been about redeeming his fallen 
creation. “God’s goal is to restore us to our original identity, as children reflecting God’s 
image, and to our original vocation as productive stewards living together in just and 
peaceful relationships.”16    
Deliverance from bondage and restoration will be the key to God’s work in the 
Old Testament for several generations. Moses’ life and the story of the Exodus are filled 
with account after account of God’s shalom breaking forth. God has saved a remnant 
people “to receive, experience, and extend God’s shalom to all creation.”17  God is giving 
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 Bryant L. Myers, Walking with the Poor (Maryknoll: Orbis Publishers, 1999), 42. 
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more responsibility, but this time it is to his purposely chosen people. God knew that this 
people would be quickly back to the five step process and so this time he gives them 
some written guidelines to free them further from the bondage of sin.  
The Ten Commandments, as we know them, would spell out the virtues to an 
abundant life. The first three deal with one’s relationship with God and the last six with 
one’s relationship to others. Separating those two relationships is the fourth 
commandment which is a guide again for getting back to the rhythms of shalom.  
To see these “commandments” as more than rules to follow, there must be a 
restored relationship that is based on love. That is why along with the Ten 
Commandments, one of the greatest commandments of the Hebrew people was the Great 
Shema. 
 
Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. Love the LORD your God 
with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength. These 
commandments that I give you today are to be upon your hearts. Impress them on 
your children. Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk along 
the road, when you lie down and when you get up. Tie them as symbols on your 
hands and bind them on your foreheads. Write them on the doorframes of your 
houses and on your gates. (Deut. 6:4-9) 
 
Love becomes the new standard. It is because of God’s love and our relationship with 
him, that we holistically connect (heart, soul and strength) to God and to our neighbor. As 
we love God and allow him to guide and direct our relationships, our obedience is 
transformed into true joy, freedom and peace. Dallas Willard talks about this 
transformation as the “renovation of the heart” which he explains as “…a matter of 
opening ourselves to and carefully cultivating love, joy, and peace: first by receiving 
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them from God and from those already living in him, and then as we grow, extending 
love, joy, and peace to others and everything around us in attitude, prayer, and action.”18  
 To find this shalom, it is unthinkable without personal transformation by and 
obedience to Yahweh’s law. It was Israel’s responsibility to live and act in positive 
response to the instructions that God has commanded, and when Israel was obedient, they 
found peace. Faithfulness to the law and righteousness are, therefore, bound and untied 
with peace: 
 Steadfast love and faithfulness will meet; 
Righteousness and peace (shalom) will kiss each other.  
Faithfulness will spring up from the ground,  
and righteousness will look down from the sky. (Psalm 85:10f.) 
 
In the biblical wisdom literature, the love for the law is modified by the love of 
wisdom in which shalom is attained. Wisdom’s “ways are ways of pleasantness, and all 
her paths are peace (shalom)” (Prov. 3:17). Therefore the warning is given: 
 My child, do not forget my teaching,  
 But let your heart keep my commandments; 
For length of days and years of life 
And abundant welfare (shalom) they will give you (Prov. 3:1f.) 
 
Moving forward in time, this personal transformation will be a challenge for 
Joshua who has a difficult time obeying God’s commands. In addition, it will be a 
frustrating cycle of lack of obedience, forgetting the promises of God, and a return by 
way of prophetic wisdom throughout the book of Judges that will return the people to the 
transformed life. King David even carries on this tradition as “the man after God’s own 
heart.” Throughout Psalms we see a continual process of attempts at obedience and 
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transformed living, by a David who is haunted by the lack of true joy, freedom and peace 
in his life. In his darkest hour as conflicts surround him, David cries out,  
Create in me a pure heart, O God,  
and renew a steadfast spirit within me. 
 
Do not cast me from your presence  
or take your Holy Spirit from me. 
 
Restore to me the joy of your salvation  
and grant me a willing spirit, to sustain me. 
 
Then I will teach transgressors your ways,  
and sinners will turn back to you. 
 
Save me from bloodguilt, O God, the God who saves me,  
and my tongue will sing of your righteousness. 
 
O Lord, open my lips,  
and my mouth will declare your praise. (Psalms 51:10-15) 
 
King David was crying out for a savior or messiah to rescue him from his own 
bloodguilt. For one who would restore his joy and sustain him in this life of conflict. 
Soon others would be crying out and prophesying about shalom, and one who would 
come and embody true shalom.  
 
Shalom Prophesied 
 Often we think of the minor prophets of the Old Testament as harbingers of 
judgment and gloom. They were to call the people of this earth to repentance and warn 
them of the coming destruction by a jealous and vengeful God. A great many of their 
discourses focused on disobedience and obedience to God’s law. If you are careful in 
your reading, you will see in each a prophetic word of God’s desire to restore this world 
and his people to shalom.  
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Hosea 
Hosea calls for repentance as did all of the prophets. He says, “They offer human 
sacrifice and kiss the calf-idols. Therefore they will be like the morning dew that 
disappears, like chaff swirling from a threshing floor, like smoke escaping through a 
window” (Hosea 13:3).  But in the midst of God’s diatribe against Israel, he apparently 
promises redemption from death:  “I will ransom them from the power of the grave; I will 
redeem them from death. Where, O death, are your plagues? Where, O grave is your 
destruction?” (Hosea 13:14).  God shows he has a plan to return them to shalom.  
 
Joel 
Joel sees a locust plague and drought in Judah as a harbinger of a day of judgment 
and punishment to come and he calls for repentance (Joel 1:12). He points out that 
restoration, blessing and peace will come only after judgment and repentance.  
 
Amos 
Amos emphasized social justice as the true expression of piety and also 
prophesies a great destruction to come. God calls for repentance, modest living, and 
social justice:  
Seek me and live....You trample on the poor and force them to give you grain. 
Therefore, though you have built stone mansions, you will not live in them…You 
deprive the poor of justice in the courts.... Seek good, not evil, that you may 
live…. Let justice roll on like a river, righteousness like a never-falling stream... 
(Amos 5:11-24).  
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God decries those who make a practice of skimping on the measure of goods for sale to 
the poor, “cheating with dishonest scales, buying the poor with silver and the needy for a 
pair of sandals, selling even the sweepings with the wheat...” (Amos 8:6). 
But God also promises restoration to come: “In that day I will restore David’s 
fallen tent.... I will bring back my exiled people Israel; they will rebuild the ruined 
cities.... I will plant Israel in their own land, never again to be uprooted” (Amos 9:15). 
God is restoring shalom to his people through personal transformation and obedience.  
 
Obadiah 
Much like Jeremiah, Obadiah prophesies against Edom and predicts the 
deliverance and restoration to shalom of the house of Jacob. “The day of the Lord is near 
for all nations. As you have done, it will be done to you.... But on Mount Zion will be 
deliverance...” (Obadiah 1:15-21). 
 
Jonah 
After running from God, Jonah goes to Nineveh where, as a result of his 
preaching, the people and their king repent and turn from their evil ways and bring peace 
to the land. Even in Jonah’s disobedience, God was able to bring shalom to a people who 
were being disobedient to God’s law. 
  
Micah 
Micah alternated between oracles of doom and of hope. His theme, too, was the 
judgment and deliverance of God. After warning the people, Micah speaks of 
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deliverance, a glimpse of a new attitude and lifestyle of peace, and ultimately, a coming 
messiah:  
I will surely gather all of you, O Jacob; I will surely bring together the remnant of 
Israel...like sheep in a pen.... One who breaks open the way will go up before 
them.... Their king will pass through before them, the Lord at their head (Micah 
2:13).  In the last days the mountain of the Lord's temple will be established as 
chief among the mountains (4:1).... They will beat their swords into plowshares 
and their spears into pruning hooks (4:3).... But you, Bethlehem Ephrathah, 
though you are small among the clans of Judah, out of you will come for me one 
who will be ruler over Israel (5:2).... He will stand and shepherd his flock.... And 
they will live securely, for then his greatness will reach to the ends of the earth. 
And he will be their peace (5:5). 
 
Nahum 
Nahum prophesies as a contemporary of Zephaniah and the young Jeremiah. He 
too addresses Nineveh, prophesying its fall. “[The Lord] will make an end of Nineveh; he 
will pursue his foes into darkness” (Nahum 1:8). Yet he too gives hope for a restoration 
to shalom. “The Lord will restore the splendor of Jacob like the splendor of Israel…” 
(2:2).  
 
Habakkuk 
Habakkuk begs for shalom in his cries to the Lord; “How long, O Lord, must I 
call for help but you do not listen?... Why do you make me look at injustice? Why do you 
tolerate wrong?...” (Habakkuk 1:3). “Why then do you tolerate the treacherous? Why are 
you silent while the wicked swallow up those more righteous than themselves?...” (1:13). 
God has a plan not only to restore peace, but to teach the people to remember that the 
Lord is in charge. “For the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the 
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Lord.” (Habakkuk 2:13). But the Lord is in his holy temple; let all the earth be silent 
before him” (2:20). Habakkuk is left in peace praising his God.  
 
Zephaniah 
Zephaniah prophesies the approaching judgment when God will punish the 
nations including Judah, yet there is hope for restoration to shalom through the remnant 
of God. “But I will leave within you the meek and humble, who trust in the name of the 
Lord. The remnant of Israel will do no wrong” (Zephaniah 3:12).  “He will take great 
delight in you, he will quiet you (shalom) with his love, he will rejoice over you with 
singing” (Zephaniah 3:17).    
 
Haggai 
Haggai’s book shows the consequences of obedience and disobedience. Yet amid 
his cautions and chastisements, Haggai says that “The Lord will fill the temple with 
glory” and bless them in the end with a restoration of peace.  
 
Zechariah 
Like Haggai, Zechariah chastises the people for delaying in the rebuilding of the 
temple, but he gives apocalyptic visions that give encouragement to the people. The Lord 
calls for true social justice, mercy, and compassion rather than just insincere fasting. God 
promises to bless Jerusalem and make it prosper, as well as bring it a messiah. “Rejoice 
greatly, O Daughter of Zion!... See your king comes to you, righteous and having 
salvation, gentle and riding on a donkey.... He will proclaim peace to the nations.... His 
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rule will extend from sea to sea and from the river to the ends of the earth.” (Zechariah 
9:10). Thus, the people of the northern and southern kingdoms will be reunited and there 
will be peace again. Then, “The Lord will be king over the whole earth.... Jerusalem will 
be raised up.... Never again will it be destroyed. Jerusalem will be secure.... Every pot in 
Jerusalem and Judah will be holy” (14:21). A beautiful picture of shalom.  
 
Malachi 
Malachi prophesied to the people of God’s restored community who had begun to lose 
hope. Considered by most scholars as the last of the prophets of the Old Testament, 
Malachi prophecies of another messenger who was to come: 
The Lord says, ‘See, I will send my messenger who will prepare the way before 
me [John the Baptist?]. Then suddenly the Lord you are seeking will come to his 
temple.... But who can endure the day of his coming? Who can stand when he 
appears? For he will be like a refiner's fire or a launderer’s soap.... He will purify 
the Levites (3:3).... But for you who revere my name, the sun of righteousness 
will rise with healing in its wings. And you will go out and leap like calves 
released from the stall. Then you will trample down the wicked (4:3).... I will 
send you the prophet Elijah before that great and dreadful day of the Lord comes. 
He will turn the hearts of the fathers to their children, and the hearts of the 
children to their fathers (4:6)....  
 
What each of the Minor Prophets were prophetically arriving at was the fact that God was 
going to bring shalom to the lives of his people and ultimately the world;  through the 
obedient lives of his people, as well as through the life and death of his own son. That 
same prophetic voice was evident in Jeremiah as he responded with a vision to rekindle 
God’s shalom: 
This is what the LORD Almighty, the God of Israel, says to all those I carried into 
exile from Jerusalem to Babylon: “Build houses and settle down; plant gardens 
and eat what they produce. Marry and have sons and daughters; find wives for 
your sons and give your daughters in marriage, so that they too may have sons 
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and daughters. Increase in number there; do not decrease. Also, seek the peace 
and prosperity of the city to which I have carried you into exile. Pray to the 
LORD for it, because if it prospers, you too will prosper.” Yes, this is what the 
LORD Almighty, the God of Israel, says: “Do not let the prophets and diviners 
among you deceive you. Do not listen to the dreams you encourage them to have. 
They are prophesying lies to you in my name. I have not sent them,” declares the 
LORD (Jeremiah 29:4-9). 
 
 
Just two chapters later Jeremiah prophesies further about God’s plan to restore shalom by 
making a new covenant with his people: 
 “The time is coming,” declares the LORD,  
       “when I will make a new covenant  
       with the house of Israel  
       and with the house of Judah.  
 It will not be like the covenant  
       I made with their forefathers  
       when I took them by the hand  
       to lead them out of Egypt,  
       because they broke my covenant,  
       though I was a husband to them,”  
       declares the LORD.  
“This is the covenant I will make with the house of Israel  
       after that time,” declares the LORD.  
       “I will put my law in their minds  
       and write it on their hearts.  
       I will be their God,  
       and they will be my people.  
No longer will a man teach his neighbor,  
       or a man his brother, saying, ‘Know the LORD,’  
       because they will all know me,  
       from the least of them to the greatest,”  
       declares the LORD.  
       “For I will forgive their wickedness  
       and will remember their sins no more.” (Jeremiah 31:31-34) 
There will be a day when shalom relationships will be renewed through a new covenant 
based on forgiveness. It will not be a burden to bear, but rather freedom in the Lord. This 
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will be the “year of the Lord’s favor” as prophesied by Isaiah (Isaiah 61). One will come, 
a Servant-Messiah, who will proclaim good news, freedom, release, comfort and hope for 
those in conflict in the world. And it will be this Servant-Messiah, sent by God himself 
who will provide atonement for the sins of the world.  
  Surely he took up our infirmities  
       and carried our sorrows,  
       yet we considered him stricken by God,  
       smitten by him, and afflicted.  
 But he was pierced for our transgressions,  
       he was crushed for our iniquities;  
       the punishment that brought us peace was upon him,  
       and by his wounds we are healed. (Isaiah 53:4-5) 
 
Peace Incarnate 
 Jesus’ life began with a great host of angels appearing in the night sky to 
shepherds who were watching their flocks. This heavenly host announced, “Glory to God 
in the highest heaven and on earth peace to those on whom his favor rests” (Luke 2:14). 
His life began with a decree of peace. If we fast forward to the end of his human 
existence, we find Jesus hanging upon a cross. Through the agony and torture of 
crucifixion, Jesus utters some of his last words of peace, “Father, forgive them, for they 
do not know what they are doing” (Luke 23:34). These are just bookends to a life that is 
filled with the work of shalom.  
 Because of the cultures, personalities, writing styles and relationships to Jesus, 
each Gospel writer, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, all approach and emphasize 
distinctive aspects of Jesus’ shalom work.  
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Mark focuses on shalom order through Jesus’ miracles. Matthew asserts shalom 
stewardship/responsibility through Jesus’ teachings. John highlights shalom 
beauty/glory through Jesus’ incarnation and suffering. Luke reclaims the priority 
of shalom relationships in Jesus’ community.19     
For each of the gospel writers, shalom was no longer an ideal concept that was lost in the 
garden when the first couple began to make bad choices. Rather, Shalom for them 
“became flesh and blood and moved into the neighborhood” (John 1:14 MSG). Shalom 
was now a human being with skin and bones. The Gospel writers, disciples, even the 
people in the towns and villages, began realizing this could be the anointed one (messiah) 
that would come to save them as Isaiah had foretold. To complete this thought in the 
minds of the people, Jesus begins his public ministry by reiterating the Isaiah prophecy 
and saying that in him it has been fulfilled. Jesus was coming to bring shalom through 
proclaiming good news, freedom and recovery from the conflicts of this life (Luke 4:18-
19).  
 If only people in Jesus’ day could have made the connection to the Shalom that 
was being offered them. Soon Jesus would be seen reaching out to the poor, the sinners, 
the tax collectors and even the Samaritans. Most could not see this as creating peace, but 
rather very disruptive and simply wrong. It would be through a series of teachings and 
parables that Jesus would challenge the people.  
One of the greatest of these teachings of Jesus was the Sermon on the Mount. For 
many, including Mohandas Gandhi, this teaching made a lasting impression. Gandhi said 
that upon reading the Sermon on the Mount, “it went straight to my heart.”20  For Gandhi, 
this specific teaching would initiate a two year study of the teachings of Jesus found in 
the four gospels. 
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Seeing through Gandhi the Shalom of Christ 
Some may disagree with my use of Gandhi as a guide to examine the Shalom of 
Christ, due to the fact that he did not give a definitive profession of faith in Christ. In his 
religious formation years or adolescence, Gandhi professed, “Only Christianity was at the 
time an exception” to his Hindu upbringing. Sadly, he explains, “I developed a sort of 
dislike for it. And for a reason. In those days Christian missionaries used to stand in a 
corner near the high school and hold forth, pouring abuse on Hindus and their gods. I 
could not endure this.”21 
It was with this atrocious experience in the back of his mind that Gandhi began to 
read the words of Jesus from the Sermon on the Mount. It was Matthew 5:39 that planted 
the seed of his own philosophy of renunciation and nonviolence. Here are Jesus’ 
inspirational and world-altering words: “But I tell you, do not resist an evil person. If 
anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other cheek also. And if anyone 
wants to sue you and take your shirt, hand over your coat as well” (Matthew 5:39-40).  
Gandhi would have been familiar with similar passages to the Sermon on the 
Mount found in Indian sources. For example, the teaching “do no harm” is found in the 
Jain tradition. The Buddha taught, “Hatreds are not quenched by hatred. Nay rather 
hatreds are quenched by love.” It also appears in the Gujurati hymns which Gandhi 
would have heard in his youth.
22
 In our Christian traditions, we may say the Holy Spirit 
had something to do with the truth of nonviolence jumping off the pages of the New 
Testament and striking a new chord in Gandhi’s heart. So much so that Gandhi said, 
“[A]s my contact with real Christians increased, I could see that the Sermon on the 
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Mount was the whole Christianity for him who wanted to live a Christian life…. It seems 
to me that Christianity has yet to be lived.”23 
Gandhi was bothered when he heard of Christians putting aside the teaching of 
the Sermon on the Mount because they thought it to be impractical, idealistic, or to be 
practiced only by those called to be monks or the clergy. Gandhi saw it as relevant to 
daily life and even more importantly, in the political arena of his time. He said, “For 
many of them contend that the Sermon on the Mount does not apply to mundane things, 
and that it was only meant for the twelve disciples. Well I do not believe this. I think the 
Sermon on the Mount has no meaning if it is not of vital use in everyday life to 
everyone.”24 
The Sermon on the Mount initiated what would be a life pursuit for Gandhi. He 
would spend the rest of his life demonstrating that the Sermon on the Mount could be 
eminently practical politics. He felt for Christian leaders to accept violence and war, they 
were making a mockery of the New Testament, Jesus and the clear teaching of the 
Sermon on the Mount. He wrote:  “Christianity is no Christianity in which a vast number 
of Christians believe in governments based on brute force and are denying Christ every 
day of their lives.”25  
Gandhi saw non-violence (or as he named it Satyagraha) as desperately important 
for the future and shalom (peace) of humankind. As one who sought truth in many areas, 
Gandhi understood Jesus’ message in the Sermon on the Mount to be a “sacred truth,” a 
truth much like Habbakuk prophesied and begged would come.  
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Gandhi said many times that he developed his ideas about Satyagraha in large part 
from the New Testament teaching of Jesus.
26
 Satyagraha was a way to synthesize Jesus’ 
teachings about peace and non-violence into a workable technique. Civil Rights leader 
Martin Luther King Jr. said it this way, “Christ furnished the spirit and motivation, while 
Gandhi furnished the method.” 27   
What was it that Gandhi saw that will help us understand the biblical foundations 
for Jesus’ emphasis on Shalom? We can break it down to five key biblical components; 
1) love your enemies, 2) seek truth, 3) personal transformation, 4) personal virtue and 5) 
religious faith.
28
  I have broken these down in categories under these five headings. Each 
category includes bullet points where Gandhi spelled out the principles and virtues he 
found in the New Testament and specifically in the teaching of Christ. I have added the 
biblical texts (TNIV) from throughout the Old and New Testament to show how 
biblically influenced and supported Gandhi’s ideas of Satyagraha were. Not all the verses 
will match up word-for-word, but I have tried to show how the themes and concepts in 
each are seen in the Christian scriptures.  
Love Your Enemies 
 Harbor no anger towards your enemies:   
Luke 6:35 – Love your enemies, do good to them.  
 
 Suffer the anger of the opponent:   
Matthew 5:44 – Love your enemies, and pray for those who persecute you. 
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 Do not insult the opponent:  
1 Peter 3:9 – Do not pay others back evil for evil or insult for insult. Instead, keep 
blessing them, because you were called to inherit a blessing. 
 
 Do not trivialize the beliefs or intelligence of opponents:  
Proverbs 20:5 – The purpose of man’s heart are deep waters, but a man of 
understanding draws them out.  
 
 Forgive as you wish to be forgiven; hate the sin but love the sinner:  
Mark 12:33 – To love him with all your heart, with all your understanding and 
with all your strength, and to love your neighbor as yourself… 
 
 Opponents are God’s children, made in His image and likeness:  
Genesis 9:6b – …for in the image of God has God made man.  
 
 Defend your opponent against insult or assault:  
Matthew 7:2 – For in the same way you judge others, you will be judged, and 
with the measure you use, it will be measured to you.  
 
 Look for God’s face in the face of others:  
Luke 17:21 – …nor will people say, ‘Here it is,’ or ‘There it is,’ because the 
kingdom of God is within you. 1 Corinthians 3:16 – Don’t you know that you 
yourselves are God’s temple and that God’s Spirit live in you?  
 
Seek Truth 
 Set an example of truth-seeking:  
Romans 2:8 – But for those who are self-seeking and who reject the truth and 
follow evil, there will be wrath and anger.  
 
 Educate yourself, expand your perspectives, question your assumptions:  
Proverbs 1:5 – Let the wise listen and add to their learning, and let the discerning 
get guidance… 
 
 Be honest with yourself; habitually examine your conscience and scrutinize 
your motives:  
Ephesians 4:25 – Therefore each of you must put off falsehood and speak 
truthfully to your neighbor.  
 
 God is Love. God is Truth. When you stop loving, you depart from truth:  
John 3:21 – But those who live by the truth come into the light, so that it may be 
seen plainly what they have done in the sight of God.  
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Mental Transformation  
 Do not stereotype any ethnic or cultural group or any person:  
Luke 6:37 – Do not judge, and you will not be judged.  
 
 Understand the dynamic of projection: what you do not like in yourself, you 
project onto others:  
2 Corinthians 12:6 – Even if I should choose to boast, I would not be a fool, 
because I should be speaking of the truth. But I refrain, so no one will think more 
of me than is warranted by what I do or say.  
 
 A strong, irrational attitude towards others implies projection:  
James 1:23 – Those who listen to the word but do not do what it says are like 
people who look at their faces in a mirror and, after looking at themselves, go 
away and immediately forget what they look like.  
 
 First see if faults ascribed to others apply to you:  
Matthew 7:3 – Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in someone else’s eye 
and pay no attention to the plank in your own eye?  
 
 External conflict mirrors internal conflict:  
Luke 11:39 – …you Pharisees clean the outside of the cup and dish, but inside 
you are full of greed and wickedness. 
 
Personal Virtue 
 Do not be angry:  
Ephesians 4:26 – In your anger do not sin. Do not let the sun go down while you 
are still angry. 
 
 Do not curse:  
Romans 12:14 – Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse. 
 
 Patience is the foundation of all other virtues:  
Proverbs 25:15 – Through patience a ruler can be persuaded, and a gentle tongue 
can break a bone.  
 
 Concupiscence is the enemy of patience; practice temperance; moderate and 
control appetites:  
Proverbs 23:20-22 – Do not join those who drink too much wine or gorge 
themselves on meat, for drunkards and gluttons become poor, and drowsiness 
clothes them in rags.  
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Religious Faith 
 Have a living faith in God:  
Philippians 4:9 – Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or 
seen in me – put it into practice.  
 
 Have faith in the inherent goodness of human nature and peoples’ ability to 
change: 
I Corinthians 10:23-24 – “I have the right to do anything,” you say – but not 
everything is beneficial. “I have the right to do anything” – but not everything is 
constructive.  
 
 Pray:  
Romans 12:12 – Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer.  
 
 Read scripture:  
Acts 17:11 – …for they received the message with great eagerness and examined 
the Scriptures everyday to see if what Paul said was true.  
 
 Prefer God’s guidance to the voice of false reasoning:29  
Psalm 25:5 – Guide me in your truth and teach me, for you are God my Savior, 
and my hope is in you all day long.  
 
I believe the aforementioned principles and virtues show a clear picture of Jesus’ ways of 
bringing peace to this world. Gandhi did differ with the majority of Christians on Jesus’ 
role in bringing this peace to the earth. He saw the way Jesus lived more important than 
his dying. He felt if any of us lived the life that Jesus lived, he/she would probably end up 
in conflict with the powers that be. Gandhi saw that Jesus befriended the poor and stood 
with those whom society considered outsiders. Jesus also worked to get those responsible 
for oppression, both religious and civil leadership, to change. They rejected his efforts 
and found him to be a threat. Why did Jesus die? Because of the way he lived. For 
Gandhi the cross was the result of Jesus living out this way of life to the end. 
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The theology of atonement that has held sway for a thousand years, the “penal 
substitution theory” which has the Father offering up his Son in a bloody sacrifice for 
forgiveness of humanity’s sins, was revolting to Gandhi. Gandhi understood Jesus’ 
crucifixion, not metaphysically but politically and historically, as the final step and 
consequence of a way of life, a life spent befriending those in need and resisting 
oppression and violence. He said, “My reason was not ready to believe literally that Jesus 
by his death, and by his blood redeemed the sins of the world. Metaphorically, there 
might be some truth in it…[Jesus’] death on the cross was a great example to the world, 
but that there was anything like a mysterious or miraculous virtue in it my heart could not 
accept.”30  
Whether Gandhi was a Christian or even a theologian, I believe he was able to 
hone in on the major themes of shalom found in Christ’s teachings and help us see a 
practical way to categorize them. These five themes were in many ways radical to Jesus’ 
time period, but they also addressed the conflict in the entire world as well as the conflict 
going on in the minds and hearts of individuals. There was a real sense that what this 
Jesus was teaching could bring a “peace that passes all our understanding” (Philippians 
4:7). It was not a peace that would come and go, but a peace that would transform us and 
lead us back to the true shalom God intended. 
The rest of the New Testament describes the transformation of this Hebrew nation 
into a global movement that encompassed every known people within the sphere of the 
Roman Empire. It would be a struggle for the church to maintain this vision of shalom, as 
it still is today.  
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Shalom Advancing and Fulfilled 
When considering Gandhi and his perspective of peace through the eyes of Jesus, 
one could conclude that peace is practical. After the Gospels, the New Testament 
continues to develop the practical nature of the word, peace or eirene (the Greek form of 
the word). It is important to focus this section on the primary Greek word, eirene, and not 
the six other less frequently used words also sometimes translated as “peace” in the New 
Testament, which refer only to “silence” or “quietness.”31 “Although a plurality of the 
appearances of eirene in the New Testament are found in simple greetings or leave-
takings (33 times), almost as many (27) occur in direct admonitions for the life, 
corporately or individually, of the faithful brotherhood.”32 
The New Testament at a glance reveals that seven times “peace” is listed as an 
attribute of God (Rom.15:33, 16:20; I Cor.14:33, II Cor.13:11, Phil.4:9, I Thes.5:23, 
Heb.13:20), and three times as a primary component of the Gospel (Rom.10:15, 
Eph.6:15, Ac.10:36). Interestingly, though, one of Billy Graham’s favorite uses, “peace 
with God”, appears only once in the New Testament (Rom.5:1).33 The vast majority of 
New Testament references relate to what Gandhi was getting at when looking at the 
Gospels – a New Testament peace that Jesus has created and required among his people. 
As was the case throughout the Old Testament, peace, security and well-being 
were widely anticipated as characteristics of God’s new kingdom (Lk.1:79, 2:14, 
19:38,42). In giving his final instructions to the disciples, Jesus gave not just a departing 
“peace” or greeting, rather he says “my peace”, which would be available amidst the 
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persecution and would see them through. “Peace I leave with you; my peace I give you. I 
do not give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be 
afraid” (John 14:27). 
Even as the early church is being formed, Luke mentions in Acts 9:31 a “period of 
peace” (which many translate as “rest” but was eirene) from Saul’s persecution. It seems 
that most of the “peace” of the early Christians had to be experienced while under great 
trial or persecution from adversaries. That meant it happened in community, within their 
groups, and often between people of differing backgrounds – a picture of nations coming 
together.  
Throughout the New Testament, the early Christians are encouraged to strive for 
peace as an attainable goal (Jn.16:33, Rom.14:19, I Cor.7:15, II Tim.2:22, Heb.12:14), 
both within their house groups as well as toward their neighbors outside the faith 
(Rom.12:18, Heb.12:14, Jas.3:8, Ac.10:36).
34
 
Where peace becomes personal is when it is outlined as an attribute of the faithful 
Christian in the list of “fruit of the Spirit” in Galatians 5:22, as well as fixing one’s 
attention upon the affairs of the Spirit in Romans 8:6. The peace offered to the faithful is 
paired with: 
 doing good (Rom.2:10),  
 joy (Rom.15:13),  
 the opposite of confusion (I Cor.14:33),  
 love (II Cor.13:11 and Eph.6:23),  
 the unity of the Spirit (Eph.4:3),  
 God’s act of setting his people apart in holiness (I Thes.5:23), 
 wisdom and justice (Jas.3:17,18),  
 the protection of their / our hearts and minds (Phil.4:7),  
 the very presence of God (Phil.4:9). 
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The result is the Christian is called to a “ministry of reconciliation” as explained in 2 
Corinthians 5:18-19:  
Though we once regarded Christ in this way, we do so no longer. Therefore, if 
anyone is in Christ, the new creation has come: The old has gone, the new is here! 
All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave us the 
ministry of reconciliation: that God was reconciling the world to himself in 
Christ, not counting people’s sins against them. And he has committed to us the 
message of reconciliation. 
 
This ministry of reconciliation throughout the New Testament is described as making, or 
having “made peace” among formerly alienated people and groups. 
As well, peace is to be seen as a gift given by Jesus himself. The giving of his life 
was the gospel of peace, “…to reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or 
things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross” (Colossians 
1:20). The gift does not end there as many believe, but it also requires concerted effort on 
the part of those who received the gift. Note the instructions that precede the promise of 
peace in Philippians 4:8-9:  
Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, 
whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is 
excellent or praiseworthy—think about such things. Whatever you have learned 
or received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it into practice. And the God of 
peace will be with you. 
 
The focus for the brothers and sisters in Christ is upon consciously paying attention to 
things that contribute to peace and acting upon them. That means attaining the “gift of 
peace” is not automatic. A more accurate understanding comes from II Corinthians13:11, 
“…be [live] in peace, and the God of love and peace will be with you all.”  
The ministry of reconciliation is for the present moment and calls the Christian to 
not stop, but literally “keep making peace” in all aspects of life. As Margaret Wheatley 
reiterates, “The future comes from where we are now. It materializes from the actions, 
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values, and beliefs we’re practicing now. We’re creating the future every day, by what 
we choose to do. If we want a different future, we have to take responsibility for what we 
are doing in the present.”35  Even though the peace is a gift from Jesus, it is not a simple 
“reward” to be inertly received, or a blissful state of being where the problems of life 
have been removed. Instead it is a daily assignment to be faithfully pursued.  
The New Testament is clear that Christians are called to help usher in this gospel 
of peace and restore the Old Testament understanding of shalom. For example:   
 Let us therefore make every effort to do what leads to peace and to mutual 
edification. (Romans 14:19) 
 Flee the evil desires of youth and pursue righteousness, faith, love and 
peace, along with those who call on the Lord out of a pure heart. (2 
Timothy 2:22) 
 Make every effort to live in peace with everyone and to be holy; without 
holiness no one will see the Lord. (Hebrews 12:14) 
 They must turn from evil and do good; they must seek peace and pursue it. 
(1 Peter 3:11) 
 
As the followers of God faithfully pursue his calling to reconciliation, they begin to hear 
and see the Revelation of John being made manifest in their own lives and the lives of 
their neighbors:  
And I heard a loud voice from heaven saying, “Behold, the tabernacle of God is 
with men, and He will dwell with them, and they shall be His people. God 
Himself will be with them and be their God.” And God will wipe away every tear 
from their eyes; there shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying. There shall 
be no more pain, for the former things have passed away” (Revelation 21:3-4). 
Then shalom will be fulfilled.  
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CHAPTER 3 
CHRISTIAN HISTORY MATERIAL 
Throughout history, most people have desired some sense of lasting peace. 
Religions and philosophers have always called for the peaceful settlement of 
disagreements and conflicts. As was shown in the last chapter, the Bible also promotes a 
life of peace from beginning to end with its theology of shalom and a God who wants to 
restore peace through us now and for eternity. Yet since the beginning of time, the 
church, or for that matter the world, has seldom had a long period of unbroken peace.  
This chapter will look at past and present attempts to achieve a sense of peace 
amidst the conflict of Christian life and history. From the earliest of times, not all 
influences on the pursuit for peace have come from within the church - opening doors for 
Gandhi and his message of Satyagraha in contemporary times to impact Christianity and 
world history. 
 
Ancient Greece – Amphictyonic League 
Just seven centuries before Jesus made his mark on history, philosophers in 
ancient Greece and Rome were beginning to teach brotherhood and nonviolence. Ancient 
Greece was a region made up of city-states. Repeatedly, the city-states waged war on 
each other. Finally, after several years of war and conflict, several of the city-states 
united and formed an organization. The union would be the first of its type to attempt to 
limit warfare and conflict among the city-states. This organization was called the 
Amphictyonic League or “league of neighbors.” The League “prohibited any member 
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from destroying another or cutting off another’s water supply.”1  Ironically, the 
Amphictyonic League at its inception was considered a religious organization. In a short 
time, the Amphictyonic League became politically important, when larger city-states 
began to use it to apply pressure to the lesser ones.  
One of the greatest accomplishments for the cause of peace the Amphictyonic 
League gave the world was the Olympic Games. As is still custom in modern times, 
every four years the city-states united. The Amphictyonic League would ask for a truce 
which created temporary peace throughout Greece so the games could take place. For a 
month, no one could bear arms or make war.
2
  
The league continued to exist under the Roman Empire but its authority was 
extremely limited to the care of the temple of Apollo at Delphi. It eventually vanished 
sometime in the 2nd century A.D. The Roman Empire was not the only factor in the 
demise of the League.  
Besides the influence of Rome on the new nations, we early perceive the 
influence of Christianity and of the church also. The idea of humanity is the 
offspring of Christianity, which would unite the whole human race into a nation 
of brothers, and which declares human personality sacred in every human being. 
Both Christianity and international law rise above, and go beyond, what is simply 
national. Christianity and international law are called to unite the whole human 
race. Whereas, previous to Christianity, the people of each nation could follow 
only their own great leaders, in whom they recognized the personified prototype 
of their nationality, in Christ a common prototype and sole centre was given to all 
humanity; and by this fact all barriers between nations were by anticipation 
removed.
3
  
The early Christian house churches became the new religious leagues and took on the 
role of brotherhood and non-violence through teaching the peace of Christ. Christianity 
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was successful in this time because it combined a number of benefits that the other 
religions and leagues offered only partially. Also, in times of war and conflict, 
Christianity was not exclusive, presenting its gospel of redemption and life after death to 
rich and poor, male and female, children and adults of whatever race. 
Pax Romana 
Ironically, it was during a time of peace under Roman rule that Christianity would 
flourish. This period was known as the Pax Romana (Roman peace). This peace lasted 
more than 200 years, from 27 B.C. to A.D. 180 and extended over much of Europe, the 
Middle East, and northern Africa. At that time, no other nation was powerful enough to 
attack the Romans.
4
 
The Pax Romana offered the rise of Christianity almost ideal conditions, by 
making travel and the exchange of ideas reasonably safe. New Roman roads made travel 
by land easy, and common languages—Latin and Greek—allowed the Christian message 
to be easily understood. Paul was able to travel freely from city to city around the eastern 
Mediterranean to preach, as well as write influential letters to groups of new Christians. 
Because of the Pax Romana, Paul was able to declare that Christianity should welcome 
all converts, Jew or Gentile. He said: “There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither 
slave nor free, there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus” 
(Galatians 3:28). It was this universality that enabled Christianity to become more than 
just a local religion.
5 
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The Middle Ages 
In the 400’s A.D., the Roman Empire began to weaken and small wars began to 
appear throughout Europe. The way to handle almost any conflict or dispute in these days 
was to go to war. The Christian church would become the greatest force for peace in this 
time.  
With a respect for biblical peace with God and neighbor, the church drafted and 
heavily enforced two spiritual sanctions that limited the violence of private war in feudal 
society. One was the “Truce of God” which limited fighting in private disputes to certain 
days of the week. And another ruling called the “Peace of God” which forbade fighting in 
such holy places as churches and shrines. “The Peace and Truce of God movement was 
one of the ways that the Church attempted to Christianize and pacify the feudal structures 
of society through non-violent means.”6 Incongruously the church permitted “just” wars, 
such as those in defense of Christianity (The Crusades) or a people’s homeland. 
 
Communes and Monastic Life 
As challenging as the monastic way of life may seem, Benedict does not seem to 
think it is essentially different from the life God invites all people to enjoy. 
Monasticism is the attempt to focus all of your energy on receiving the invitation 
to life in God’s house. Though the particular vocation of the monk is not for 
everyone, its purpose is to point to a way of life that is good news for the whole 
world.
7
  
 
In retreating from the horrors of life and bloodshed caused by so-called “just” 
wars, Christian communes and monasteries began to form and find renewed vitality. 
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Again the followers of Christ would be seeking brotherhood or fraternity in a time of 
conflict, war and strife. Communes and monasteries helped bring peace, because people 
would cooperate together instead of acting egoistically. In many places, religious 
fraternities and guilds were formed before a church parish was established. They were 
formed by common people who imitated the way of life of the monks, without becoming 
part of a monastic order.
8
  
Establishing peace was still the focal point of the medieval church. Even though 
the Church was becoming the dominant force in Western Culture, it was also becoming 
set in its ways. There still was a struggle to find peace in the lives of the medieval 
Christians.  
“Having secured her foundations, the Church now turned inward to plumb the 
depths of her spiritual resources, and it turned outward toward new horizons of 
experience and learning.”9  The journey inward would mean dedicating oneself to a 
process of personal reflection – and that meant dealing with personal sin. The founder of 
the Cistercian Order, Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153) spoke of this process in his Four 
Degrees of Love: 
And so in that way it comes about that man who is a bodily animal [1 Cor. 2:14], 
and does not know how to love anything but himself, begins to love God for his 
own benefit, because he learns from frequent experiences that in God he can do 
everything which is good for him [Phil. 4:13], and that without Him he can do 
nothing [Jn. 15:5]. 
10
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To find peace in life was surrendering to the God of Peace himself and purging/purifying 
oneself of sin. In The Interior Life, Thomas á Kempis (1380-1471) wrote of a spiritual 
peace that could be enjoyed in journeying inward:  
A man who is a lover of Jesus and of the truth, a truly interior man who is free 
from uncontrolled affections, can turn to God at will and rise above himself to 
enjoy spiritual peace….If all were well with you, therefore, and if you were 
purified from all sin, everything would tend to your good and be to your profit 
[Rom. 8:28]. But because you are as yet neither entirely dead to self nor free from 
all earthly affection, there is much that often displeases and disturbs you. Nothing 
so mars or defiles the heart of man as impure attachment to created things. But if 
you refuse external consolation, you will be able to contemplate heavenly things 
and often experience interior joy.
11
  
 
Confession (Penance) 
Another aspect of this purging/purifying to establish peace in one’s life and 
community was the rite of confession. Medieval confessions were different from the 
modern day practices of individual confession. During parts of the Middle Ages, 
confession was held by a person in public instead of alone with a priest. The main theme 
was expressing sins committed against neighbors. Forgiveness was asked not merely 
from God, but also from one’s neighbors. The confessees were shamed and put on 
display for the community to see as is noted in this description: 
The penalties for even minor sins at this point were fairly significant: Penitents 
were required to kneel outside the church, wearing sackcloth and ashes, during 
Mass and were not allowed to participate in the Eucharist. Gradually, they would 
be allowed to return inside, first into the back of the church, then to their usual 
places but abstaining from the Eucharist, then finally, to full privileges. For major, 
or “deadly” sins, the length of this penance could number in years, and one could 
only be absolved once of such a sin before one was excommunicated.
12
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Soon this extreme accountability was replaced by private confession. The Fourth 
Lateran Council in 1215 marked an important shift for confession (penance). “This 
council for the first time made yearly confession mandatory for all Christians. Before this 
point, regular confession was encouraged (especially before participating in the 
Eucharist) but not required. Though Christians were encouraged to confess more often, it 
became customary to make the yearly confession during Lent, in order that one become 
“purified” in time for Easter.”13  
Much of this internal spiritual processing led to this era of Church history being 
known for scholasticism and mysticism. It would seem only right that time would give 
birth to the likes of Martin Luther, both a monk and doctor of theology, as well as 
scholars Thomas Aquinas and Anselm of Canterbury and mystics Meister Eckhart and 
Catherine of Sienna. This was an era giving birth to a renaissance, but it was also giving 
birth to a time of great division and strife.  
 
The Renaissance and Reform 
During the Protestant Reformation, Martin Luther and other reformers protested 
many unbiblical practices being carried out by the Roman Catholic Church as far back as 
Constantine’s reign. The Protestant Reformers, however, continued to see the Christian 
church as a universal power that should rule over the entire population like a government. 
To them it seemed the logical answer to furthering the cause of Christ. Indeed, 
throughout Renaissance Europe, in Protestant nations as well as Catholic ones, the church 
and the government were nearly one and the same, and membership in the state church 
from birth was enforced by law and military might.  
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With the birth of the Anabaptist tradition surfaced a renewed interest in pacifism. 
Most Anabaptist traditions for the most part have preserved their opposition to war from 
the Renaissance period through to the present time. Pacifism became known as a key 
position and an historically Christian attribute of the Anabaptists. Not only did they 
refuse to engage in political life, but they also rejected the sword of war.  
However, the Anabaptists had a very different view of the church’s role in 
society. They believed that being a Christian was more than being a member of a church; 
it meant making the conscious decision to actually follow the commands of Jesus Christ. 
The Anabaptists saw no value in following a “state church”, which was an institution 
created by man. Rather, they sought to simply follow Jesus as their Lord. 
Howard S. Bender wrote in The Anabaptist Vision: 
It is evident from these statements that the Anabaptists were concerned most of all 
about “a true Christian life,” that is, a life patterned after the teaching and 
example of Christ. The reformers, they believed, whatever their profession may 
have been, did not secure among the people true repentance, regeneration, and 
Christian living as a result of their preaching. The Reformation emphasis on faith 
was good but inadequate, for without newness of life, they held, faith is 
hypocritical.
14
 
 
This Anabaptist critique of the Reformation was severe, but it was not unmerited. 
There is plenty of evidence that although the original goal sought by Luther and Zwingli 
was “an earnest Christianity” for all, the actual outcome was much different. The church 
was dividing, and a hope for peace and unity within the Christian Church was waning.  
The Anabaptists, however, retained the original vision of Luther and Zwingli, 
enlarged it, gave it body and form, and set out to achieve it in actual experience. 
They proceeded to organize a church composed solely of earnest Christians, and 
actually found the people for it. They did not believe in any case that the size of 
the response should determine whether or not the truth of God should be applied, 
and they refused to compromise. They preferred to make a radical break with 
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1,500 years of history and culture if necessary rather than to break with the New 
Testament.
15
 
 
Pacifism 
Pacifism is one of three historic attitudes of the church toward war. In some form 
it has existed throughout the entire history of the Christian church. 
For its part, the initial Christian church was entirely pacifist. During the first few 
centuries B.C.E., Christians were persecuted by the Roman Empire for refusing to 
serve in the Roman legions. Renunciation of arms was inspired by the teachings 
of Jesus, notably as presented in the Sermon on the Mount.... Pacifism also 
seemed especially appropriate to many early Christians because it involved 
renunciation of the secular world, in anticipation of the Second Coming of 
Christ.
16
  
 
The earliest catechumen (individuals receiving instruction for entrance into the Christian 
faith) were put through a rigorous eight-week period (during the season of Lent) where 
they practiced extreme simplicity, healing, exorcism and pacifism (catechumen were not 
allowed to shed any blood or belong to the military during the process and would 
continue after converting).  The intent was to show each person a new way of life.  The 
catechumen were scrutinized and questioned by their neighbors and the bishop to be sure 
they lived in this manner and were ready to conform to the ways of Christ.  Since the 
fourth century, this historic attitude toward pacifism has often been overshadowed by the 
“just” war theory and the concept of crusade, or aggressive war for a holy cause.   
Although their identification of two kingdoms paralleled Luther’s analysis 
closely, the Anabaptists denied that Christians could in any way exercise the 
sword of the magistrate in the worldly kingdom. When Alexander Mack 
organized the Church of the Brethren in 1708, Anabaptism was the major impulse 
in dialectic with pietism. While Quakers, who emerged in the mid-seventeenth 
century, distinguished the kingdom of God from that of the world, they did not 
utterly despair of the world and involved themselves in its political processes up 
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to the point of war. Appeals to individual conscience played an important role in 
Quaker nonviolent political activity on behalf of justice and peace. Anabaptists, 
the immediate predecessors of the Mennonites, were the most withdrawn from 
participation in government, with the Quakers the least separated. The Brethren 
occupied a median position.
17
 
 
The Christian world after the reformation was moving in two distinct directions; 
one toward a merging of church and state, and another toward a withdrawn life in the 
way of Jesus. It would be easy to get caught up in all the divisions produced by Luther’s 
Reformation and seek to devise a plan to explain each point of view. Yet throughout this 
chapter, the point has been to seek where the church has returned to the principles of 
Christ and to live out those principles as Gandhi had articulated in his idea of Satyagraha. 
Loving your enemies, seeking truth, working toward personal transformation, developing 
personal virtue, and a strong religious faith were all key to the movements and practices 
thus far described.  
To move into more modern times, a single path must be chosen. This is no easy 
task as the beliefs and doctrines become more and more diverse after the Reformation. 
Again, the path will have to return to the foundational principles of Christ. To begin the 
transition into modern times and to be able to see how a devout Hindu activist named 
Gandhi could come on the scene and have such an influence on Christian thinking, it is 
necessary to begin in 1647 with George Fox and the Quakers. 
 
George Fox and the Quakers 
Quakers have been practicing peace as a spirited discipline since the 1650’s. Their 
well-worn path to peace begins in prayer and worship, leads to recognizing God 
in all people, includes practicing nonviolence, and endeavors to make love the 
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guiding force in all they do. This path, which is available to everyone, celebrates 
life’s highest joys and witnesses life’s deepest tragedies amidst the beauty, 
uncertainty, and violence surrounding us. While practicing peace is not always 
easy it is a spiritual discipline that expands love, generates hope, and satisfies our 
soul’s deep longing for peace.18   
 
The Quaker (Friends) Church began a little over three hundred years ago in 1647. 
George Fox, the founder, went to church with his devout Anglican parents until he was 
nineteen. Then he began to feel that there was more to religion than what he knew. 
George Fox spent nearly four years on a personal quest. He traveled throughout England 
going from church to church and preacher to priest looking for an answer to his 
questions.
19
 
At that time the official church of Fox’s homeland was the Church of England. It 
carried on its worship with elaborate ritual and ceremony in stately cathedrals. Also at 
this time there was another group called the Puritans, (so-called because they wanted to 
"purify" the Church of England) and stressed the judgment and wrath of God. Neither of 
these alternatives satisfied many of the common people, nor Fox. They had been reading 
the newly published King James Bible and knew that vital religion was possible. 
Into this quest came young George Fox, a weaver’s son, searching for inward 
peace and a group of people that consistently practiced the Christian faith.
 20
 He knew the 
Scripture so well that a Dutch historian would later observe that if somehow all of the 
Bibles in the world came to be destroyed, it could have been reproduced from memory by 
George Fox. 
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George Fox continued on his search throughout the English countryside and one 
day he had a revelation (he said he heard a voice). He realized (or heard) this basic truth: 
“there is One, even Jesus Christ, who can speak to thy condition.21” This was it: the 
answer that satisfied him, the answer that finally cut to the core of his understanding and 
belief. 
This experience led him to four basic conclusions. First, George Fox realized that 
Christ is a present reality, not just a good man who lived a long time ago and said some 
good things. In addition to being risen and “seated…at his [God’s] right hand in the heavenly 
realms,” (Ephesians 1:20) Christ lives here in the present moment and can communicate 
with and give guidance and power to those who open their hearts to Him. After all, he 
told His followers, “...I am with you always, even to the end of the world” (Matthew 
28:20). 
Second, Fox came to believe that a Christian is not necessarily someone who has 
his/her name on a church membership list or who has done something religious. The 
mark of an authentic Christian is a changed life. A Christian is someone who has been 
transformed from death to life in a firsthand encounter with Christ. “In Him was life, and 
the life was the light of men” (John 1:4). 
Third, it became clear to him that the Church is not a building at the corner of 
Eighth and Elm or any other site. Neither could it be identified with ecclesiastical 
(meaning “church”) hierarchy or with an institution established by the state. The church 
is the fellowship of people who have had their lives changed by Christ and in whose 
hearts Christ lives. 
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Fourth, Fox understood that a minister is one who serves and who makes Christ 
real to others. All of the academic degrees and learning in the world cannot make a true 
minister of Christ. It is Christ’s call to men and women which makes them ministers.22 
This became the central message of the Quakers (Friends)–and still is. Fox began 
drawing the people who were turned off by the rules and rituals of religion to a more 
personal and “lived-out” faith in the present moment. Even though it was found in the 
Bible, George Fox began to tell everybody about his new discovery. The Bible had 
always stated, speaking of Christ, “there is salvation in no one else” (Acts 4:12).  From 
this point forward, George Fox began to take the Biblical teaching about the adequacy of 
Christ more seriously than most people in his time.  
In a few short years there were thousands of people throughout England who had 
similar experiences as George Fox. They found Christ to be a living presence in their 
daily lives. Such enlightening experiences caused these people to bond, taking on the 
formal name “Friends.” The group took this name from John 15:15 where Jesus told His 
followers, “I have called you friends, for all that I have heard from my Father I have 
made known to you.” 23 
For the next fifty years George Fox and his new followers crisscrossed Europe 
and also America with this simple and refreshing message that Jesus Christ was the 
answer to everyone’s problems. The people who were done with formal religion and 
wanted a religion that was “lived” became part of the Friends movement.24 
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 George Fox and the Quakers (Friends) gave Christianity an open door to return to 
the principles of Christ. Much like Gandhi’s journey through Christian scripture, George 
Fox came to see some of the same fundamental concepts in Jesus’ life and ministry.  
 He sought the Truth through persistently asking questions.  
 He found and experienced the need for personal transformation through a special 
encounter with the Christ.  
 He learned that living a virtuous life in the present was key to a vital religion and 
faith. 
 And he discerned that one’s call is to service and making Christ real to all people– 
even our enemies. Here are Fox’s own words:  
 
And you in that state are to pray for the enemies that put you there; and if they 
curse and hate you, you are to bless them, and do good to them and you are to 
pray for them that despitefully use you, and persecute you, and love your enemies, 
that you may be children of your God which is in heaven.
25
 
 
This again was a religious brotherhood (and sisterhood) that some would even call a 
“radical reformation.” It was a return to the basic principles of Jesus Christ, his life, and 
ministry. 
 George Fox was a catalyst for helping future generations see anew from God’s 
perspective through a variety of practices. “Historically for Friends, the path of peace 
begins with the practice of meditation and prayer. Listening within changes our 
perspective on the world because when we open ourselves to a prayerful relationship with 
God, we are invited to view the world form God’s perspective.”26  Another essential 
practice of peace is discernment. “If prayer provides us with a nudge to practice peace, 
discernment helps us know more specifically what God would have us do.”27  
Discernment is two-fold in that it comes through both a personal prayer life as well as an 
engaged life within community. “Sharon Daloz Parks describes Quakers as “intra-
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dependent mystics” because they depend on one another for help in discerning which of 
their spiritual nudges come from God and which may be arising from ego, anxiety, or self 
will.”28 
 What George Fox and the earliest of Friends were finding as essential elements of 
their faith and practice, were helping pave a road of careful, prayerful and non-violent 
practices for bringing God’s shalom into the world. One could go on and on citing 
examples of the applied faith of George Fox and the Friends. To this day, Friends have 
endeavored to further Christ’s Kingdom in the face of the challenges of life. Especially in 
America, the result has often been a breakthrough for humankind. From Quaker William 
Penn’s “Holy Experiment”, Pennsylvania, which was a model of democracy, liberty and 
harmony based on Christian principles, to Quaker John Woolman’s work to abolish 
slavery, and the Friend’s prominent role in the Underground Railroad.   Along with 
Friends, there have been many others who have wanted to return to the foundational 
principles of Christ.  They too rose up and heralded a message of God’s shalom for this 
world.  One of the most famous voices for non-violence and shalom was Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr.     
 
Martin Luther King Jr. 
One of the greatest conflicts of the last century for the United States was the Civil 
Rights Movement. Even though we had abolished slavery a century earlier, we still faced 
a long road to equal rights for all people. Throughout the world, civil rights had begun to 
take center stage. It would be a Baptist preacher’s voice from the Deep South that would 
begin to be heard in the United States. Martin Luther King Jr. from Atlanta, Georgia, 
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would take the stage soon after Rosa Park’s arrest for not giving up her seat on a bus in 
the segregated town of Montgomery, Alabama. This would catapult King into the 
spotlight, and the rest would be history. For this study, it would be easy to get caught up 
in writing about the history of the Civil Rights Movement and the atrocities and freedoms 
that materialized. Instead the focus of this section will be on a rather surprising influence 
on the man at the podium, Martin Luther King, Jr.  
 For many Christians, the idea of learning from a non-violent, Hindu, vegetarian 
living modestly in a self-sufficient residential community and wearing a traditional 
Indian dhoti and shawl woven with yarn he hand-spun on a charkha, is simply absurd. 
This description would cause most Christians to categorize this individual as an 
“extremist” who is irrelevant to their Christian calling or journey. That was not the case 
for Martin Luther King, Jr. as his eyes were opened to the life and teachings of Mohandas 
Gandhi.  
Although Martin Luther King Jr. did not fully mimic Mohandas Gandhi’s non-
violent, resistant lifestyle, he was heavily influenced by Gandhi’s teachings and actions 
and allowed them to re-invent his understanding of the Christian ethic of love.  
It was Dr. Mordecai Johnson of Howard University who first introduced King to 
Gandhi through a sermon he preached for the Fellowship House of Philadelphia.
29
 After 
hearing the sermon, King bought every book by or about Gandhi that he could get his 
hands on. In the course of his reading, King was moved by Gandhi’s Salt March to the 
Sea and his spiritual and protest fasts. Owing to a thorough study of Gandhi’s 
understanding of Satyagraha (Satya is truth which equals love and agraha is force, 
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therefore, meaning truth or love force), King found “love” to be broader than individual 
relationships. Before reading Gandhi, King had thought Jesus’ “turn the other cheek” and 
“love your enemies” philosophies were only valid when individuals, not racial groups, 
churches, or even nations were in conflict.
30
 King quickly was converted to Gandhi’s 
belief that nonviolent means to resolve both social and political conflict could result in 
just outcomes
31
 and that true pacifism represented “a courageous confrontation of evil by 
the power of love.” 32  
 Even though King found Gandhi fascinating and quoted him often, he also made 
the connection between Gandhi’s nonviolence and Jesus’ disavowal of the ethic of 
revenge. Gandhi’s Salt March to the Sea helped King begin to mesh Christian principles 
with a wider social movement. This also brought opposition from the Christian world. 
Some thought King gave Gandhi too much credit and that Gandhi’s teachings and actions 
were really just taken from teachings in the Bible. “King made Gandhi into a Negro and 
Christian of sorts.”33  He began preaching Gandhian principles. He focused on 
irrelevance of label or source, language or fold, refusing to hate, turning the other cheek 
and walking the way of love.
34
  “King liked to say that Christ furnished the spirit–of love, 
justice and redemption and bearing the cross of suffering–and Gandhi furnished the 
method–of non-violent resistance characterized by steadfastness, self-suffering and soul 
force.” 35 
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 King concluded, “Gandhi was probably the first person in history to lift the love 
ethic of Jesus above mere interaction between individuals to a powerful and effective 
social force on a large scale.”36 As it was with Jesus Christ, Gandhi found a way to make 
love a potent instrument of social and collective transformation. King goes on to say, “It 
was in the Gandhian emphasis on love and nonviolence that I discovered, the method for 
social reform that I had been seeking.”37  Not long after this discovery he was called to 
give a speech that was described as one of the most decisive speeches of King’s life. To 
an audience in Montgomery, Alabama, awaiting his response to the Rosa Parks incident, 
he began to openly unpack his new and broader understanding of love. He said, “Let us 
be Christian in all of our actions. But I want to tell you this evening that it is not enough 
for us to talk about love. Love is one of the pivotal points of the Christian faith. There is 
another side called justice.”38 
And then in his book, Stride Toward Freedom: The Montgomery Story, King laid out 
a more concise and articulate understanding of non-violent resistance and its relation to 
the ethic of love. King offered six coherent points that showed his understanding of 
Gandhian philosophy and the practice of nonviolent resistance,  
1) Nonviolence is resistance to evil and oppression. It is a human (and humane) 
way to fight. It is not for cowards. 
2) Nonviolence does not seek to defeat or humiliate the opponent, but to win 
his/her friendship and understanding. 
3) The nonviolent method is an attack on the forces of evil rather than against 
persons doing the evil. It seeks to defeat the evil and not the persons doing the 
evil and injustice. 
4) Nonviolence means willingness to accept suffering without retaliation. 
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5) The nonviolent resister avoids both external physical and internal spiritual 
violence–not only refusing to shoot or strike, but also to hate an opponent. 
The ethic of real love is at the center of nonviolence.  
6) The nonviolent resister has a deep faith in the future and believes that the 
forces in the universe are ultimately on the side of justice.
39
   
King went to some length to describe the love in point five, which he noted is 
not reciprocal in nature, meaning that this is not the love given to someone who 
returns love to you. He identified the love most accurately with the Greek word 
agape, meaning an understanding, redeeming good will towards all people, a love in 
which the individual seeks not his own good, but the good of his neighbor and all 
fellow beings. This type of love makes no distinction between friend and enemy.
40
  
Christians would call this a Godly love.  
For King, agape did not mean that we must like our enemies or those who 
oppress us. Actually, King said it was hard to like his enemies. Agape to King was “a 
way to forgiveness and restoration of the beloved community involving harmonious 
relationships with all of God’s children.”41  King said it well in one of his sermons, 
“…you love those who don’t move you. You love those that you don’t like. You love 
those whose ways are distasteful to you. You love every man because God loves 
him!” 42    
King’s definition of agape love evolved as he learned from Gandhi’s belief in 
global inclusiveness. It called for spiritual and human oneness, regardless of 
nationality. Gandhi believed everyone to be a child of God and spiritually connected 
to one another. Thus to hurt someone else was to actually hurt one’s self. This 
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thinking was influenced by Leo Tolstoy who in The Kingdom of God Is Within You, 
taught that the true “Kingdom” was to be found in our own hearts, transformed by 
truth and love.
43
 Gandhi took these words to heart. King found Gandhi’s beliefs to 
enhance his own philosophy of “Personalism.” King believed that everyone had 
worth and value and must be treated as part of “a single, unified garment of human 
destiny.”44    
Alongside King’s understanding of humanity was a black social gospel that 
believes from the time of Adam and Eve and Cain and Abel, evil had overtaken the world 
and its people. Thus, every person, though created in the image of God, lived a power 
struggle between the forces of good and evil. The black social gospel presented King 
with a personal as well as social power struggle. He knew, “Nonviolent methods had to 
be more powerful than violent ones, applications of greater mass and energy.”45 What he 
realized was a need for a “Godlike power of moral absolutes, certitudes, and 
commandments, fueled by fervent faith.”46  King explains:  
In this sense power is not only desirable but necessary in order to implement the 
demands of love and justice. One of the greatest problems of history is that the 
concepts of love and power are usually contrasted as polar opposites. Love is 
identified with a resignation of power and power with a denial of love. What is 
needed is a realization that power without love is reckless and abusive and that 
love without power is sentimental and anemic. Power at its best is love 
implementing the demands of justice. Justice at its best is love correcting 
everything that stands against love. 
47
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King’s thinking is clearly developed from his study and admiration for Gandhi’s 
principles of Satyagraha–the force that is born of truth and love. Gandhi saw Satyagraha 
as more than a method of resistance in conflict situations. He experienced it firsthand 
working “to heal rifts and resolve conflict in society.”48 “Satyagraha seeks not to defeat 
adversaries, but rather to win them over through a loving, yet firm and uncompromising 
adhering to pure means, which must be founded on an open pursuit of truth.”49  King was 
able to see how Satyagraha rejected the age-old adage, “an eye for an eye” and instead 
advocated returning good for evil until the person inflicting the evil tires of the conflict 
and is transformed by the incredible response of love. It resonated with King’s 
understanding of Christ’s teaching to “Love your enemies and pray for those who 
persecute you” in Matthew 5:43.  
Gandhi believed that Satyagraha “does not take advantage of an opponent’s 
weaknesses; rather, he or she hopes to convert the heart and soul of the opponent by 
virtue of adhering to the truth, enduring self-suffering, remaining sincere and chivalrous 
and by avoiding hurting, humbling, or embittering the opponent.”50  King turned these 
Gandhian principles of Satyagraha into spellbinding speeches about love and 
nonviolence. This was King’s way of introducing his church, organizers, recruits, 
volunteers, and ultimately the world to the principles of love over violence that Gandhi 
had used to bring independence from the British. King was now able to articulate this 
love force: 
Love is a force by which God binds man to Himself and man to man. Such love 
goes to the extreme; it remains loving and forgiving even in the midst of hostility. 
It matches the capacity of evil to inflict suffering with an even more enduring 
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capacity to absorb evil, all the while persisting in love…We will accept the 
violence and the hate, absorb it without returning it.
51
 
King advocated self-suffering, especially when it was for a cause. He believed in 
the redemptive power of unearned suffering and believed it had a transforming effect. As 
a Christian, King knew the sacrificial love of Jesus and used illustrations of Christ’s 
crucifixion and bearing your cross in a number of his speeches. King said: 
The willingness to suffer, and this refusal to hit back will soon cause the 
oppressor to be ashamed of his own methods and this will lead to that day when 
we in America can live together in Christian brotherhood.
52
 
 
King spoke of his honed view of sacrifice and the redemptive power of earned 
suffering often choosing to quote Gandhi over Jesus. His most quoted Gandhi statement 
was, “rivers of blood may have to flow before we gain our freedom, but it must be our 
blood.”53 King would conclude with, “if physical death is the price that some must pay to 
free their children from a permanent life of psychological death, then nothing could be 
more Christian.”54  
    As has been shown throughout this chapter, King fits well alongside the likes of 
the Amphictyonic League, early Christians, monastics and even George Fox and the 
Radical Reformers. King gave voice to the principles that Gandhi had been forming from 
his two-year journey through the Christian New Testament and putting into practice 
through the idea of Satyagraha. More importantly, King was tapping into what each of 
the movements described in this chapter have attempted–to return to the basic principles 
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of Jesus’ life and ministry. To live as Jesus had lived and called us to live in the present. 
King’s speeches, writings, and life were an example of what we are called to live on this 
earth.  
 
Thomas Merton 
At the time of his assassination in 1968, plans were underway for Martin Luther 
King, Jr., to make a retreat with Thomas Merton at Our Lady of Gethsemani Abbey in 
Kentucky. We shall never know what might have resulted from a dialogue between this 
Roman Catholic monk and this black Baptist preacher whose lives still fascinate and 
inspire us over 40 years after their deaths. But the act of recalling their common struggle 
against the evils of racism, materialism and militarism, may enable us to recover what 
they would have brought to such an encounter and to imagine the dialogue around their 
common inspiration, Mahatma Gandhi. It seems like irony that two very different people, 
from very different backgrounds and denominational perspectives would find Gandhi as a 
common voice for their Christian message of peace and non-violence.  
It was from that abbey in Kentucky, that monk and activist Thomas Merton wrote 
a lengthy and personal commentary on his understanding of peace and the nonviolent 
alternative. In this commentary Merton gave a tribute to a man who he considered 
“uniquely important in our age” and who he believed had a “very special importance for 
Christians.”55          
          Due to the political climate of his day, Merton saw Gandhi’s idea of Satyagraha as 
more than a concept or theory. Much like Martin Luther King Jr., Merton saw Gandhi’s 
Satyagraha as a way of life or a lifestyle. Merton explained it this way in his tribute:  
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We look to the Church to clarify principle and offer guidance, and in addition to 
that we are grateful if a Christian party of some sort comes to implement the 
program that has thus been outlined for us. This is all well and good. But Gandhi 
emphasized the importance of the individual person entering political action with 
a fully awakened and operative spiritual power in himself, the power of 
Satyagraha, non-violent dedication to truth, a religious and spiritual force, a 
wisdom born of fasting and prayer.
56
   
Obviously, he was speaking in the context of his highly-charged political era, but the 
concept is clear. As a monk, Merton could connect Gandhi’s Sataygraha with the themes 
and ideas of the original monastics in the Middle Ages. This again was an era of looking 
inward and plumbing the depths of one’s spiritual resources. Through times of fasting 
and prayer, and other ascetic practices (common to monastics), people would be prepared 
holistically to respond to the conflict in their lives and world. Merton continues to 
explain,  
The profound significance of satyagraha becomes apparent when one reflects that 
“truth” here implies much more than simply conforming one’s words to one’s 
inner thought. It is not by words only that we speak. Our aims, our plans of action, 
our outlook, our attitudes, our habitual response to the problems and challenges of 
life “speak” of our inner being and reveal our fidelity and infidelity to ourselves.57 
Merton understood Gandhi’s religious action to be based on a religious intuition of 
“being” in people and the world, and his vow to truth was a vow of fidelity to that 
“being” in all its accessible dimensions.  
Hence the way of peace is the way of truth, of fidelity to wholeness and being, 
which implies a basic respect for life not as a concept, not as a sentimental 
figment of the imagination, but in its deepest, most secret and most fontal reality. 
The first and fundamental truth is to be sought in respect for our own inmost 
being, and this in turn implies the recollectedness and the awareness which attune 
us to that silence in which alone Being speaks to us in all its simplicity.
58
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 Thomas Merton saw in Gandhi that the way to peace, preparing for handling conflict and 
changing the world started with our own inner being–and connecting our own being to 
the Greater Being who can speak to us and teach us all Truth.  
Merton noted that “Gandhi expressively disassociated himself from 
Christianity.”59 Yet in his final words of tribute to Gandhi, Merton remarked that Gandhi 
had “built his whole life and all of his activity upon what he conceived to be the law of 
Christ.” Gandhi had died for this law and it was the core of his belief. Merton concludes 
with a final challenge:  
A Christian can do nothing greater than follow his own conscience with a fidelity 
comparable to that which Gandhi obeyed what he believed to be the voice of God. 
Gandhi is, it seems to me, a model of integrity whom we cannot afford to 
ignore.
60
  
 
Speak Truth to Power 
Indeed, this “model of integrity” was not ignored–from Gandhi’s own work in 
India to the Civil Rights Movement and Martin Luther King Jr. to a young monk named 
Thomas Merton who was seeking to find God’s Shalom for this world and many others. 
It wouldn’t be long before the doors that George Fox and the Quakers opened in the 17th 
Century would afford their descendents to utilize Gandhi’s principles to help teach an 
alternative to violence in 1955 through a document titled, “Speak Truth to Power.”   
In the “Note to the Reader” section of “Speak Truth to Power” some important 
questions were asked that pertain to this study:  
Is there a method for dealing with conflict which does not involve us in the 
betrayal of our own beliefs, either through acquiescence to our opponent's will or 
through resorting to evil means to resist him? Is there a way to meet that which 
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threatens us, without relying on our ability to cause pain to the human being who 
embodies the threat?
61
 
 
It is clearly stated that this study was focused on the current international crisis in 1955, 
which was the growth of Russian and American power and the challenge to American 
interests presented by Soviet Communism. For this study, it is important to see it utilizing 
the same Gandhian principles as discussed in the previous two sections on Martin Luther 
King Jr. and Thomas Merton as it pertains to the problem of inevitable conflict. What is 
unique about this study is it is the first and earliest Christian church denomination to 
utilize Gandhian principles to back their Christian practices. 
In the chapter appropriately titled “The Politics of Nonviolence,” one can see the 
evidence of Gandhi’s Satyagraha. After stating that people should commit to practicing in 
the manner of Gandhi, the American Friends Service Committee point out many of the 
same elements seen in King and Merton. Here are just a few: 
 A personal commitment to practicing peace begins with the effort to live 
affirmatively.  
 We must either have enough faith in the overcoming power of love to stake our 
lives and our fortunes on it, or we must seek some other basis for ultimate 
personal security. 
 Personal affirmations have a profound bearing on attitudes within the sphere of 
daily community life.  
 It takes faith for an individual to live this way–faith in the “impossible” ideal of 
a world community. 
 The commitment to practice peace is an absolute commitment.  
 A commitment to non-violence will liberate individuals to act morally and 
responsibly on the daily problems of the world community. 
 It demands greater discipline, more arduous training, and more courage.62 
Even though this document was designed to address an international issue, the starting 
point for dealing with conflict internationally or personally begins with the individual.  
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At the time this was published, “pacifism had been cataloged as the private 
witness of a small but useful minority, or as the irresponsible action of men who are so 
overwhelmed with the horror of war that they fail to see that greater evil sometimes exists 
and that the sacrifices of war may be necessary to turn it back.”63   This document was 
again a return or renewal to the ancient Christian position. In times of great conflict and 
struggle, Christians must be reminded of their fundamental beliefs. It is these beliefs that 
have shaped the church for centuries and must first influence the individual life of the 
Christian before decisions can be made. It matters not if the conflict is international war 
or a conflict with one’s coworker–some fundamental beliefs must be in place to address 
the situation.   
 
Mahatma Gandhi 
 To conclude this chapter, it is necessary to revisit Gandhi himself and place him 
in a historical context. In the last three sections of this chapter, one can see the lasting 
effects of Gandhian principles in helping create a framework for peace and preparing 
people for various forms of conflict. Satyagraha became the word to describe more than 
Gandhi’s non-violent movement. It truly was as Merton described, “a religious or 
spiritual force.”64   
 Gandhi began by describing Satyagraha as “passive resistance” but soon realized 
that brought about confusion for the Indian people because they did not have a word in 
their own vernacular to describe their cause. It was Sr. Maganlal Gandhi who suggested 
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the word “Sadagraha” in a competition promoted by Mohatma Gandhi in the periodical, 
Indian Opinion. 
  Sadagraha meant “firmness in a good cause.” Gandhi said he liked the word, but 
felt it needed to be modified to better represent his idea. Gandhi said,  
Therefore I corrected it to “Satyagraha.” Truth (Satya) implies love and firmness 
(Agraha) engenders and therefore serves as a synonym for force. I thus began to 
call the Indian movement “Satyagraha,” that is to say, the Force which is born of 
Truth and Love or non-violence, and gave up the use of the phrase “passive 
resistance,” in connection with it, so much so, that even in English writing we 
often avoided the word and used instead the word “Satyagraha” itself or some 
other equivalent English phrase.
65
 
 
Martin Luther King Jr. had realized that before his own century, virtually all 
revolutions were based on hope and hate. Hope had been expressed in a rising 
expectation of freedom and justice. What King appreciated about Gandhi’s movement in 
India was that it was not based solely on hope and hate. King saw Gandhi’s movement as 
more of a revolution that built on a deep sense of hope and love, hope and nonviolence.
66
  
King became fascinated by this love which replaced hate. This was more than mere love, 
it was a sacrificial love.  
Sacrificial love required service to one’s neighbor and community. In his own 
biography, Gandhi in speaking of religion stated that, “I thought God could only be 
realized through service. And service for me was service to India, because it came to me 
without seeking, because I had an aptitude for it.”67  Throughout Gandhi’s life of service 
he continued developing a deeper desire for God and that included a personal search for 
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self-realization. It happened to be Christian friends who as Gandhi said, “whet his 
appetite for knowledge”68 and inspired his interest in religion.  
Even though Gandhi was a Hindu by birth, he never studied his own religion until 
he was challenged by people of other faiths–specifically Christians. For much of his 
formative years, Christians and Muslims alike tried to convert Gandhi to their faith. Even 
though his appetite for religion continued throughout his life, Gandhi stated before 
becoming actively involved in Satyagraha,  
Though I took a path my Christian friends had not intended for me, I have 
remained for ever indebted to them for the religious quest that they awakened in 
me…The years that followed had more, not less, of such sweet and sacred 
contacts in store for me.
69
  
 
Gandhi did return to the teachings of Christianity as was discussed in the Biblical 
Chapter. His admiration for the Sermon on the Mount which he said, “went straight to my 
heart,”70 and the life and ministry of Jesus became fundamental in his formation of 
Satyagraha. That is not to say that other religions (i.e. Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism) 
did not have any influence in his formation. There was a “universal truth” that Gandhi 
was beginning to sense in his exploration which almost led him to become a 
Theosophist.
71
  
 
Salt March to the Sea 
Probably the most defining moment in Gandhi’s life came when he was able to 
put Satyagraha into practice for the first time at a national level. At his Ahmedabad 
Ashram on March 12, 1930, Gandhi along with eight other followers set out for a 218 
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mile march. Along his route, the number of marchers grew into the millions. When they 
reached Dandi or the placed called Bambi, Gandhi reached into the river and brought up a 
little salt. This was to demonstrate and dramatize the fact that they were breaking the law 
in protest against the injustices they had faced for so many years with the salt laws in 
India. Gandhi had prepared his people by teaching them about Satyagraha. During the 
march Gandhi said to his followers, “If you are hit, don’t hit back; even if they shoot at 
you, don’t shoot back. If they curse you, don’t curse back. Just keep moving. Some of us 
might have to die before we get there. Some of us might be thrown in jail before we get 
there, but let’s just keep moving.”72  They kept moving and millions reached Dandi.  
What Gandhi did was mobilize one of the largest masses of people around a 
common cause to eliminate the greatest conflict in their lives. They were able to break the 
oppression of the British Empire, not through violence or argument, but by love, goodwill 
and a simple refusal to participate or cooperate in an evil law. The outcome was 
momentous–390 million people found their freedom through understanding and 
following a set of principles known as Satyagraha. 
73
   
This would be the impetus and inspiration for many other movements including 
Martin Luther King Jr.’s marches and sit-ins during the Civil Rights Movement, Nelson 
Mandela’s work to end apartheid in South Africa, Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s work 
with the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and the list goes on. What can be said is 
that Satyagraha has not only changed the world, it has changed how people think, how 
they understand each other, and how they engage the Truth. In the end, it was one man 
willing to look inside himself and seek the Truth that would lead to change and ultimately 
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peace. In his sermon on March 22, 1959, Martin Luther King Jr., eloquently helped his 
followers and generations to come remember that man in these words:    
If you ask people in India why it is that Mahatma Gandhi was able to do what he 
did in India, they will say they followed him because of his absolute sincerity and 
his absolute dedication. Here was a man who achieved in his lifetime this bridging 
of the gulf between the ego and the id. Gandhi had the amazing capacity for self-
criticism. This was true in individual life, in his family life, and was true in his 
people’s life. Gandhi criticized himself when he needed it. And whenever he 
made a mistake, he confessed it publically. Here was a man who would say to his 
people: I’m not perfect, I’m not infallible, I don’t want you to start a religion 
around me, I’m not a god. And I’m convinced today that there would be a religion 
around Gandhi, if Gandhi had not insisted, all through his life: I don’t want a 
religion around me because I am too human, I am too fallible, never think I’m 
infallible. And anytime he made a mistake, even in his personal life, or even in a 
decision that he made in the independence struggle, he came out in the public and 
said, “I made a mistake.”74 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
THE SYSTEMS-SENSITIVE CAMPUS MINISTRY LEADER 
 
 
 Throughout both the Biblical and Historical chapters, it is evident that conflict has 
been and continues to be a major factor in the life of the Christian leader. Still, we must 
remember that the biblical “prophets foresaw the church as a peaceable kingdom. A place 
where swords and spears have no purpose. A place where lambs snuggle up to lions, and 
grizzlies frolic with toddlers.”1   Is that possible in our day and age? Aren’t there simply 
too many people in the church or Christian institution today with too many ideas about 
how things ought to be done? How will we ever have a “peaceable kingdom” on this 
earth?  
 Furthermore, the Christian church and its institutions have not been the best at 
helping the situation. Actually, they continue to make three recurring mistakes: 
1. They often downplay their own vulnerability to conflict, rarely taking the 
threat seriously, and saying, “nothing like that would ever happen here.” 
 
2. Because of their naiveté, they pay little attention to [their own] conflict 
avoidance [thereby dodging the problem instead of working through possible 
solutions in a healthy way].  
 
3. When conflict does occur, they tend to explain it in simplistic terms. They 
rarely get to the root of the matter because most conflicts are inherently 
complex.
2
 
 
Some may say that our diversity is a nuisance, and that it would be much easier if 
we all were alike and believed exactly the same. Then there would be no conflict, right? 
Wrong. Then there would be no freedom or choice–that is real conflict. We would simply 
be robots at God’s command and lack the ability to have a fruitful relationship with him 
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and our neighbor. To do otherwise would be against Jesus’ two greatest commandments 
to love God and one’s neighbor (Matthew 22:36-40).   
Too often in our world today, when people think differently from us, our first 
reaction is to label them or write them off. Yet God intended for us to be a diverse people 
from the beginning of time. That doesn’t mean that we differ so much we are not able to 
find common foundational principles we can share. Much like Gandhi found in his 
development of Satyagraha, there are defining principles we all can work toward that will 
help usher peace into our lives, work and ministry. Michael C. Amour and Don Browning 
put it this way:  
There is enough commonality, for instance, to permit unity on essentials of the 
faith (whether unity now exists or not). But there is not enough overlap to assure 
absolute agreement on how to implement these essentials and prioritize them. And 
it is here, in matters outside the gospel core, that Christians often find themselves 
at odds.
3
  
 
 In 1974, Clare Graves, professor of developmental psychology at New York’s 
Union College published his finding from a quarter-century of research. His study 
explored “the variety of outlooks and values that prevailed across the globe”, seeking “to 
know how these differences emerge and how they ensconce themselves as fixtures in the 
mind.”4   When his findings were finally published, “he had identified eight ‘value 
systems’” that co-exist in our midst and vie with each other for influence.”5  Each of the 
eight systems Graves describes brings its own unique view of the world and helps those 
utilizing these findings to:  
 Define their sense of self 
 Organize their lives 
 Group their priorities 
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 Structure their relationships 
 Analyze their ideas 
 Respond to innovation and new initiatives6 
 
This chapter will explore Graves’ eight systems as a framework for understanding 
the environment of campus ministries, specifically the thinking systems involved in this 
type of ministry setting. It will explore how system-sensitive leadership allows the 
campus ministry leader the ability to maintain harmony, even in the face of the 
pronounced diversity found at a Christian liberal arts college. As well, it will show how 
system-sensitive leadership allows the campus ministry leader to be adept at effecting 
change without raising undue potential for conflict, so that the leader can anticipate 
dissension and defuse it before strife secures a stronghold.
7
  To provide a picture of the 
campus ministry environment, this study will utilize Huntington University in 
Huntington, Indiana, as its context.  
 
System Worldviews 
System Worldview Compelling 
Drive 
One The world is capricious and uncertain, threatening my 
existence at any moment.  
Physical Survival 
Two The world is ruled by unseen forces of good and evil that 
control our well-being. 
Safety from the 
Unseen 
Three The world is a dog-eat-dog place, where only the tough 
survive. 
Power over the 
adversary 
Four The world is governed by timeless principles and eternal 
absolutes. 
Transcendent 
truth and principle 
Five The world is teeming with unlimited potential for 
personal success and fulfillment. 
Personal 
achievement 
Six The world is so interdependent that every life-form and 
individual is a cherished treasure. 
Egalitarian and 
ecology 
 Seven The world is a vast network of complex, often  
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paradoxical relationships, where ever-changing realities 
demand holistic approaches to life.  
Systemic health 
Eight The world is a single planetary organism, an integrated 
whole in which boundaries between mind, matter, and 
energy are elusive. 
Holistic identity 
and convergence
8
 
 
 To be able to effectively unpack the environment and thinking that takes place in 
a Christian liberal arts college context, one must first be familiar with Graves’ eight 
system worldviews (see table above). It is important to note that even though each system 
is uniquely different, there are three common characteristics found in all of the systems, 
 Each system has both strength and weaknesses. None is adequate for every 
situation. 
 Each system has both an individual and a group expression. 
 Each system has an identifying pattern of organization.9 
 
Looking at how Huntington University and its constituents organizes themselves, 
one will be able to determine which of the eight systems is dominate, as well as the more 
influential secondary systems. A Christian liberal arts college such as Huntington can be 
a difficult place to diagnose due to the multiple levels of leadership, variety of 
departments, as well as denominational, professional and historic elements.  
 
The Student 
It is also important to note in what system the Christian liberal arts college meets 
students (undergraduate and graduate).  There are many factors that shape and continue to 
shape student’s thinking-system worldviews. It is known that “…we design our 
educational systems to produce high school graduates who understand System Four 
values, at least intellectually.”10 
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College students are also immersed in a media-induced culture. The media’s “ever 
present voice transmits concepts and ideas from every system.”11  The access is unlimited 
with laptop computers, smart phones, tablets and other social media devices. Facebook, 
Twitter, the internet itself, makes students intellectually familiar with most, if not all of 
the systems in some form. At the least students will begin to catch “the meaning of terms, 
phrases, and expressions that capture the essence of various system outlooks” 12 simply 
by being “connected.”   
   Add to this, the academic programs’ educational and professional requirements, 
and the student is found being led to explore systems they have never identified with or 
investigated. For example, a student studying quantum physics is compelled to look at the 
world through System Seven eyes.
13
  
The System Four raised–media-induced–new system exploring college student 
will begin to find herself in a conundrum. Her dominate system will continue to ask her 
the questions that ironically most college students are asking,  
 What determines my self-worth? 
 What is my purpose, if any, for being here? 
 What is my role in society? 
 What is my relationship with nature? 
 What principles should guide my most crucial decisions? 
 What do I need from others around me?14 
 
It is at this point the Campus Ministry leader at a Christian liberal arts college such as 
Huntington University often engages the student for the first time. These questions have 
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caused the student to have an internal conflict and she is in search of answers, advice and 
counsel.  
The University 
System Six, which was barely known at the beginning of the 20
th
 century, became 
commonplace in the 1960s, especially on the college campuses and in the antiwar 
movement. By the 1980s it was taking over many suburbs and older urban 
neighborhoods.
15
   
 
 As was noted in the student section, when most college students arrive on 
campus, they are living out of System Four values which the American education system 
has produced. Yet, in looking at the quote which opened this section, college campuses 
are usually working from a System Six worldview. Add to that a Christian faith dynamic 
and it seems to make the university even more difficult to diagnose or decipher.  
  Armour and Browning believe that human history in the last few decades has 
crossed a “threshold of complexity,” meaning that four or five dominant systems are 
having to learn how to coexist in the same social setting.
16
  Huntington University and 
many other Christian liberal arts colleges are prime examples of this tension to coexist. 
To help explain this tension, it is important for this study to look specifically at Systems 
two through six.  
 
System Two 
 On an initial visit, or at the onset of taking a position at Huntington University, 
one may easily be drawn into sensing System Two characteristics. Huntington is an 
institution of Christian higher education that: 
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 Takes spiritual realities seriously 
 Works to build deep, lasting ties between people (faculty, students, and alumni) 
 Expects its leaders to provide a safe, stable environment for learning 
 Seeks a “one-ness” among those who consider themselves Christians17 
 
There is even a sense in the college setting that leadership, especially the president, is a 
patriarchal presence, a father figure much like Abraham or Job in the Old Testament. 
This fatherly presence provides students and their parents with a sense of safety and 
tradition as they make this transition to the next chapter of life. A key element of a 
prospective student’s visit is the opportunity to attend a chapel service, where the family 
receives a picture of the community’s “tribe-like loyalty” and dedication to ceremony and 
ritual.
18
    
 
System Three 
As one experiences Huntington University for a longer period of time, they may 
begin to see things differently. Administration of a Christian liberal arts college functions 
in various ways and at many levels. When questions are asked or ideas shared, it may be 
an opportunity or it may be enlightenment on who is in charge. The organizational 
structure rears its head and the truth is made known that there are powerful decision-
makers at the top of the institution. Surrounding that powerful leader (president) are 
trusted lieutenants with the title of “senior leader.” Soon it is evident that everyone in the 
institution is arranged in a precise pecking order and you know the slot in which you fill 
in that order. System Three at Huntington University organizes itself in a power pyramid 
similar to this,  
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Board of Trustees 
President & Senior Leaders 
Faculty 
Staff, Students, Alumni 
 
     
 
       
One group that I left out of the power pyramid is the United Brethren in Christ Church, or 
Huntington University’s denominational affiliation. Somewhat of an identity conflict has 
been taking place for at least six years as to where on that pyramid should the founding 
denomination be placed.  
A hallmark of System Three is that there is a primary threat coming from other 
humans: losing one’s identity. This was played out six years ago at Huntington 
University when a professor taught and stated he agreed with Open Theism (the teaching 
that God has granted to humanity free-will and that in order for the free will to be truly 
free, the future free-will choices of individuals cannot be known ahead of time by God
19
). 
Up until this time, the denomination was fairly silent as to issues on the campus. 
Actually, the campus had been moving toward a more non-denominational and Christian 
liberal arts stance. A Strength of System Three is to “adapt quickly to change if winning 
is at stake.”20  It was the struggling denomination who made the stand, provided a drive 
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to win and stood firm. This was “clan-solidarity” at its best–the readiness to fight as 
one.
21
   In the end, the professor was fired.  
 
System Four 
 It is only natural that a Christian liberal arts college such as Huntington would 
find a place in System Four. Known for building great educational systems, it seems this 
would be the dominate System an educational institution would thrive in, but it also can 
cause great conflict. As was described in System Three, defining what is right and wrong 
was key to the “clan” or institution. In System Four, guilt and fear are added to put 
emphasis on the right and wrong.
22
  Firing a professor for a belief he professes that is 
incongruent with the university’s Statement of Faith shows that the institution has begun 
to say, “this is who we are and this is who we are not.” 
 In a few short years after the firing of this professor, groups began to appear 
among faculty and staff to discuss what it meant to be “evangelical.” In addition, a year-
long focus was placed on “Christ @ Center” to make an identity statement that 
Huntington University is still Christian and evangelical at its core. There were also a lot 
of “checks and balances” put in place to protect Huntington University from ending up in 
that situation again. Leaders who had proven loyal to the administration and its ideals, 
surrounded the president and became the sole-decision makers on the campus outside of 
the Board of Trustees.
23
  Especially in the area of campus ministries, it was clear the 
president and his powerful team of managers were to be obeyed, not questioned or 
judged, because these leaders simply had the right to make decisions. 
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System Five 
     It seems ironic that the two campus ministry leaders at Huntington University 
both consider themselves “theological mutts,” meaning they find essential aspects of their 
faith in a plethora of Christian expressions. This may be labeled an “ecumenical spirit” 
and a key factor of System Five. Not being aligned to a specific denomination, or at the 
best loosely associated with one, seems to allow for a mindset that ministers to a 
Christian liberal arts college. At times this can become a real conflict for those who have 
taken on System Four thinking–those who revel in the right and wrong and use identity 
language at every opportunity. Even so, this ecumenical spirit is also why we find so 
many similarities between the campus ministry department of a Christian college and a 
System Five desire for mega-churches.  
 Most students who attend Christian colleges go through a period of “church 
identity crisis.” Moving away from home and the church in which they grew up, college 
students set out not only to find their own identity, but also their “church identity.” 
Through introductory classes on Christian faith and its history, students are introduced to 
differing theologies and styles of worship. Soon they are off church-hopping, putting 
their denominational ties at bay, and avoiding talk about their worship life with parents. 
Also, some students during this period become consumed by listening to sermons online, 
reading popular Christian books and magazines, and attending huge stadium-style 
Christian concerts which are more like mega-church worship services.  
 In turn, what the student wants from campus ministries is options and variety 
because that is what their media-induced lives require. The student sees the campus 
ministry department like a mega-church. They live with their brothers and sisters in 
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almost a communal or monastic setting on campus and have time to discuss and process 
their thoughts about the “life-implications” of God’s message. But that isn’t enough!  
They want, and at times demand, options–multiple worship experiences with varying 
styles and music, a multitude of study opportunities, as well as service and fellowship 
times. They want to be busy and almost worn out for Jesus.  
 These demands lead to administrators who want to keep the students happy by 
hiring campus ministry staff around specialty areas and programs. The outcome must be a 
highly tuned campus ministry “machine” with a strong strategic vision that is willing to 
restructure on a dime and be micro-managed for effective and positive results. The 
consequence of this at Huntington University has been burnout, midlife crises, and losing 
the ability to build quality relationships with students who should be encouraged and free 
to explore the depths of God’s calling with pastors and staff who have the time.  
 
System Six 
 Moving into the System that has been noted as the most commonplace on college 
campuses, one begins to see how easily conflict and confusion can arise within a campus 
ministry setting. An ongoing question on the Christian liberal arts college campus is, 
“What is the role of the campus ministry department?”   
 Will it identify with a certain theological camp?  
 Will it be seen as an “infirmary” for spiritual needs?  
 Will it be the “evangelistic arm” of the institution–saving souls and bringing 
those on the “fringe” to a faith in Christ? 
 Will it serve the desires of the denominational affiliation? 
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Or is the campus ministry department on a Christian liberal arts college going to function 
more out of a System Six thinking model, where the priorities would not be as System 
Five identity oriented, yet rather,   
 Committed to binding up the wounds and giving the student (victim) a voice. 
 Working toward healing and reconciliation (with God and neighbor). 
 Striving for and recapturing a communal bond and a shared life of faith. 
 Promoting an egalitarian and ecumenical spirit that builds coalitions and works to 
give every perspective a place and voice at the table.
24
  
 
Just asking this difficult question can cause an institution to grapple with their identity 
and return to their mission and vision statements for review, evaluation, and assessment. 
This is the point at which Huntington University currently finds itself. Even though 
Huntington is a small college, it often takes on impersonal aspects of a larger institution 
such as the mentality of reducing people to numbers and nameless faces. The 
administration often works from a System Four mindset and cannot relate to the campus 
ministry department’s heartfelt desire to identify sensitivities and vulnerabilities that are 
crucial for effective pastoral care on the campus. The nature of a campus ministry 
department is fundamentally identified in the strengths and treasures of System Six, for 
example the campus ministry department: 
 Quickly rises to the spiritual needs of students, faculty and staff. 
 Fosters genuine acceptance of student, faculty and staff.  
 Creates a caring, compassionate atmosphere. 
 Carefully guards the vulnerability of the weak student, faculty and staff 
member. 
 Tries to encourage open-mindedness and defuse judging individuals.25  
 
A campus ministry department is and should be on the frontline of advocating the 
principles of a biblical and Christ-like ministry that is working to accept students, faculty 
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and staff without judgment and promoting mutual encouragement from the institution as 
a whole. It may be that campus ministry departments have System Six hearts which are 
spiritually sensitive, show compassion and acceptance, and desire a spiritual atmosphere 
that will enlarge the campus’s sense that they are all part of the Body of Christ.  
This also has had its downside at Huntington University. Campus ministry 
leadership over the years has had a hard time of relating these needs to the administration 
and greater community. Much of the conflict comes from the System Thinking already 
described. Running up against administrators who want results and who lean heavily 
upon System Four thinking can cause campus ministry leadership to become inward 
focused. Alienation, distrust and internal power-struggles have been evident for several 
years between administration and the office of campus ministries at Huntington. Other 
departments and individual leaders on campus have been vocal about the condescension, 
manipulation and simple arrogance (which campus ministry leaders often labeled 
confidence) coming from the campus ministry department. Instead of wanting everyone 
at the table and seeking coalitions and consensus, the Huntington campus ministry 
department has become inward focused and alienated. It has been left to fend for itself, 
while budgets, staff, programs, and the sense of true System Six ministry has slowly been 
eliminated by other Systems on the campus. 
 
 
Practical Application of Systems Thinking 
 Let’s return to Gandhi for a moment. Throughout much of the early part of 
Gandhi’s career, he spent time confronting discrimination in South Africa. Upon his 
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return to India, he was encouraged by many to become a politician.
26
  Instead, Gandhi 
took a different path, a path that can teach us why becoming a System-Sensitive Leader is 
so vital to working through conflict.  
 Gandhi returned to India and decided to take a long journey through his 
homeland. “His travels led him through the countryside, where he visited many villages 
and farms. Gandhi endured many unpleasant conditions as he patiently listened to the 
peasants and observed their surroundings.”27   After his journey, Gandhi attended a 
political convention where he was given a chance to speak. People hardly paid attention 
until they started to really listen to what he was saying. His experience and willingness to 
journey through the countryside afforded him the opportunity to vocalize the struggle in a 
way the people of India could feel and understand. As author Robert E. Quinn noted:  
Such articulation is often at the heart of radical, deep change…An influential 
vision reflects the insight of an individual or group that has deeply contemplated 
the core issues. Gandhi’s vision was such a reflection. It was rooted in both facts 
and values. It inspired passion.
28
 
 
 Gandhi took the needed time to understand all that was at play in India’s conflict. 
In the same way, the campus ministry leader will have to become familiar with each of 
the Systems at play in their specific situations (as was done for Huntington University 
above).  
When we give each system a sense of belonging, then allay its anxieties and fears, 
we reduce the threat of conflict…Or to put it another way, conflict avoidance is a 
primary benefit, not the principle objective of system-sensitive leadership. We 
pursue systems approaches, first and foremost, to foster church health.
29
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“Church” in this quote can easily be replaced by “campus ministries office,” “Christian 
liberal arts college,” “administration or leadership,” as well as our own “personal” health. 
By focusing our attention on the health of our situation, we are directing our attention 
more at “conflict prevention than conflict resolution.”30 
    Armour and Browning present three key priorities for System-Sensitive Leaders 
who want to promote this type of health. 
1. They learn to value each system personally. They then model that appreciation 
for their colleagues. This will entail leaders transcending systems clashes 
among themselves. 
 
2. They continually teach a healthy respect for all major systems in the 
institution–helping each system recognize the strength and vital contribution 
of all other systems.  
 
3. They work to make each system healthy. This means helping unhealthy Fours 
become healthy Fours, and the like. 
31
 
 
To instill these priorities into a campus ministry or Christian liberal arts college will help 
the leaders become “exceptional at foreseeing potential conflict and disarming it…And as 
its principles take hold, you will find fewer and fewer conflicts arising.”32     
 Obviously, there will be naysayers who believe there are only three types of 
institutions and ministries: “those just emerging from conflict, those currently embroiled 
in conflict, and those about to enter conflict.”33  This may be true, but being pro-active in 
our understanding of what is actually going on in our working environments will help us 
be more effective to bring change and prepare for when conflict arises. Like Gandhi, 
when we embark on a journey of discovery and thinking, we become as he said, the 
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change we want to see in the world. Michal Frost and Alan Hirsch made a similar point 
reflecting on Martin Luther King Jr.:  
When Martin Luther King Jr. so compellingly articulated the vision of a better 
America in his legendary “I have a Dream” speech, he was not articulating ideas 
that were particularly new to the people, or for that matter history itself. The Old 
Testament prophets gave us the basis of that moral vision in the first place. 
Something much more primal was going on in that hushed audience–he was 
acting as something of a midwife to the great primal dream of God lying at the 
heart of every human cry for justice. Rather than just espousing a new vision, he 
was awakening their innate sense of purpose and their longing for justice and 
peace by giving that dream a vocabulary, legitimacy, and direction.
34
     
 
What the great leaders of our day have been able to do is capitalize on the 
strengths of every System and create what we call a “win-win-win” situation. Ironically, 
the leaders we have discussed in this study all have done this without abandoning the 
most fundamental Christian principles. Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr., George Fox, 
Desmond Tutu, and many more have successfully tapped into a way of achieving 
harmony that is not only biblical, but effective.  
 
Four Essentials to Multi-System Institutions and Ministries 
 When faced with swelling conflict in India, Gandhi had a choice to allow the 
government to take its course or choose another way. Thich Nhat Hanh explained it this 
way:  
Self-immolation can be such a means. If you do it out of love, you act much like 
Jesus did on the cross and as Gandhi did in India. Gandhi fasted, not with anger, 
but with compassion, not only toward his countrymen but also toward the British. 
These great men all knew that it is the truth that sets us free, and they did 
everything they could to make the truth known.
35
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The point is not that one should set themselves literally on fire to get their colleague’s 
attention and bring change, but choosing to instill a passion in their fellow workers and 
staff members for finding harmony, health, and peace within the institution or ministry. 
To be this type of leader one will have to begin by understanding his responsibilities.     
 To prepare oneself effectively for conflict prevention, it first takes responsibility 
on the leader’s part. Amour and Browning clearly present four building blocks for 
effective Systems-Sensitive Leadership (not listed by priority). 
 Developing an institution or ministry’s atmosphere of forbearance 
 Maintaining feedback loops in decision-making 
 Practicing System-sensitivity without using system’s terminology 
 Becoming diligent in vision casting36  
 
Most people would conclude that forbearance takes personal discipline. That 
would mean that working to develop an atmosphere for forbearance will not be automatic 
or an overnight reality, and it will not be easy. Even if things seem to be proceeding in a 
positive manner, there are enough differences between Systems that conflict could easily 
be around the next corner. This is why unity, harmony and a forbearing spirit are crucial 
to conflict prevention. The goal for the campus ministry leader is to help generate an 
atmosphere of forbearance that is universal among the entire administration and staff. 
The leader will need to produce a feeling where:    
 Changing to accommodate diverse needs becomes regular or routine and 
nothing to be alarmed about.  
 Changes may require one to forgo her own preferences at times. But everyone 
will defer to one another in this institution or ministry. 
 In deferring to others one can be confident that his own preferences are still 
respected, and that he will be honored on other occasions.
37
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It is human nature to compare things by looking at their differences. This is only 
heightened when humans find themselves in the midst of conflict. It is even more 
interesting to note that when in conflict, most people are blinded to the similarities they 
have with their opponent.  
This is why Paul deals with church conflict by calling his readers back to the great 
truths that unite them. His object is to focus them afresh on their “likenesses” 
thereby minimizing their perceived distance between themselves. We can use this 
same technique in conflict avoidance.”38   
 
This is what an effective campus ministry leader does when he continually reminds his 
colleagues and students of the overarching value that the Bible and Jesus put on Shalom.  
 To help look at differences and similarities more formally, audits and assessments 
have both been key elements in Christian higher education evaluation. These both are 
important, purposeful ways of planning and attempting feedback. At Huntington 
University we partake in a campus ministry department audit about every 5-7 years. 
These audits allow for the department to look at what is being done effectively and what 
could use some more work. Audits are good, but they can easily be filed away and 
neglected. Suggestions can forever be just suggestions and needed change or conflict can 
be avoided.  
The campus ministry department at Huntington University has had three 
assessments over the past 20 years. Each assessment outlined suggested ideas for change. 
If implementation of these changes does not occur, administration, staff and fellow 
campus ministry staff can become frustrated as to the direction (or lack thereof) in the 
campus ministry department.  
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 Assessment on the other hand allows the campus ministry department and 
administration to get a grasp on the “spiritual temperature” of the campus community. 
Using a campus wide survey, assessment tool, or online questionnaire, campus ministry 
leaders can get valuable information in a timely manner. “Systems-sensitive leaders never 
leave feedback to chance.”39  They must continue to think through the issues facing 
campus ministries–especially those that lend themselves to producing conflict. For 
Huntington University, the areas that are the highest tension points for students are: 
 Not meeting mandatory chapel requirements 
 Disliking the types of chapels and worship opportunities offered 
 Ineffective Campus Ministry Coordinator on a student’s floor 
 Lack of opportunities for service, mission, and experience 
 And the list goes on… 
 
The easy way to avoid conflict simply would be to avoid asking the students their 
opinions through feedback loops, as has been the case at Huntington for a decade or so. 
This allows for campus ministry leaders to alienate themselves and breakdown the trust 
and cooperation among students and colleagues. It becomes a control and management 
factor and over time begins to produce arrogance that other Systems on campus become 
aware of and use against the ministry.  
 To become more effective at handling the conflict that so easily emerges in 
campus ministry, one must not avoid feedback, but encourage it at multiple levels. 
Sampling smaller segments of the students (and faculty/staff) regularly, allows the leader 
to get valuable information from a variety of perspectives and areas on campus. Most 
valuable to the process is reporting the findings back to the administration and to other 
colleagues. When leaders can show how they have shaped specific decisions, the entire 
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institution can begin to see the bigger picture taking place. It is the responsibility of the 
campus ministry leader to complete the feedback loop that the student’s responses 
began.
40
       
    Satyagraha for Gandhi was not simply about nonviolent resistance. It was about 
the individual principles that went into this concept. People didn’t just hear and grasp 
Satyagraha by hearing the word (especially those not from India). This was a concept that 
had to be modeled–lived out through a set of principles for living. Loving your enemies, 
seeking Truth, personal transformation, personal virtue and a vital religious faith were the 
pillars of Satyagraha. Those weren’t simply a list of items that described a movement– 
they were how to live the movement. 
 The same is true for Systems-Sensitive Leadership. One cannot simply introduce 
the administration at the university to the thinking systems and somehow overnight have 
everyone magically on the same page. Not everyone sees the value of applying systems 
thinking to their area of administration or ministry.  Just like when Gandhi began 
speaking to the political convention in India, most people will react to this thinking by 
showing signs of boredom or more boldly telling you it is irrelevant. They have their own 
ideas of what is going on and they don’t want another model or structure unless they are 
guaranteed practical implications.  
 Learning Systems thinking takes time to grasp. It is the campus ministry leader’s 
responsibility to get up to speed with this thinking.  Not simply to self-identify or label 
others, but for transformation.  Instead of teaching or talking about it, campus ministry 
leaders will need to live it. What drew people to Gandhi? He lived passionately what he 
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believed. He was marching, fasting, praying, wearing interesting clothing and eating only 
vegetables. His mission became his life. Gandhi said:  
No matter how insignificant the thing you have to do, do it as well as you can, 
give it as much of your care and attention as you would give to the thing you 
regard as most important. For it will be by those small things that you shall be 
judged.
41
         
 
Through this passionate living, Gandhi was able to cast a vision of non-violence and 
peace. He did not simply acknowledge his vision, he passionately believed it. If the 
campus ministry leader fails to cast a vision, he will quickly find a void developing, 
which could easily lead to isolation, arrogance and blindness to one’s situation. For 
campus ministry leaders to be vision-castors:  
 They must have a clear picture in their minds as to where their department is 
going. They need to know what “done right” looks like.  
 They must identify the key strategies that will move the department from 
where it is to where it needs to be.  
 That vision and those strategies must become internalized in their heart.  
 They must work tirelessly to find simple, clear-cut ways in which to explain 
the vision and the strategies that support it.  
 They must communicate, communicate, communicate to the entire 
institution.
42
 
 
At times the vision of the department will be at odds with the other systems on campus 
(i.e. the Board, President, faculty, etc…).  The hope is that the campus ministry leader 
will have developed working relationships and clear communication with each party, 
taking into consideration their visions and wishes as he develops his own vision within 
and without their frameworks.   Sometimes that vision will have to be “outside of their 
boxes” and the leader will have to work to win his administration over through relentless 
pursuits.  
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Gandhi was relentless in casting a vision. Martin Luther King Jr. was relentless. 
Mother Teresa was relentless. George Fox was relentless. Nelson Mandela, Desmond 
Tutu, Thich Nhat Hahn, Aung San Suu Kyi, Bono, Jim Wallis, Shane Claiborne (and the 
list could go on and on) are all relentless in casting a vision. And the campus ministry 
leader must be relentlessly casting a vision to empower colleagues and administrators to 
seek a System of thinking that will effectively bring change and peace. As Robert E. 
Quinn stated:  
A vision that truly enlists and inspires others wells up from deep needs and 
aspirations. Often, as we shall see, the way to achieve such a vision is by working 
with and through the people from whom it is intended. Even when a vision seems 
to come from the leader, as in the case of Gandhi, the vision moves others 
because it is deeply in touch with their reality and their hopes. That is why they 
respond. And the vision is credible because they can see that it is not a castle in 
the air, but a vision that is grounded in their lived experience in bread and salt.
43
  
 
 As is being made evident in this final idea of casting a vision, this process can be 
very personal and must come from the very heart of one’s being. Since the conceptual 
and emotional dimensions of leadership are inextricably linked, the next chapter will 
explore and expand on where this chapter ends by looking at how the leader’s “presence” 
and “being” shape the relationships and techniques that properly prepare leaders for 
conflict.
44
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CHAPTER 5 
 
THE CAMPUS MINISTRY LEADER’S PRESENCE AND BEING 
 
 
The way out, rather, requires shifting our orientation to the way we think about 
relationships, from one that focuses on techniques that motivate others to one that 
focuses on the leader’s own presence and being.1  
 
At the onset of this study, the reader was introduced to Steve, a campus pastor at a 
small Midwest Christian liberal arts college. Steve was wrestling with the issues that his 
peers in campus ministry had drawn to his attention at a recent conference. He soon 
realized that he and his peers had a common problem. They were each in the midst of 
some type of conflict but did not know how they had originally been drawn into this 
tension. Steve had posed a reflective question as to the “how,” but what he had not fully 
grasped was the “who.”   
In chapter four we discovered that within the campus ministry environment 
people can live side by side, but have very different understandings of what is actually 
going on. Through the questions Steve was beginning to ask, one could see that he too, 
was on this path to discovery. As he listened to Mary, Vince, Tim, Greg, Tina and 
William around the campfire, he began to focus his attention on the lack of preparation 
for handling conflict on the part of the campus ministry leader. The fact is that Steve was 
just breaching the subject.  
To get to the root of the conflict, Steve and other campus ministry leaders must 
explore their environments and the systems at play as in Chapter Four of this study. For 
any leader who is dealing with conflict, the next step of discovery will entail a more 
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personal exploration. This chapter will help take that next step by first looking at what it 
means to be a “well-differentiated leader.” 
 
A Well-Differentiated Leader 
“…all leadership begins with the management of one’s own health. For there is 
little question in my mind that my capacity to navigate the narrow passage left 
open to my future existence has affected my leadership capacity in all other 
endeavors ever since.”2  
 
Many campus ministry leaders find themselves caught up in systemic conflict 
management or struggling to survive instances of internal sabotage. Often in the center of 
these “hamster wheel” issues are well meaning leaders who do not know that they 
themselves are the cause of the conflict. Too often, leaders in Christian higher education 
become preoccupied with results and use any technique to motivate or even manipulate 
others to get results. Instead, Edwin H. Friedman suggests another approach that will 
“encourage leaders to focus first on their own integrity and on the nature of their own 
presence”.3  
What Steve and every other campus ministry leader must first ask themselves is, 
“Am I a healthy leader?” and “What defines a healthy leader?”  Friedman gives insight 
into a healthy leader by describing them as “well-differentiated”–meaning “someone who 
has clarity about his or her own life goals, and therefore, someone who is less likely to 
become lost in the anxious emotional processes swirling about.” 4  He expands his 
definitions by defining a well-differentiated leader as:  
 Someone who has clarity about his or her own life goals. 
 Someone who is less likely to become lost in the anxious emotional processes.  
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 Someone who can be separate while still remaining connected.  
 Someone who can maintain a modifying, non-anxious, and sometimes 
challenging presence. 
 Someone who can manage his or her own reactivity to the automatic reactivity of 
others. 
 Someone who is able to take stands at the risk of displeasing.5  
 
When reading these definitions, it is hard not to associate them with the lives of people 
like Jesus of Nazareth, Martin Luther King Jr., Desmond Tutu, Mother Teresa, Nelson 
Mandela, and most appropriately for this study, Mahatma Gandhi. These are great 
descriptors of the people who have learned to thrive in the midst of great conflicts by 
being well-differentiated.  
  It is obvious that living out these definitions is a difficult task and not everyone 
has the capacity to do this well. What the leader must learn from Friedman’s definitions 
above is that not everyone will be able to be fully differentiated all the time, but that 
everyone has the capacity to improve in these areas. To progress, the leader will need to 
explore the opposing characteristics of Friedman’s definitions. To become a well-
differentiated leader, it is essential to understand the characteristics of the “chronically 
anxious leader.”   
 
The Chronically Anxious Leader 
 In a world of Facebook, Twitter, instant messaging and texting, people have 
become more selfish and myopic in their processing. They have begun to lose their sense 
of connectivity with neighbors, fellow workers, and even friends. Eventually, this 
“individual spirit” begins to lead to conflict at a variety of levels and restricts the 
development of well-differentiated leaders. Instead of Friedman’s positive characteristics 
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from above, we are left with chronically anxious leaders who manifest the following 
characteristics: 
 Reactivity: these are the people who are quick to interrupt others, if not to jump 
in and complete their sentences, and they are constantly taking and making things 
personal. They are also constantly focused on the latest, most immediate crisis, 
and they remain almost totally incapable of gaining the distance that would 
enable them to see the emotional processes in which they are engulfed.  
 
 Herding: these are the people who desire good feelings rather than progress. 
They promote “togetherness”–a goal where everyone will be emotionally fused 
with everyone else. They will be willing to risk losing their leadership over 
disturbing their togetherness–thus they often adapt to and revolve around a 
“symptom-bearer” (a.k.a. the elephant in the room).  
 
 Blame displacement: these people encourage blaming rather than “owning it.” 
They also bind off their anxiety by coalescing around “displacement issues” to 
distract others from more painful matters that would focus them on themselves or 
their own relationships.  
 
 A quick-fix mentality: these are the people who are extremely impatient and want 
certainty. They seek out professionals who promise the most comfort, not those 
who offer the most opportunities for maturation. They want leaders who do not 
give into their demands.
6
   
 
These four characteristics lead to the creation of poorly defined leadership that is in stark 
contrast to the characteristics of Friedman’s well-differentiated leader. Instead of positive 
aspects, these characteristics create, 
 Leaders who lack the distance to think out their vision clearly.  
 Leaders who are led hither and yon by crisis after crisis.  
 Leaders who are reluctant to take well-defined stands, if they have any 
convictions at all.  
 Leaders who are selected but lack the maturity and sense of self to deal with 
sabotage.
7
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It seems that it would be easier for leaders, including Steve and his peers in 
campus ministry, to simply seek a technique or the next bestselling self-help book on 
conflict, or even “Google” an answer to rid themselves of their issues. That would be the 
easy way out and might solve the issue for the moment, but what this study wants to do is 
help Steve answer his question about being prepared when conflict arises. This is not 
found in a quick-fix, but begins with self-evaluation. The more a leader knows about 
himself and how he reacts and responds to each situation, the better prepared he is each 
time he faces a new conflict.  
 
Becoming a Satagrahi 
In his writings on Satyagraha, Gandhi was very careful to outline what he labeled 
“qualifications” for Satyagraha. Much like Friedman’s well-differentiated leader, Gandhi 
has proposed a set of characteristics that should be found in one who follows the way of 
Satyagraha, the Satyagrahi. Gandhi said, this person “presupposes self-discipline, self-
control, self-purification, and a recognized status in the person offering it.”8  Before one 
could even practice Satyagraha, Gandhi believed they had to, in his words, “turn the 
searchlight inward” on their own lives.9  As our campus pastor Steve did on his retreat, a 
Satyagrahi has to ask questions that reach the depths of their being. To allow one to begin 
this inward journey, Gandhi gave the following definitions of what it means to be a 
Satyagrahi. 
 One must never forget the distinction between the evil and the evil-doer.  
 One must not harbor ill-will or bitterness against the latter.  
 One may not employ needlessly offensive language against the evil person, 
however unrelieved his evil might be.  
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 One will always try to overcome evil by good, anger by love, untruth by truth. 
 One who has faith that the silent and undemonstrative action of truth and love 
produces far more permanent and abiding results than speeches or other such 
showy performances.
10
 
 
With these characteristics as a foundation, people who consider themselves 
Satyagrahi are always about  
…close and prayerful self-introspection and self-analysis to find out whether he is 
himself completely free from the taint of anger, ill-will and such other human 
infirmities, whether he is not himself capable of those very evils against which he 
is out to lead a crusade.
11
 
 
Friedman said it this way: “Leaders have an obligation, to their family (following), to 
their Creator, and to their species, to keep working at their own self-differentiation.”12  
Each of these voices promote an initial and ongoing process of self-assessment for 
leaders.  
 Mahatma Gandhi’s five pillars of Satyagraha; 1) love your enemies, 2) seek truth, 
3) personal transformation,  4) personal virtue and 5) religious faith, as outlined in 
chapter two, give one an even greater understanding of how Gandhi would define a well 
differentiated leader as it relates to non-violence or conflict. Under the pillar “seek truth,” 
Gandhi points out that a leader must educate himself, expand his perspectives and 
question his assumptions. This is exactly where we meet Steve at the beginning of this 
study. Gandhi continues that the leader must be honest with himself, habitually examine 
his conscience and scrutinize his motives.
13
   Author Robert Quinn shows us the outcome 
of an examination of this nature in the following.  
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When we claim our integrity, when we exercise the courage to enter the 
fundamental state of leadership, we leave all existing patterns of social exchange. 
We leave the middle of the curve. We become truly unique. We become creative 
actors who bring about something radically new.
14
   
 
Quinn continues that a decision to do this type of examination moves the leader into a 
creative stance. Where in the words of Gandhi, leaders can “become the change we want 
to see in the world.”15  Quinn continues by echoing Gandhi’s fourth pillar of Satyagraha 
on personal virtue:  
In choosing to move toward a new and a better self, we become more virtuous. 
We see more virtue. We attract people toward greater virtue. We become a 
catalyst of change. When we choose to be who we really are, we move to the edge 
of the future, which is the most powerful and creative form of the present.
16
  
 
Creating change will entail knowing yourself and coming against opposition. It 
will require of the leader to begin within one’s own heart and mind. Anthony De Mello 
S.J. labeled this “self-observation.” 
Self-observation–watching yourself–is important. It is not the same as self-
absorption. Self-absorption is self-preoccupation, where you are concerned about 
yourself, worried about yourself. I’m talking about self-observation. What’s that? 
It means to watch everything in you and around you as far as possible and watch 
it as if it were happening to someone else.
17
 
   
De Mello’s understanding of self-observation is in line with Mahatma Gandhi’s 
teachings in preparation to become a Satagrahi. It was also an essential understanding in 
being prepared during the Civil Right Movement in the United States. Borrowing the idea 
from Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr. knew that to face the conflicts in his era, men and 
women must be prepared.  
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Anyone who wanted to join him in his marches for freedom and justice was 
required to go through a process of spiritual preparation, just like the disciples did 
when they spent time with Jesus…. King recognized that overcoming the demonic 
spirits inherent in racism and poverty would require a more powerful 
countervailing spirit, which he called “soul force.”18  
 
Martin Luther King Jr. borrowed the term “soul force” from Gandhi, for it is an English 
translation of Satyagraha. As a minister and devout Christian, Martin Luther King Jr. 
echoed and preached Gandhi’s fifth pillar of Satyagraha, “religious faith,” as essential to 
the inner journey and examination of each of his followers. Self-observation or “turning 
the light inward” was an essential step in finding the God who is ultimately guiding 
everything. Richard Rohr describes when we find this reality:  
…we find someone not against us, but someone who is definitely for us!  The 
saints report, “Someone is for me more than I am for myself.” Meister Eckhardt 
says, “God is closer to me than I am to myself.” The great ones are in agreement: 
The Mystical Jews, Christians, Muslims, and Hindus–at that level the language is 
the same. God is a lover.
19
 
 
For Gandhi and King this discovery necessitated that the leader have a living 
faith–a faith that was practiced in day-to-day encounters and that would promote change 
through the action of love. At first King was skeptical of the “power of love” of which 
Gandhi so often spoke. As King delved deeper into Gandhi’s philosophy of Satyagraha 
and as he began his own time of examination, his skepticism diminished and he began to 
see its real potency.
20
  It was this new understanding that changed King, so much so that 
he said, “Gandhi was probably the first person in history to lift the love ethic of Jesus 
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above mere interaction between individuals to a powerful and effective social force on a 
large scale.”21  
King found Gandhi’s “soul force” a way of preparation and ultimately change, 
first in his own life, then in the lives of his followers, and ultimately in the lives of his 
opponents. These themes are evident throughout King’s writing, for example in “Loving 
Your Enemies” King said:  
…there is some good in the worst of us and some evil in the best of us. When we 
discover this, we are less prone to hate our enemies. When we look beneath the 
surface, beneath the impulsive evil deed, we see within our enemy-neighbor a 
measure of goodness and know that the viciousness and evilness of his acts are 
not quite representative of all that he is. We see him in a new light. We recognize 
that his hate grows out of fear, pride, ignorance, prejudice, and misunderstanding, 
but in spite of this, we know God’s image is ineffably etched in his being.22   
 
Becoming well-differentiated, a Satyagrahi, a change agent, or a “soul force” 
entails more than a simple examination to find one’s virtues or integrity. Rather, it must 
be rooted in the very nature of God. The campus ministry leader’s journey will take him 
past himself to the God of the universe. It will be as Gandhi explained in pillar five, 
through faithful prayer, reading scripture, listening to the voice of God and having faith 
in the inherent goodness of human nature and our neighbor’s ability to change, that the 
leader will be better prepared.
23
  Essentially this is a process of spiritual formation.  
 
Warrior, Mystic, Monk 
This is where The Karate Kid may again be helpful to our study. In grappling with 
who he really was, Daniel needed to do some careful self-introspection and self-
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observation. He learned from Mr. Miyagi that violence must be replaced by training, 
discipline and strategy. Looking beyond the surface, Daniel began exploring a bigger 
picture of life, relationships and learning in his new environment. Soon his focus changed 
from being self-centered to knowing better who he was at his core. In the end, this led to 
Daniel defending his family and friends and serving his community. What he had learned 
was the way of the warrior, the mystic and the monk.  
If Friedman is right, that leadership begins with the management of one’s own 
health, then there must be something drawing people to wholeness. The emerging 
community at A Place Apart in Putney, Vermont, believes that wholeness is found in 
understanding what it means to be warriors-mystics-monks. From The Karate Kid, to Star 
Wars, from The Wizard of Oz to The Lord of the Rings, we are surrounded by archetypal 
symbols which speak to the essential aspects of our humanness, our longing and 
belonging.  
Warrior, mystic, and monk; the lion, the tin man, the scarecrow in the land of Oz, 
the dwarfs, the elves, the hobbits of Tolkien’s Middle Earth; the Celtic spirituality 
of the ancient druids that identified three circles of connection; the personal, the 
spiritual and the communal along with the Christian Holy Trinity, all contribute to 
a balance of understanding of our lives and God’s purposes.24  
 
Since most of the modern examples (The Karate Kid, Star Wars, The Wizard of 
Oz) do not offer us a direct correlation to our Christian walk, it is necessary to see how 
the God of the Universe may be calling leaders to be warriors-mystics-monks. Each 
campus ministry leader is called and has been “wired” by God in a unique way. Some 
leaders may find themselves gravitating toward only one of the three aspects, but it will 
be in integrating all three of them that the leader will begin to find wholeness. At A Place 
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Apart they define the warrior-mystic-monk much like the example given of Daniel from 
The Karate Kid.  
 The warrior is one who rejects all forms of violence, but who prepares for 
spiritual battle through training, discipline and strategy.  
 
 The mystic is one who sees beyond the surface to see God in all things, and who 
takes time to pray and commune with God alone.  
 
 The monk is a woman or man, married or single, who lives a life of ordered 
devotion to God, focusing especially on community, service and hospitality.
25
     
 
The leader longs for the fulfillment of what these designations signify. When the warrior-
mystic-monk aspects of one’s being are not encountered or developed, an empty space or 
great void can exist in the soul. Leaders are quick to cap (not fill) those spaces with 
philosophies, beliefs and behaviors that further separate one from God, from one’s 
neighbor and ultimately, one’s self.  
As a leader begins the process of self-observation and becoming well-
differentiated, she begins to realize the warrior-mystic-monk potential that is preparing 
her for success in dealing with conflict. As part of the conclusion and practical 
application of this study, there will be practical exercises, biblical explorations, and 
prayers to help campus ministry leaders develop these three aspects of their lives. At this 
point, it is necessary to define in more detail the warrior-mystic-monk.  
 
Warrior 
 It may seem odd that the title “warrior” is used in a study which has such an 
emphasis on non-violence and shalom. Yet it was evident throughout the Biblical 
materials chapter of this study, that after the Garden of Eden where shalom fell, 
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humankind found itself in a so-called “battle” to return to shalom. “Our thoughts, 
emotions and reactions are continually controlled by the battle that rages daily within and 
around us.”26  This is not so much a physical battle, as a battle of the mind and soul. 
Remember, the warrior was defined as one who rejects all forms of violence, but who 
prepares for “battle” through training, discipline and strategy.  Each of these are 
described as part of the process of becoming well-differentiated and self-observant. 
Forming this warrior spirit within the campus ministry leader, will require formation and 
direction by God, otherwise he will be given over to the destructive thinking and 
behavior that will war against his well-being and the well-being of others–becoming the 
inception of conflict.
27
     
 Each step in this chapter has emphasized the need to “turn the light inward.” It has 
also highlighted different layers or dimensions of this journey and the impact it can have 
on preparing leaders for conflict. In this section, the definitions and characteristics will be 
examples from the life of Jesus and what his teachings call leaders to be. (This will be 
repeated for each aspect of warrior-mystic-monk.)  The reader should begin to see how 
each layer discussed thus far in this chapter supports each additional layer.  
What does a warrior for the kingdom introduced by Jesus look like? A warrior should 
be: 
 One who rejects violence in any form. 
 One who rejects false, empty, temporal, power of the world.  
 One who understands the enduring power of self-giving love.  
 One who is actively positioned against forces that destroy body, mind, and spirit. 
 One who sees the way of Jesus as the way of the warrior, as the model for a 
warrior. 
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 One whose training and conditioning has prepared her to do battle intellectually, 
spiritually, physically. 
 One who eats, drinks, exercises, trains and studies in preparation for all that will 
be encountered.  
 One who develops a strategy for achieving kingdom goals.  
 One who is able to live in harsh conditions and under great pressure.  
 One who is seen as a protector of the weak, powerless and oppressed in the world.  
 One who sees scripture as the warrior’s training manual.  
 One who loves his or her enemy, who returns violence, rejection and hatred with 
love.  
 One who understands the nature of the battle that is continually being waged, 
within and without to win our hearts and minds.
28
 
 
 
Mystic 
 
 Not many people today see the desert as a place to go and be purified. On the 
other hand, the desert fathers and mothers as early as the fourth century were packing up 
their belongings and trading urban dwelling for life in the dessert. Christianity had been 
enmeshed into the culture of the day so much that it created conflict at multiple levels. As 
was briefly discussed in chapter three, these fathers and mothers were not disengaging or 
escaping this conflicted life as much as they were planning to more deeply engage in it. 
 The desert offered another “battle ground” for the heart and the mind of the 
seeker. The terrain and geography alone did not free these Christians from all struggles, 
but it did provide an atmosphere of raw clarity within the struggle.  
In the vast sparseness of the dessert, it was difficult, even absurd, to fake living. 
In the dessert the distractions that numbered the mind, the spirit, and the soul 
evaporated. All that separates from the fullness of life God intends lay clearly 
exposed, and that which leads to life began to be illuminated.
29
  
 
 What has been described is an example of being a mystic; one who seeks an 
intimate union with God. Human beings were created with an inner longing for 
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connection. This connection can bring joy as well as conflict. The mystic does not fear a 
desire for this connection with God, neighbor, and all of creation. Instead, the mystic has 
learned that all desire at its core is ultimately a desire to unite with the Creator of the 
Universe. More than mere conflict arises within one’s soul when this union is neither 
identified nor developed.
30
   
 To prepare the campus ministry leader for conflict, he will need to tap into the 
wisdom of the mystics. Today’s dessert is both a physical place as well as a spiritual 
condition. In both, the leader enters in to regain and renew life which then can be carried 
outward into the world. When the leader steps into the desert, he steps away from illusion 
into a raw engagement with life that is both frightening and liberating. Engaging the 
elements which dominate life (fears, addictions, dependencies, enemies, etc…), the 
campus ministry leader will be more aware and able to identify what actually brings 
about the conflict in his life.
31
   
  A mystic within the new reality introduced by Jesus is: 
 One who sees deeply, beyond the surface. 
 One who sees beneath.  
 One who sees within. 
 One who focuses on the development of the soul through an intimate relationship 
to God, a union with God.  
 One attuned to the presence of God within creation. 
 One attuned to the multidimensionality of creation. 
 One aware of the Holy Spirit’s power, presence and availability. 
 One who accesses gifts of the Holy Spirit.  
 One who prays in the Spirit.  
 One who seeks power beyond self, beyond, words, programs.  
 One who takes time in the “desert,” in the wilderness, the empty and barren places 
away from the frenzied pace, where renewal and direction can take place.  
 One comfortable with silence.  
 One who loves scripture.  
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 One who respects the holiness of God. 
 One who takes hold of the life that is really life. 32 
 
 
 
Monk 
 
Many campus ministry leaders, or for that matter, ministers in general, find 
themselves living a lonely existence. The community at A Place Apart believes that, “Our 
lives are incomplete apart from a covenant relationship with sisters and brothers seeking 
to walk in ‘the Way’ of Jesus.”33 This way of life together helps model God’s Kingdom, 
where community, service, teaching, simplicity, spiritual direction and hospitality are 
essential.  
This “monk” aspect of the campus ministry leader calls her to look to not only her 
own needs, but also to the spiritual and physical needs of the community. As life deepens 
and the leader begins to live more intentionally within the rhythm of God’s created order, 
the understanding of the importance of community to the life she is seeking increases.
34
   
Monks are almost always seen as servants within their communities. They live 
disciplined lives of devotion to God and the study of His scriptures.  This is evident in the 
way they orient their daily life around times of meditation and prayer, gardening and 
observing the liturgy of the hours (regular times of prayer throughout the day that were 
part of the early church’s shared life and monastic life). For a monk, order is the key to 
their own well-being, as well as the well-being of the community.  
To be effective at preparing for conflict, the campus ministry leader will need to 
create and provide a framework (order) for which their “community” will be able to 
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function in a life-giving manner, instead of one that breeds conflict. As a leader, this will 
allow the “members of the community” (i.e. colleagues, students, local pastors, 
administrations, etc…) a sense of security and peace knowing that the framework is in 
place.
35
  It is crucial that the leader is able to be committed to working together in 
gentleness and obedience, with a spirit of cooperation. 
A monk living within the Jesus community is: 
 One who is devoted to God through an ordered life.  
 One within a community of others.  
 One who is available to others through service and hospitality.  
 One who submits to the authority of God and community.  
 One who can be alone and with others.  
 One who is able and willing to serve in priestly role.  
 One who prays, meditates. 
 One who has let go of an idealized image of self.  
 One who expresses love for God through love of others.  
 One who recognizes her incompleteness without a community of brothers and 
sisters.  
 One in whose life the fruit of the Holy Spirit is present. 
 One who sees scripture as the guidebook to daily life.  
 One who seeks daily to die to self and to live in Christ.36 
 
 
Leaders are invited by God to live out the “warrior-mystic-monk way” for the sake 
of their own wholeness and the wholeness of others. This way of life will define the 
leader at the core of their presence and being. Over time, leaders will learn how to 
balance these three aspects. As campus ministry leaders begin this process they will 
notice that they are living in the rhythm of the heartbeat of all that God is doing 
personally, communally and in all of creation.  
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The Seven Symptoms of Wellness 
 Everything discussed in this chapter thus far does not constitute a program for 
fixing problems or quantifying and measuring effective living amidst conflict. For 
campus ministry leaders, this is going to be an on-going, life-long process. To help the 
leader to assess their journey, A Place Apart has created what they call “symptoms” of 
wellness, which serve as guideposts on the leader’s journey.37 
 The leader sees the sacred within everything God has created. There is 
within the leader a Christ-like love for everything and everyone he 
encounters. He begins to identify the Creator’s love in all creation. 
 
 The leader is learning to live in quietness. She has broken with the 
exhausting pace of the world. She has found a place of silence that is 
refreshing to her soul. She has experienced a sacredness in silence.  
 
 The leader is becoming childlike. He is beginning to realize the happiness 
of a child. He approaches all relationships with a joyful childlike 
anticipation.  
 
 A new health and quickness operates with the leader’s body, mind and 
spirit. She feels a sense of vitality and health in the moment. She moves 
with decisiveness. 
 
 The leader’s gifts and passions are beginning to manifest themselves in 
ways that bless him and others. He has a clear sense of God’s calling. 
Everything that has ever happened to him, everything that he has ever 
experienced gives meaning to the present. He has a desire to use his gifts to 
help others. He trusts God to provide his ministry.  
 
 The leader carries in her person a love of family, a love of all people 
around her. She carries in her person a love for all creation. She can 
become almost overwhelmed by a sunset, the moon over the ocean, a bird’s 
song in the morning, wind blowing through the trees. She lives in a spirit of 
thankfulness for everything. She sees the damaging effect of hatred, apathy, 
and injustice on all of creation.  
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 The leader has a sense that he is coming alive. Worship becomes a natural 
expression of his state of being. He sings and dances and praises. It is as if 
he has awakened.
38
    
 
Whether or not the leader seeks these “symptoms” through a set process for 
change and growth, one knows from experience that new life, insight, and transformation 
often arise out of circumstances that may be, initially at least, somewhat uncomfortable. 
Simply stated, attempting to work through one’s personal life or “turn the searchlight 
inward” may initially create more conflict. Sharon Daloz Parks, in helping college 
students with this process writes, “Conflict may be present in an unconscious or 
preconscious sense, but it does not become available for recomposing meaning and for 
transformation of faith until it becomes conscious.”39   When through this inward search 
doubt becomes conscious, the “symptoms of wellness” may be hard to recognize through 
the doubt that is fostered. Doubt often becomes a threat to this growth and may threaten 
the leader’s ability to move toward wholeness.  
Doubt may emerge in the form of increasing curiosity, a devastating chattering of 
assumptions, vague restlessness, intense weariness with things as they are, a body 
of broken expectations, interpersonal conflict, or the discovery of intellectual 
dissonance.
40
 
 
Ironically, this list of symptoms of doubt all are in opposition to the symptoms of 
wellness and finding freedom from conflict that leaders are seeking. There is a good side 
to all of this as Parks notes: 
Conscious conflict spawns questions…One must enter into the particulars of the 
puzzlement, tugging unruly thoughts and feelings into view. The elements of the 
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conflict need to be put at right distance–“putting the phenomenon, so to speak, out 
of gear with our practical, actual self” and thereby looking at it in a new way. 41  
 
The journey to understanding the campus ministry leader’s presence and being 
requires rigorous and disciplined care for thought, and at times it will be simply 
exhilarating for the leader and those in which he leads. At other times, when facing new 
challenges and maybe difficult new truths, it is going to take courage on the leader’s part 
to see growth and the “symptoms” along the way.  
 What is evident with becoming a well-differentiated leader, a Satyagrahi, or a 
warrior-mystic-monk, is the inward journey of self-observation and self-analysis. If 
leaders are unwilling to take the time to first explore their personal issues, confess their 
sins, and admit their biases and prejudices, they will automatically create more conflict 
for themselves and those around them. Also, they will not be able to see the root of the 
issue when dealing with their neighbors, students, colleagues, spouses and friends. Paul 
Tournier writes:  
This can be seen in history, for believers who are the most desperate about 
themselves are the ones who express most forcefully their confidence in 
grace…Those who are the most pessimistic about man are the most optimistic 
about God; those who are the most severe with themselves are the ones who have 
the most serene confidence in divine forgiveness…by degrees the awareness of 
our guilt and of God’s love increase side by side.42 
 
Developing an accurate self-understanding based upon not only personal, but also divine,   
assessment of our lives is a very difficult, but a necessary task for finding wholeness and 
peace with self and neighbor. If campus ministry leaders do not learn to know themselves 
and come to grips with the depths of their own thinking and beliefs, relationships will 
continue to be strained and produce conflict.  Leaders are not exempt from the surprises 
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and perplexities of life and ministry, nor are they immune from temptation and failure. 
For the campus ministry leader this means that conflict is always lurking around every 
corner and they must be prepared.  
 The last chapter will present an educational resource or guide for helping 
holistically prepare campus ministry leaders for conflict. This will help the campus 
ministry leader be better prepared for conflict in his life. Again, System-Sensitive 
Leadership and Gandhi’s Satyagraha will be utilized as frameworks for organizing this 
resource. As this chapter has pointed out, this is no easy task. By providing a resource to 
help the leader begin to “turn the searchlight inward” as well as understand the nature of 
the people and systems at play in the campus ministry setting, the hope of the final 
chapter is for leaders to grow in their awareness and sensitivity to conflict in and around 
them to effect a change before damage occurs.   
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
 
In many ways coming to the conclusion of this study is just the beginning of a 
new journey and exploration for the campus ministry leader. The reality is that learning, 
preparing and living are all one and the same. Harold Heie, senior fellow at the Center of 
Christian Studies at Gordon College said it this way, “You cannot wait to live until you 
understand all of life. The secret to living well is to be faithful to your present 
understanding, while seeking to improve that understanding.”1 Each campus ministry 
leader will find their life taking different paths, encountering a variety of conflicts, and 
learning new things about their own personalities and lifestyles. This is an adventure, an 
opportunity for growth, and ultimately a chance to learn and lead as people who promote 
and model God’s shalom.  
Most leaders are prone to creating a destructive bifurcation between the process of 
learning/preparing and their everyday life. Even though this is no easy task, this 
bifurcation must be rejected and removed. In the following pages of this conclusion, my 
desire is that the reader will be able to see the most important things learned in this study 
and begin to apply them to an exploration of their present and personal life. In turn, I 
hope to help Steve and his peers in campus ministry have a place to begin answering his 
questions, “Why were campus ministry leaders not better prepared to handle the conflict 
that arose in their given situations?” and “How can they be better prepared in advance for 
conflict?”  
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  Both chapters four and five gave the campus ministry leader insights into the 
characteristics of systemic environments and the leader’s personal life as it pertained to 
conflict. These chapters focused more on definitions, descriptions, and outcomes, while 
only hinting at practical ways of helping develop these areas. The goal of this conclusion 
is to create a practical educational resource for campus ministry leaders–a resource that 
will enhance the leader’s spiritual formation process, while providing a framework to 
prepare them for the conflict that arises in life and ministry. The framework will be 
heavily influenced by Gandhi’s five pillars of Satyagraha which have been woven in and 
out of each chapter of this study.  
This conclusion will be divided into three parts. The first part will include four 
steps covering some initial concepts and practices to help the leader begin this journey. 
The second part will contain exercises for use in developing the warrior-mystic-monk 
areas of the leader’s own personal life. And section three will offer five “conversation 
starters” (for personal or group use) that will utilize Gandhi’s five pillars of Satyagraha 
and Systems Sensitive Leadership.    
 
Initial Concepts and Practices 
 In chapter three, I discussed briefly the history of Quakers (Friends) and their 
influence on Christian society. Since the 1650s, Friends have taught that the “well-worn 
path to peace begins in prayer and worship, leads to recognizing God in all people, 
includes practicing nonviolence, and endeavors to make love the guiding force in all they 
do.”2  This same path is available to the campus ministry leader. At times this will not be 
an easy path for the leader. He will find himself at one time celebrating life and at other 
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times witnessing deep tragedy. Through it all, the leader will begin to satisfy what we 
learned in chapter two was the soul’s deepest longing, God’s shalom. Finding this path of 
peace in life and ministry begins with taking some first steps.  
 
Practice One: Meditation and Contemplative Prayer 
 In the Buddhist faith, meditation is often referred to as “taking refuge.”3 It can be 
done every day, even several times during the day. For some Christian leaders, this may 
seem an odd practice, but when translated into the Christian faith, it connects the leader at 
his foundation. Christian leaders take refuge in the Trinity (Father, Son and Holy Spirit). 
When Buddhists take refuge from feeling agitated, sad, afraid, or worried, they go back to 
what they call their “island of mindfulness.” For the Christian, this island is a place where 
“listening within changes our perspective on the world because when we open ourselves 
to a prayerful relationship with God, we are invited to view the world from God’s 
perspective.”4   
Another name for this practice is contemplative prayer (a Christian meditation 
technique, going back to the early and medieval Christian mystics). Whatever the leader 
decides to name this practice, it is always considered a spiritual discipline. If the leader is 
disciplined in this manner she will practice finding her “island” and reconnecting with 
God even when she is not in the midst of conflict. Through daily practice it will become a 
habit, and when faced with conflict, taking refuge through contemplative prayer will be 
almost instinctive. 
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 Taking refuge in God may seem safe, but it is not a place for consoling. Actually, 
Richard Rohr says that in silence and contemplation “all of our usual patterns assault 
us.”5 He continues,  
As soon as we take away outside stimuli all of our inner turmoil erupts. 
Unfinished emotions, unresolved tensions, everyone we want to get angry at, 
everyone we want to control and change and all the other things we desire. The 
wild beasts show themselves first…. It is a humiliating experience…. You will 
want to run, I assure you.     
 
For the leader who wants to be prepared for conflict when it arises, the practice will be 
not to run, but to take refuge in the God of the Universe.    
 
Practicing Taking Refuge 
To begin practicing contemplation, the leader should find a quiet place where she 
can become aware of her breathing. It is in seeking the rhythm of one’s breathing which 
begins the calming of the mind. Whenever other thoughts arise, she should simply return 
the attention to her breathing. 
Other possible methods are to repeat a sacred formula (mantra) such as “Amen,” 
“Shalom,” or “Jesus,” or try and let the mind rest in silence. Any thoughts, feelings or 
images that may arise are simply being observed and not suppressed. One merely takes 
notice and then returns to the chosen method. 
Since God is beyond thoughts, words and concepts, contemplative prayer aims to 
develop spiritual awareness beyond mind and thoughts. Educator John Yungblut 
concludes that:  
It is contemplative prayer that confirms the inseparable unity of all things. It is 
here that we discover we are not only our brother’s and our sister’s keeper, but 
that in some profound sense we are our brother and sister. Recognizing our 
                                                          
5
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intrinsic oneness deepens our empathy and compassion for others, exposes acts of 
violence as self violating, and reveals all wars as civil wars.
6
  
At first, leaders should try and practice “taking refuge” at least once a day for 5 
minute intervals.  To initiate this, it is important to minimize distractions if one is to have 
a good experience of “taking refuge.” There are reasons why so many sacred spaces 
honor silence.  Most of one’s distractions in prayer—like tiredness, hunger, and the 
everyday problems and priorities of life—can be brushed away with the wave of a hand, 
just as one would brush away an annoying insect.  It is a continual process of focusing 
and refocusing on being in silence. 
At first, it may feel as if one is doing nothing but brushing away distractions, yet 
that will change over time.  The leader needs to remember that they are not alone when 
they pray. The Holy Spirit is right there with them, helping them. As they get into the 
habit of dismissing these minor distractions, they will be brought to a place where they 
can observe and be more spiritually aware. Eventually, the small irritants of life will 
begin to fall away. 
By contrast, it is quite difficult to dismiss major distractions like a serious family 
illness, a financial crisis, a troubled marriage or conflict at work. In cases like these, it 
may be best to try to take these concerns directly to God. Ask him to bring his peace, his 
healing, and his wisdom and surrender them to him before “taking refuge.” Intercede for 
a loved one or co-worker. Search the Scriptures for guidance. God knows that these 
major distractions are real, and he wants to help leaders deal with them. Yet at the same 
time, it would be a mistake to let one’s burdens dominate this time of contemplative 
prayer, observation and awareness. One’s best bet is to open the door to God and let him 
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minister to the need.  Rather than dwelling on the problems themselves, the leader will 
begin to recognize the deeper practice of “taking refuge.”   
When the leader feels ready, they may extend their time and begin seeking 
multiple opportunities of “taking refuge” throughout their day. Over time they should 
find this practice developing into a habit and a way of helping divert the conflict that 
could have arisen in their day.  
Practice Two: Discernment  
 Once the leader begins finding the practice of “taking refuge” a valuable aspect of 
her daily journey, she may then want to move into a time of discernment. In 
contemplative prayer the leader listens for messages (leadings) from God, and in 
discernment she tries to figure out what those messages she observed and didn’t suppress 
mean. “If prayer provides us with a nudge to practice peace, discernment helps us know 
more specifically what God would have us do.”7    
 As the leader begins wrestling with what God is saying, she can also begin to be 
overwhelmed. Not only does she have personal conflicts, but her world could be seen as a 
place of multiple conflicts at a variety of levels. Discernment helps the leader see that she 
is not expected to take on the healing of the entire world, but only those actions God 
nudges her and calls her through prayer to take on.
8
  
 If the leader is going to be able to move on to other practices of preparation, she 
will need to know what they entail. Below are a few of the distinguishing aspects of 
discernment as it pertains to the campus ministry leader (personally and corporately): 
 Discernment begins with listening in prayer to discover God’s hopes and plans 
for one’s life. 
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 Discernment involves sifting prayerfully through what one has heard and then 
trying to separate it from emotions such as fear, pride, and ambition that 
compromise one’s judgment. 
 Discernment asks the leader to stay open to unexpected possibilities. 
 Discernment engages the leader’s communities (campus ministry, church, 
family) to test the veracity of her prayer leadings. 
 Discernment requires ongoing revisiting and monitoring. Even when the leader 
thinks she has discerned God’s will for her life, she still needs to keep listening 
within (taking refuge) for continued guidance.
9
 
 
Leaders will need to do some experimentation with discernment and leadings.  At times, 
it is very hard to know if God, others, or the leader himself is doing the nudging.   
Leaders need to take their time in the discernment process and put some checks into 
place.   
As a Christian, the leader will want to confirm what he is discerning with 
Scripture and the principles of Jesus.   He will also want to seek godly counsel. God has 
placed people in the leader’s life to help him hear His voice. These people may include 
pastors, co-workers, parents, and godly friends.  They authenticate the voice of God and 
often help the leader see His plan. This is not to say that one should rely on them solely. 
These people are human and can have their own feelings and fears that distort their 
objectivity. However, they can be a very valuable source of confirmation when leaders 
are uncertain of God's voice. 
Also, leaders can find validation through their own circumstances. Leaders can 
carefully study their situation (from the past to the present) for indications of God's will.  
It may be appropriate to do some deeper work looking into one’s circumstances by 
creating a spiritual map (directions are given in APPENDIX A on page 147).  
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Practicing Spiritual Discernment 
 
 To help the leader begin the spiritual discernment process, the leader will need to 
begin by answering some questions. (The leader may want to journal their answers to 
come back and reflect upon at a future time.)  
1. After spending time “taking refuge,” what is the overarching issue that continues 
to come to your attention? What have you heard that surprises you or frustrates 
you? 
 
2. How is this issue currently affecting your life (positively and negatively) and the 
lives of those around you? What are the implications of this issue for your present 
and future situations? 
 
3. How have you tried to resolve this issue in the past? What did these efforts teach 
you, about yourself and the issue you were addressing? 
 
4. What degree of clarity do you currently have about the issue? What degree of 
clarity do you want to have? 
 
5. Who (or what community) in your life is able to speak to your issue?  
 
 
Simply by engaging these questions, the leader will begin to discern many aspects of 
God’s will for her life.  She may begin to wrestle with her spiritual gifting/talents, general 
sense of calling, and how she sees God currently (or historically) at work in her life.  This 
can present an identity crisis for many Christian leaders–who think they are one thing and 
find out they are another.  Again, she may return to the discernment process to seek some 
answers.  Unexpectedly, she may find herself engaged in some personal conflict as she 
begins to process her own beliefs and how they impact those around her in ministry, 
family and community. An unexpected anger may begin brewing within her, which may 
lead to the need for practice three. 
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Practice Three: Constructive Anger 
 While growing up, most people learn that showing one’s anger is a “bad” 
behavior. Sunday school on the other hand, taught lessons about Jesus flipping over 
tables in the temple and being angry with those selling their wares. The Sunday school 
teacher called this righteous anger. In a similar way, this practice deals with what is 
labeled “constructive” anger (an anger that can be healing). How well a leader is able to 
manage her anger during conflict often will determine how successful she will be in 
resolving or avoiding the same conflict if it appears again.  
Anger is a God-given emotion that warns us where something is wrong within 
ourselves, in our personal relationships, or with the world. But when we do not 
channel our individual and collective angers constructively, they can generate 
resentments and hostilities that lead to hatred, violence, and warfare.
10
 
 
Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr., Nelson Mandela, and Desmond Tutu, all 
taught how to express anger within their systems in loving, non-violent and constructive 
ways. They turned destructive anger that creates conflict, hatred and violence into a 
constructive anger which brought about reconciliation, resolution, cooperation and unity.  
It is the campus ministry leader’s duty to explore those things within themselves 
that produce destructive anger then learn how to turn that anger into an expression of love 
as the great leaders previously mentioned.  
 
Practicing Constructive Anger 
Too often campus ministry leaders are not prepared for conflict because they 
simply don’t expect a problem to arise in the moment. In turn, they find themselves 
reacting to the conflict and not being prepared with a constructive way to handle, defuse, 
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or even approach the conflict. Here are some practical suggestions to help the leader be 
better prepared prior to conflict situations.  
1. Take a “breather” (or practice pausing): It may seem overly simple, but counting 
to 10 before reacting or even answering really can help you slow down and think 
before you act. Instead of spouting destructive anger, you may in those brief 
moments be able to come up with a more constructive way to approach the issue. 
Often, pausing before answering allows the other person to see that you are 
actually thinking through the situation. During your week, practice pausing with 
your family and friends, see what their reactions are and how much better you are 
thinking when you actually speak.  
 
2. Express yourself: Once you have thought things through, use constructive words 
to express your anger. It's healthy to express your frustration in a non-
confrontational way. Holding onto whatever the conflict is can make the situation 
worse.  
 
3. Exercise: Physical activity can provide an outlet for your emotions, especially if 
you are sensing destructive anger. Going for a walk, jog, or bike ride can make all 
the difference in how you handle the conflict. If you know you are going to have a 
stressful day, you may want to start your day off with exercise to calm and clear 
your mind and emotions.  
 
4. Return to your island: Taking refuge through contemplative prayer before 
handling conflict will allow you to tap into what God is thinking and allow the 
Holy Spirit to speak to your situation. This week spend at least five minutes 
before meetings or appointments preparing through silence and prayer.  
 
5. Become a detective: Instead of concentrating on the conflict, take a pro-active 
stance and trouble-shoot the issue with the person who triggered your anger and 
prevent the situation from reoccurring. Ask yourself, who causes the most conflict 
in your life, then plan to have a lunch with them to brainstorm the issue from new 
perspectives.   
 
Along with these practical suggestions, this would be a good place to review the 
definitions of what it means to be a “well-differentiated” leader from chapter five of this 
study.  As the leader seeks clarity for his life goals, he will work to become less anxious 
in this emotional process.  He hopefully will know in the core of his being that he is not 
responsible for other people–only responsible to them.  This will allow the leader to 
manage his own reactivity and allow him to take a stand at the risk of displeasing others.   
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Practice Four: Nonviolence and Love 
 
 Because humanity lives in a “shalom fallen” world, people enter this world 
missing what it takes to live nonviolently. Threads of nonviolence can be found in the 
depths of each person, because the soul longs for shalom at its foundation. The task of the 
campus ministry leader is to awaken, nurture and cultivate these threads. By accepting 
this task, leaders learn to respond peaceably to the challenges they encounter and 
creatively handle the conflicts that arise.
11
   
 Gandhi believed that nonviolence could be described as love in action. In his text 
on Satyagraha, he used the Hindu word for love, ahimsa. Describing the importance of 
ahimsa to Satyagraha, Gandhi wrote:  
It is perhaps clear from the foregoing, that without ahimsa it is not possible to 
seek and find Truth. Ahimsa and Truth are so intertwined that it is practically 
impossible to disentangle and separate them….ahimsa is the means; Truth is the 
end. Means to be means must always be within our reach, and so ahimsa is our 
supreme duty. If we take care of the means, we are bound to reach the end sooner 
or later.
12
       
 
Gandhi’s Satyagraha (nonviolent resistance) could be seen “as a process of co-creation, 
of receiving God’s love and Truth into our hearts and in turn embodying it in our lives.”13  
It is on this foundation that the leader’s desire for shalom must be built.  
 
Practicing Nonviolence and Love 
Practicing nonviolence helps open the campus ministry leader to exploring the 
two fundamental dimensions of all people: sacredness and woundedness. It teaches the 
leader to become Christ-like in sharing the suffering of others, as well as celebrating their 
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fulfillment. Active nonviolence seeks learning how to journey with others through life 
and respond in Godly love and truth.  
 
Imaginative Role-playing 
One way to cultivate active nonviolence through love is by utilizing imaginative 
role-playing. Start by imagining someone with whom you have an unresolved conflict or 
unresolved negative feelings. Imagine them sitting in front of you. Look into his or her 
eyes. Share your feelings about this conflict with this person. Then ask him or her to 
speak. You may want to write down in a journal the “dialogue” that unfolds between you. 
Finish this encounter by praying for one another. 
 Remember, a nonviolent stance is one of deep appreciation for your life and for 
all life. It is a posture which acknowledges the love of God as the source of life. It 
recognizes that each one of us is on a spiritual journey and that all of our experiences 
(good or bad) teach and transform us. It acknowledges all the ways we are gifte by the 
Holy Spirit.  
Take some time in a quiet place and recall ten people who have given of 
themselves to make your life better. Envision their faces, their gestures, their outward 
actions. Remember in some detail what they have done for you. Recall the ways people 
have lavished their time, energy and resources on you. Cultivate this awareness 
throughout your week, increasingly acknowledging how our entire life is a gift from God. 
These four practices are only the beginning stages of preparation. Working 
through these practices, the campus ministry leader not only learns to center himself in 
the Holy Trinity, but he also begins to envision what it looks like to live a shalom life. 
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These practices lay a foundation for moving into part two. The second part of this 
conclusion will delve deeper into the spiritual dimensions of the leader’s personal life. It 
will offer exercises to help develop the warrior-mystic-monk aspects discussed in chapter 
five. 
 
Part Two: Developing the Warrior-Mystic-Monk 
 As was explained in chapter five of this study, within the warrior-mystic-monk 
aspects of the campus ministry leader reside a combination of foundational elements 
necessary to produce wholeness. The point of using the warrior-mystic-monk descriptors 
is to seek the physical, spiritual and relational attributes of life. Through this three-fold 
understanding, the leader sees a new way of understanding the Shalom life that Jesus 
Christ models, Gandhi discovers, and many others teach and promote throughout history 
and the present day. The community of A Place Apart says it well, “As we live in the 
balance of the warrior-mystic-monk we begin to live within the rhythm of the heartbeat 
of all that God has created.”14  
 In the following section, the leader will learn practical ways to develop the 
warrior-mystic-monk aspects of his being. A variety of exercises (accompanying prayers 
for each can be found in the appendixes) from A Place Apart will be adapted for campus 
ministry leaders to help them “turn the searchlight inward.”  The reader may need to 
reference the Warrior-Mystic-Monk section in chapter five for further clarity.  
A Place Apart suggests that the person (leader) who attempts this plan should map 
out a six-month strategy to develop body, mind, and spirit from the perspective of 
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warrior-mystic-monk.
15
 The adapted exercises in this section are to stimulate thinking 
and give focus to areas the leader needs to include in his personal strategic training plan.    
 
Warrior Exercises 
 As one who eats, drinks, exercises, trains and studies in preparation for all that he 
will encounter, the leader may want to begin working on the warrior aspects 
through taking care of his or her physical body.  
 
o Consult your health care provider to work out a plan that is appropriate 
given your age, weight and general physical condition.  
 
o Consider working with a physical trainer or physical therapist at your 
college.  
 
o Spend an hour outdoors each day. This time outside can also be used for 
cardiovascular training, relieving stress and frustration, and simply getting 
out of your office.  
 
o Consider backpacking into the wilderness during each season of the year. 
 
o Develop a diet that best suits the warrior aspect of your life.  
 
 The Warrior is a defender and protector of the weak and powerless. The warrior 
works to empower the oppressed.  
 
o Pray for discernment regarding the specifics of your ministry and 
leadership to and with others at the college and in the community.  
 
o Consider giving a significant period of time (a week, two weeks, forty 
days) to intensively preparing your body, mind, and spirit to confront the 
principalities and powers that daily seek to own you (some examples 
would include a guided or silent retreat, spending time with a counselor, a 
period of fasting, an accountability group or small group study).  
 
 Warriors are called to make sacrifices that will occasionally put their lives on the 
line for the sake of the kingdom of God. The leader may encounter this on short 
or long term mission trips, while working with a peace-making team, or simply by 
standing up for someone who is being oppressed.  
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o Write out the arrangements for your funeral and write out a will. This will 
help you reflect on what you value most in life and give you new 
perspectives on the value of your own life and others.  
 
o Seek to conquer your fears in all situations, especially the fear of what 
other people think of you.  It is recommended that you enlist the help of a 
counselor or professional who can work on helping you create a plan to 
face your fears. It is often difficult to face your fears alone.  
  
o Pray for those who do not treat you well. Return evil with love. 
Remember, however, that casually accepting abusive treatment should not 
be considered loving. 
 
o Practice fearlessness by engaging in Christ-centered actions that demand 
you move beyond your comfort zones.  
 
 As leaders move beyond their fears, it is natural to feel a sense of elation. It is 
appropriate to give thanks to God for release from the captivity of our fears. At 
the same time, leaders are vulnerable at these times to excessive pride in the 
illusion of their personal strength. When they do not immediately move away 
from such illusionary thinking, leaders place themselves in extreme emotional and 
spiritual jeopardy.  
 
o Enter into a study of spiritual warfare (see Ephesians 6:10-20). 
 
o Study the elements of Satan’s temptation of Jesus in the wilderness 
(Matthew 4:1-11). 
 
o As Jesus called people to follow him they began living in a new reality 
that Jesus referred to as the kingdom of God. As they developed a new 
identity, the disciples of Jesus sometimes changed even their names. Open 
yourself to receiving a new name (Revelation 2:17).  
 
o Spend time in study of how Jesus was a warrior (see Matthew 26:36-46; 
Matthew 26:50-56; John 19:1-16). 
 
 Just as this study has looked outside the Christian faith for models by utilizing 
Mahatma Gandhi, the leader may want to examine warrior traditions from various 
cultures past and present. 
 
o Consider researching warriors in Native American, Japanese, African and 
other traditions.  
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o Take this one step further by finding a warrior-focused mentor from whom 
you can receive counsel regarding your direction in this area. Find a 
person to whom you can confess your failing, especially your fears.
16
  
 
(See Appendix B for The Warrior’s Prayer) 
 
 
Mystic Exercises 
 
 The mystic leader wants to gain a deeper connection to all aspects of God’s 
creation. Much like the warrior, this will begin by spending time outdoors each 
day.  
 
o Establish a “sit spot” no more than five minutes from your home. The site 
you choose could be within a cluster of trees, a park (especially if you live 
in the city), or your backyard. Be aware of the sounds you hear, the 
movement of birds and animals, the sky, the wind, the temperature, the 
position of the sun.  
 
o Begin by spending five or ten minutes at the site and increase to fifteen or 
twenty minutes over time. Observe the differences in each day, changes as 
the seasons come and go. You are learning to be attentive.  
 
 God seeks to use everything we encounter to draw us closer to Him, to others, to 
ourselves and to all creation.  
 
o Keep a daily journal, recording the presence of God throughout the day. 
 
 Write out your prayers. Let your personal voice come through, your deepest 
thoughts, your sorrows and joys.  
o You may want to journal some of these questions: 
 How has Christ revealed himself to you in this day?  
 How has Christ spoken to you? 
 Who has Christ sent you? 
 Are you living in joy? 
 
 Within each day the leader should create a space for silence. He should remove 
himself as much as possible from all outside stimulation. Move toward a 
condition and attitude of solitude. 
 
o Learn to quiet yourself, become aware of your breath, fill your lungs with 
a slow deliberate deep breath, and exhale slowly, expelling all the air out 
of your lungs. Take in the fresh life-giving air; push out the used air that 
can no longer serve your body.  
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o Consider taking a yoga class at your college or in your community to 
increase your flexibility, strengthen muscles, to practice controlled 
breathing, for balance and coordination and for relaxation. 
 
 The mystic is a poet. Keep a poetry journal. The psalms come to us from the poet 
expressing the presence of God within creation, within the best of times and the 
worst of times. Live in the spirit of attentiveness.  
 
o Record through your poetry what you see, feel, touch, smell, think, sense. 
Have you been afraid or anxious? Have you experienced desire, 
brokenness, loneliness, sorrow, laughter, hope, joy? 
 
 The mystic is an artist. Drawing is a foundational activity for the artist. Keep a 
drawing journal. Draw from life, draw at your “sit spot,” draw trees, clouds, 
people, animals. Drawing forces a deeper seeing. Drawing can be a form of 
meditation.  
 
o Consider taking a drawing or painting class.  
 
o Visit art galleries and museums to observe the work of other artists.  
 
 Let music be an integral part of your life. Examine how different forms of music 
speak to you and nurture your spirit.  
 
o Experiment with different forms of dance to different forms of music.  
 
o Learn to play a musical instrument. 
 
o Give voice to your poetry through song.  
 
o Sing songs of praise, longing, thanksgiving, healing, loss and joy.  
 
 The mystic is one who sees beneath the surface. This acute perception can create 
a vulnerable spirit for the leader. The mystic guards her spirit from depression and 
anxiety. Sharing with another person who is spiritually mature on at least a 
monthly basis is critical to the leader’s well-being. For one who is more naturally 
a mystic, the intentional development of his warrior and monk personalities 
becomes critically important to spiritual and emotional well-being.  
 
o Consider very seriously finding a spiritual director.  
 
o Study the mystical connections that “primitive” cultures have with 
creation. Examine the culture’s rituals and arts.  
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o Consider visiting a monastery that opens its doors for spiritual retreats and 
offers spiritual direction.  
 
o Explore the development of Christianity in Ireland. Explore Celtic 
Christianity. 
 
o Consider a pilgrimage to the island of Iona in Scotland, the Taizé 
community in France, and the ancient Neolithic and early Christian sites in 
Ireland.  
 
o Explore examples of Jesus as mystic (see Luke 7:36-50; Matthew 17:1-8; 
John 1:1-5; John 6:36; John 20:11-18). 
 
 The meal is a sacred time. Eating carelessly breaks our connectedness to the web 
of life.  
 
o Develop a respect for food and a consciousness of where the food on your 
plate comes from.
17
  
 
(See Appendix C for The Mystic’s Prayer) 
 
 
Monk Exercises 
 
 The monk lives within a community of faith. As the leader’s life deepens and he 
begins to live more intentionally within the rhythm of God’s created order, his 
understanding of the importance of community to the life he is seeking increases.  
 
o The campus ministry leader in preparing himself works to see his campus 
ministry department as a community.  
 A department that worships together. 
 A department that shares meals together. 
 A department that prays together. 
 A department that seeks to live together in wholeness.  
 A department that forgives one another and loves one another. 
 
 The leader should consider how he can deepen his relationships with colleagues, 
administrators and those he leads. Begin by calling together those who want to be 
more supportive and accountable to one another.  
 
 Explore ways to break from the frantic pace of our society’s consumer driven 
obsession. Seek to live more simply (i.e. learn to be content, stop trying to 
impress other people, rid yourself of things acquired merely for status, consolidate 
your lifestyle, recognize the difference between stockpiling and hoarding, do 
                                                          
17
 Ibid., 43-48. 
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some research online or read a book on how to simplify your life such as Simpler 
Living Compassionate Life: A Christian Perspective: with Henri Nouwen, 
Richard Foster, Cecile Andrews and others. ed. Michael Schut which includes a 
study guide for individuals and groups).  Discover the joy of simplicity. 
 
 Monks live in simple cells with few material possessions to distract them. The 
leader will need to create a sense of order within their office and department. 
Begin by cleaning out closets and storage spaces. Get rid of anything that has not 
been used for a year or more. Slowly help others in the department do the same.  
 
 All monks take on the servant role within the community, much like the campus 
ministry department of a Christian liberal arts college.  
 
o What act of service can the department carry out into the community or 
world? Focus especially on caring for the “least,” on caring for those who 
are not seen as being of value, or not seen at all (i.e. the maintenance 
department, cooks, maids, administrative assistants, etc…).  
 
o Spend at least a few hours each week laboring with your hands.  
 
 The monk is a gardener. If you don’t have a garden, consider starting one. Begin 
very small (maybe plants in your office). Growing your own food helps to 
connect you to your food and to God’s provision for us.  
 
 The monk’s participation in the arts is often from a utilitarian perspective.  
 
o Consider learning how to make pots on a pottery wheel. Make a set of 
cups and dishes.  
 
o Take up weaving or woodworking.  
 
 The priesthood of all believers was a cornerstone of the early church.  
o What is your priestly role with your department?  
o How can you be a priest to your co-workers, colleagues, students, etc.? 
 
 Find time for solitude for your staff within your ministry on campus.  
 
 Incorporate the spiritual disciplines of prayer, fasting, study, meditation, service, 
simplicity, solitude, confession and worship into your daily work schedule. 
 
 Explore with a spiritual director examples of Jesus as monk (see Luke 9:51-62; 
Luke 14:28-33; John 17:13-23; Luke 22:14-20; Acts 1).
18
 
 
                                                          
18
 Ibid., 55-58. 
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(See Appendix D for The Monk’s Prayer)  
 
 These three sets of exercises for the campus ministry leader will not only help in 
giving him a better physical, mental and spiritual view of life, but also will allow him 
holistically to prepare himself for conflict that arises on the journey.   Obviously, this is a 
wealth of exercises for the leader and can be overwhelming if attempted all at once.  The 
suggestion would be to focus on one area to begin with and experiment with only a 
couple of the exercises that challenge your weaknesses.  Take your own pace and add 
new exercises when you are ready.   These exercises are not to be done during a single 
retreat or all at once.  The hope is that overt time (possibly 3-6 months) the leader will 
begin to see new ways of understanding the Shalom life.  
The way of the warrior-mystic-monk is another way of presenting Gandhi’s 
Satyagrahi with a slightly more developed Cristo-centric focus. Many of the principles 
are the same and lead to the identical results of active love and non-violence. As well, the 
warrior-mystic-monk helps develop well-differentiated leaders who have taken time for 
self-observation and personal transformation. The leader who takes the time to “turn the 
searchlight inward” will be better prepared for conflict and what he will be presented 
with in this life.  
 In transitioning to the final section of this conclusion, I want to return to both 
Gandhi’s five pillars of Satyagraha; loving your enemies, seeking truth, personal 
transformation, personal virtue, and religious faith; as well as Systems-Sensitive 
Leadership. So far the leader has been prepared through some initial steps, practices and 
exercises, but in this final section the leader will be given a set of five “discussion 
starters” for his personal use and for use with his ministry team or department. Each 
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discussion starter will address one of the five pillars of Gandhi’s Satyagraha and help 
campus ministry leaders/departments explore ways of utilizing them to prepare for 
conflict. In addition, each discussion starter will explore the dynamics of System-
Sensitive Leadership in the campus ministry environment.  
 
Discussion Starter One: Loving Our Enemies 
It is probably one of Jesus’ most famous, difficult, and at times controversial 
phrases in scripture, “love your enemies.”  Is it possible to love our enemies in real life? 
Who is our enemy? 
When we are at work, we may have colleagues competing with us for higher 
positions; on the commute, someone cuts us off and tries beating us to the next traffic 
light; in ministry, someone tries to win students to his side to oppose us; in relationships 
someone simply thinks different than us;….are these people our enemies? Is competing 
enmity?  
When a supervisor forces us to do something, or a partner takes something from 
us, are they our enemy? When people behave without ethics, we dislike them and often 
hate the evil in them. Are those people our enemies or have we simply hated the evil 
actions they have taken? Can we truly love people who may be our enemies? Who is our 
enemy?  
An enemy is someone who seeks to injure, overthrow, and possibly even destroy 
us. Jesus released his anger against the people who disgraced his father’s temple; and yet 
he also prayed for the ignorant people who persecuted him. 
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At the office, colleagues will try to get higher positions honestly through their 
own merit or dishonestly by cheating. In ministry, people will innocently win friends and 
popularity, but at times people will stoop to using manipulation to gain their goal. The 
one thing our neighbors will not be able to do is destroy what lies within us. In 
relationships, someone may cause sadness, but they cannot take away our heart, will, or 
soul. 
Scripture is clear that we are not to love evil like dishonesty, cruelty, killing, 
abuse…etc. With the help of God’s Spirit, we realize that some people behave out of 
impulse, ignorance or unavoidable situations. This realization helps us to forgive them. 
But if the act is cruel and premeditated, or it cannot be separated from evil, we often 
struggle to love or even acknowledge our enemy. 
This may seem obvious, but our enemies are people just like us. 
In all situations of competition, rivalry, and conflict each of us has the opportunity 
to respond, if we so wish. The reaction can be positive or negative depending on the 
situation, but invariably it comes from us. Feelings come from our own heart. Anger, 
forgiveness, sadness, happiness, righteousness, confidence…it comes from our heart…it 
controls our actions. The enemy in us encourages us to make bad decisions, and act 
accordingly. The enemy is actually inside of us. The true enemy is actually me! 
If the enemy is me, Jesus’ famous commandment should also be translated, “love 
yourself.” Loving oneself is knowing and accepting that “I, too, am the enemy.” 
Acknowledging that no one can conquer and destroy my soul or spirit unless I allow it 
becomes a large factor in loving oneself. “I” am the first one to make a change in dealing 
with the conflict in my workplace, family and relationships.  
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Loving our enemies begins with loving ourselves enough to admit that we too, are 
the enemy. The difference is that we can do something about how we respond. 
 
Principle Questions 
 Mahatma Gandhi devised several key principles for each of his five pillars of 
Satyagraha from his reading of the Gospels. In this section, the principles have been 
written as questions to discuss with your ministry team/department or to journal on your 
own. Also, corresponding Bible verses have been included to help ground you in 
scripture.  
1. When have you or your team/department harbored anger toward an enemy at 
work? (Luke 6:35)   
 
2. When have you had to suffer the anger of an opponent for the good of the 
team/department? (Matthew 5:44) 
 
3. Explore ways you personally and as a team/department insult others instead of 
bless them. (1 Peter 3:9) 
 
4. When have you trivialized the beliefs or intelligence of others to get your way? 
(Proverbs 20:5) 
 
5. In the office, how often do you or your team/department verbally (out loud) 
forgive each other or those who have offended you? You may want to explore 
how often you gossip or speak negatively about others as well. (Mark 12:33) 
 
6. Explore how you as a team/department can seek the image of God in those you 
work with? (Genesis 9:6b)  Where do you see the “face of God” in your 
team/department, campus, and ministry? (Luke 7:21; 1 Corinthians 3:16) 
 
7. As a team/department, discuss ways to defend others (colleagues, students, 
supervisors, local churches, etc…), from insult and assault on campus. (Matthew 
7:2) 
 
If your campus ministry team/department wants to be prepared for conflict, they 
must also be prepared to be agents of reconciliation.  This means they believe that 
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reconciliation is possible. Since forgiveness is at the heart of reconciliation and at the 
heart of the Christian faith, it is God’s love that makes forgiveness possible. Working for 
reconciliation, leaders become agents of God’s love in helping people to acknowledge the 
wrongs of the past, to accept shared responsibility and to work out a mutual 
understanding of a common future.  To achieve reconciliation, leaders will need to create 
or provide the space where encounter can take place and where relationships can be 
healed.  Psychological and social healings are important aspects of reconciliation and 
may require professional facilitation and guidance. Victims must have the opportunity to 
acknowledge their pain and have their pain acknowledged. The opportunity to ask for 
forgiveness and the opportunity to forgive must be created. 
 
Systems Exploration 
 
 To more specifically help you and your team/department explore ways of 
preparing for conflict, several questions are provided to guide you in discovering the 
systems and worldviews at play on your campus. 
Explore with your team/department the following: 
 
 What are the spiritual realities that are taken seriously on campus? …in 
the community? …in the denominational affiliation (if your campus has 
one)? If any, what spiritual realities have become “sacred cows” 
(considered to be exempt from criticism or ridicule)? 
 
 How does your campus work to build deep, lasting ties between faculty, 
staff, students and alumni? Is it effective? What could be improved? 
 
 How do you and your team/department provide safe, stable environments 
for ministry and spiritual formation? In providing this, what conflicts 
automatically arise on the campus?  
 
 How does your team/department help promote unity around the college’s 
Christian identity? What are the roadblocks or stumbling blocks to this 
unity? 
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As campus ministry leaders engage in this difficult work, they will find that their 
answers to the Systems Exploration questions will help identify both internal and external 
agents that have both the interest and the resources to work for reconciliation. It will also 
help leaders to identify opportunities for intervention as conflict arises as well as the type 
of intervention most suitable.  Leaders who work through these questions honestly will 
find they provide a good tool for conflict analysis, reflection on the changing situations 
involved in conflict, and point leaders toward new possibilities for realistic and positive 
outcomes. 
 
Discussion Starter Two: Seeking Truth 
 
When people hear the phrase, “seeking truth,” they most often possess 
preconceived ideas about what that truth will look like. They assume, for example, that 
finding the truth will make them happy, successful, healthy and most assuredly, right. 
They often believe that truth will support their personal agendas, causes and desires. 
They may even think that truth exists in order to make their life easier and support their 
own personal spiritual formation assisting them in obtaining greater understanding.  
On the other hand, truth, by its very nature, is not our servant. It does not exist for 
the purpose of making people happy, successful, or healthy. Truth cannot be bound by 
personalities or circumstances. Rather, it is what leads everyone directly to the ultimate 
Truth, God.  
Many people seek some kind of truth, or better yet, what they conceive as truth. 
What they don’t realize is that seeking truth begins to challenge and tear down or 
demolish the very things that they seek to achieve by discovering the Truth. People will 
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seek truth to make them more powerful, to satisfy their personality, to obtain wisdom, but 
real Truth actually defuses those desires.  
We seek truth and love as our servants, and that is wrong. When Truth is found in 
our lives we should become the servant of Truth–a servant of the Divine, a disciple of 
Christ, who is the Way, the Truth and the Life. 
 
Principle Questions 
In this section, Gandhi’s corresponding principles of Satyagraha have been 
written as questions to discuss with your ministry team/department or to journal on your 
own. In addition, corresponding Bible verses have been included to help ground you in 
scripture. 
1. How do you and your team/department set an example of “truth-seeking” on 
your campus? (Romans 2:8) 
 
2. What methods, programs, conferences do/could you and your 
team/department participate in that what help educate, expand, and question 
your current perspectives and assumptions? What type of ongoing 
accountability among the team/department would be needed to promote this 
type of exploration? (Proverbs 1:5) 
 
3. As a team/department, examine honestly the motives of your 
team/department. You may want to take an afternoon to brainstorm separately 
and then come together for sharing. (Ephesians 4:25) 
 
4. As a ministry team/department, you know that God is Truth and Love. When 
you stop loving, you begin departing from Truth. Identify people on campus 
that are hardest for you to love. Why? In what new ways can you reach out in 
love? (John 3:21) 
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Systems Exploration 
 
To guide you and your team/department in exploring ways of preparing for 
conflict, several questions are provided to help you discover the systems and worldviews 
at play on your campus. 
1. Explore with your team/department the organizational structure of your 
college. (Hopefully this will be a refresher.)  Who are the true “decision-
makers” (titled or untitled) on your campus? 
 
2. What is the slot that the campus ministry department fills in the “pecking 
order” on your campus? 
 
3. If you have a denominational affiliation, what is its influence on the overall 
organization and decision-making process? What important aspects of the 
denomination’s beliefs and practices should your department continue to take 
note of and honor?  
 
4. In what ways, have you and your team/department noticed the college losing 
its identity?  
 
 
Discussion Starter Three: Mental Transformation 
 
 We are each born in a body with natural instincts. Each one of us carries and deals 
with the baggage of our past and we often develop survival skills from our particular 
upbringing and experiences. 
What is our true identity? Our minds are a complex mixture of all of these 
instincts, skills and experiences. Separating them out is the beginning of finding our true 
identity. In this process we discover the reasons why friendships break down, marriages 
fall apart, misunderstandings occur at work, why life may contain more stress than 
pleasure and why our purpose in life is often unclear.  
Seeking this knowledge can begin a transformation of our mind. This 
transformation is a prerequisite for fundamental change for the better. Learning how to 
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transform our mind is the key to moving from negative to positive, from disturbed to 
peaceful, from unhappy to happy, and it helps us prepare our mind for cultivating 
constructive thoughts when future conflicts arise.  
 
Principle Questions 
In this section, Gandhi’s corresponding principles of Satyagraha have been 
written as questions to discuss with your ministry team/department or to journal on your 
own. As well, corresponding Bible verses have been included to help ground you in 
scripture. 
1. Explore what stereotypes (ethnic, cultural, denominational), you or your 
team/department are aware of on campus among students, faculty and staff. 
Are there any that the campus ministry department promotes unaware? (Luke 
6:37) 
 
2. In what ways could/does your team/department negatively “project” itself 
onto other departments and individuals on campus? (2 Corinthians 12:6)  
 
3. Looking back over the past year, can you name any specific incidents when 
your department has taken an irrational attitude toward someone else? What 
was the outcome? How could your team/department have handled that better? 
(James 1:23) 
 
4. What changes need to be made in the way you or your team/department 
handle dealing with ascribing fault? How can you be more inclined to look for 
the fault inside yourself first before blaming others? (Matthew 7:3) 
 
5. As a team, explore areas currently or in the past where you have experienced 
external conflict. What internally (within the team/department) may have 
caused this conflict to surface? (Luke 11:39) 
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Systems Exploration 
 
To more specifically help you and your team/department explore ways of preparing for 
conflict, several questions are provided to guide you in discovering the systems and 
worldviews at play on your campus. 
1. Explore as a team/department your college’s identity statements (faith, 
denominational, diversity, etc…). What in these documents seem legalistic 
and bureaucratic?  
 
2. What are the greatest fears on your campus? …in your department? How do 
they produce guilt or fear among staff and students alike? 
 
3. In campus ministry departments, leaders often deal in “gray areas,” especially 
as they probe to the depths of spiritual issues. Within the community life 
agreements, faith statements, and the administrator’s desires, how do you help 
students, faculty and staff who are wanting to venture deeper into “gray 
areas”? 
 
4. Assess and dialogue about the loyalty your team/department has for the 
institution. Where is that loyalty waning? Where is the loyalty of the 
institution waning for your department?  
 
Discussion Question Four: Personal Virtue 
 
It has been long said that if someone wants to acquire virtue they must be 
educated, make good decisions and ultimately, persevere. And each of these aspects of 
attaining virtue takes the grace of God to accomplish. In our busy and stressful lives, it is 
essential to take time to learn what is good, make the decisions to do what is good, and 
persevere in doing good, even in the face of conflict. It is then that we will grow in 
personal virtue.  
It is in growing in virtue that we become more and more like God, which is the 
ultimate goal of human existence. This growth toward righteousness makes us realize the 
truth of our being and the purpose for which we were created: to serve God and to serve 
others.  
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Our personal virtues are important regardless of country, society or religion. It 
seems ironic that though people are becoming more civilized and more highly developed, 
conflicts keep arising around the world. By practicing personal virtues we can help curb 
the conflicts in our own lives. Then we too are being an example to the rest of the world, 
making all of our lives better. 
 
Principle Questions 
In this section, Gandhi’s corresponding principles of Satyagraha have been 
written as questions to discuss with your ministry team/department or to journal on your 
own. As well, corresponding Bible verses have been included to help ground you in 
scripture. 
1. As a team/department, what is you first reaction to anger in and among 
yourselves? How has anger been destructive? …constructive? What bridges 
have been burned through anger that need reconciled? (Ephesians 4:26) 
 
2. Often we think of curses as magic spells, but if we seek the true definition, a 
curse is when we pray for the misfortune of our neighbor. How often do you 
or your team/department speak curses about others on your campus? Who 
speaks them of your department? How can you take the curses and turn them 
into blessings? (Romans 12:14) 
 
3. Overall, how patient is your team/department when it comes to conflict? 
…decisions? …requests? What can you do to help promote patience in your 
department? (Proverbs 25:15) 
 
4. What are your and the team/department’s professional lusts and appetites? 
What do you seem to always be wanting or thinking you need? How by not 
having what you want are you being more creative and learning new 
solutions? How often does your team/department fast for God’s provision? 
(Proverbs 20-22)    
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Systems Exploration 
 
To more specifically help you and your team/department explore ways of 
preparing for conflict, several questions are provided to guide you in discovering the 
systems and worldviews at play on your campus. 
1. There is a often a serious need for campus ministry departments to stay 
“cutting edge” on the theological and practical fronts. That often means they 
are trying new things. How has trying new things birthed conflict for you and 
your team/department? 
 
2. Being on the “cutting edge” can also make you stand out. How are you able to 
be a unique team/department while staying connected to the other 
teams/departments at the university? 
 
3. As a team/department in an ecumenical setting, how do you promote and 
encourage “practical theology” over doctrinal theology?  
 
4. Review the last several years, how have volunteers faired in/on your 
team/department? How would people describe burnout in your department? 
What systems are in place to help volunteers work through or prepare for 
burnout?  
 
Discussion Starter Five: Religious Faith 
 
Religious faith should not be a strange subject for us since we live by faith every 
day. Could you sleep peacefully if you did not have faith that you would wake up in the 
morning? We live by faith day by day. People only start to question faith when it comes 
to God. What does it mean to live by faith? 
On one hand, it is living while knowing that there will be consequences to your 
every action. It is living knowing that God’s commands apply to you as they do everyone 
else. While the chair you are currently sitting on may fail you and cause you to fall, living 
by faith means placing your hope, trust, life, in the hands of One who will not disappoint 
your belief. Living by faith means living while trusting God. 
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Living by faith requires people to pray, knowing that Someone is listening. Prayer 
in itself requires much faith. Without faith, you may simply be speaking to yourself and 
not the God of the Universe. It also requires you to do right even when nobody else is 
looking. The real test of faith is when you are all alone. This is because the person who 
lives by faith knows that he is never truly alone. Living by faith requires you to 
understand that God is constantly watching over you and that you will always be in his 
arms. 
 
Principle Questions 
 In this section, Gandhi’s corresponding principles of Satyagraha have been 
written as questions to discuss with your ministry team/department or to journal on your 
own. Additionally, corresponding Bible verses have been included to help ground you in 
scripture. 
1. How do you and your team/department live out their faith in God outside the 
office, building, campus and community? Do people on campus see the 
campus ministry department living what they believe? (Philippians 4:9) 
 
2. Does your team/department believe that people are inherently good? That they 
have the ability to change? What ways can you develop this mindset among 
your team? (1 Corinthians 10:23-24) 
 
3. Do you have a set time (daily, weekly, monthly) for prayer as a 
team/department? (Romans 12:12)    
 
4. Individually and as a team/department, do you have a set time each day/week 
to spend in scripture together? Think back over the previous year, how has 
God’s Word made a difference in your ministry? (Acts 17:11) 
 
5. In your strategic planning, brainstorming and staff meetings, how do you 
allow God to lead your plans instead of allowing personal agendas, the 
“numbers game”, or false reasoning to lead the way? (Psalm 25:5) 
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Systems Exploration 
 
To more specifically help you and your team/department explore ways of 
preparing for conflict, several questions are provided to guide you in discovering the 
systems and worldviews at play on your campus. 
1. How is your team/department committed to binding up wounds and giving the 
victim (student, faculty, or staff) a voice? What is your team/department’s 
understanding of healing and reconciliation, and how is this promoted outside 
the department? 
 
2. Does your team/department provide and promote an egalitarian and 
ecumenical spirit that builds coalitions and works to give every perspective a 
place and voice at the table?  
 
3. Explore with your team/department how you create a caring, compassionate 
atmosphere within your department. Where can you improve?  
 
4. How are/can you promoting non-judgmental acceptance and an atmosphere of 
mutual encouragement? When your team/department is judged, how do you 
process this and make a positive response?  
 
  
Conclusion 
 
As I said at the beginning of this chapter, this is just the beginning of a new 
journey and exploration for the campus ministry leader. It is my prayer that Steve and 
those serving campus ministries in Christian liberal arts settings will learn to prepare 
themselves for the conflicts of life by utilizing these resources to “turn the searchlight 
inward,” first on their personal lives and second on their work systems and environments.  
This journey will take time, but with patience and perseverance, the campus 
ministry leader should be able to leave work at the end of the day feeling exhilarated by a 
positive atmosphere promoting growth and productivity. We hope that as the campus 
ministry leader progresses through this process, they will begin to establish in their day-
to-day activities ways to create an atmosphere of peace.  The leader should begin to feel 
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prepared when presented with conflict, even equipped to work through situations with 
people proactively.  They will anticipate methods of handling conflicts that arise and 
endeavor to create an environment that allows for constructive dialogue and ways to 
navigate in the midst of the conversation, leaving all parties involved feeling energized 
and positive at the end of the conversation. Yet because of the nature of campus 
ministries, conflict is inevitable.  The key factor in dealing with all that arises is mindset.  
How will you or your department/team choose to encounter conflict?  That is the most 
important matter.  
I pray this has given campus ministry leaders insights for further spiritual growth 
and a deeper appreciation for the preparation it takes for being aware and ready when 
conflict arises. May the shalom of Christ go with you as you continue to explore how to 
love your enemies, seek Truth, transform your mind, have personal virtue, and rely on 
faith. 
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APPENDIX A 
SPIRITUAL MAPPING 
 
Remembering “We are God’s story,” create the geography of your life–a spiritual map.  
Beginning possibly before you were born (maybe with your grandparents), you will depict your 
spiritual story/journey–where God has revealed Himself in your life.  Avoid writing a text-driven 
chronological timeline. It is preferable to use a medium (photos, artwork, clipart, physical objects, 
music, magazine photos, etc.) other than words.  If you must use words, possibly create a poem, 
song or allegory, etc.   
Depict/articulate in your spiritual map: 
 Where have you been?   
Where has God played a significant role in your life–special events, academics, 
church, family, etc.?   
 Where are you now?  
Currently, how is God playing a significant role in your life? 
 Where are you going?  
Dream a little–What do you think God is going to do with you? 
Make sure to include this aspect– this will be very important when you reflect back 
on this project in the future. 
To help you process this, you may want to think through the 4 P’s.  
 Population:  Who were/are the people in my life who influenced me (positive 
or negative)? 
 Place:   What communities or environments influence/d me (positive or 
negative)? 
 Problems:   What were/are the challenges and struggles that influenced me?  
 
 Process:   What were/are the means that help/ed me address or work 
through those problems? 
No two spiritual maps will be the same.  You are unique and your spiritual map will be also.  Be 
creative and have fun with this.  Make an effort to create something that marks this time in your 
life–something to return to and reflect upon. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
THE WARRIOR’S PRAYER 
 
 
Creator God 
Father of all tribes 
Mother source of all life, 
Guide me into the heartbeat 
Of your created order, 
That your life in me 
Would be a guide to others.  
 
Teach me to see You 
In every living thing. 
In my physical body 
And the body of the Earth, 
In sister and brother,  
In companion and stranger, 
In friend and enemy. 
 
Teach me Great Spirit 
To walk straight like the fox, 
To dive into dark waters like the gannet,  
To leap free like the dolphin.  
 
Open me up to the wisdom of the raven,  
To the joy of the otter,  
To the industry of the beaver,  
To the agile quickness of the deer, 
To the fierce flight of the peregrine.  
 
Holy, all powerful God 
Send me forth as your warrior 
Into the battle unafraid, 
To return evil with good,  
Hatred with love, 
Forever knowing that my enemies 
Are not my fellow human beings, 
But principalities that choke off life 
And powers that pervert life.  
 
Forgive me my arrogance,  
Trusting in the illusion 
Of my own strength. 
Help me in my weakness 
To reject violence in all its forms,  
Violence in thought, word or deed.  
 
O God, 
Equip me for battle 
With your Holy armor; 
The belt of truth,  
The shield of faith to quench  
the flaming arrows 
Of the evil one,  
The helmet of salvation,  
The sword of the Spirit 
Which is the word of God,  
Wearing marching boots to proclaim 
The gospel of peace.  
 
Help me to disregard winning 
As the world interprets winning, 
To seize the victory  
Already won in Christ, 
To stand firm in the battle for justice, 
To protect the weak, 
To stand with the oppressed.  
 
Holy Spirit 
In your purifying fire 
Burn away all impurity, 
Lead me away from the thousand deaths 
That rob me of life. 
Lead me unto the death 
The leads me to life.  
 
Bathe my simple dwelling 
In the light of your presence. 
Help me to choose wisely 
From the abundance you provide; 
Food that nourishes muscle, 
Bone, blood, marrow, every cell,  
And strengthens me for the mission 
That brings glory to only you.  
All continue by your will,  
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By your command the sun rises, 
By your decree the sun will set.  
 
In death 
My soul sails over the lake of fire 
Into the new country. 
Where my ancestors wait 
Within the eternal dwelling; 
Mother and Father, 
Sisters and brothers, 
Friends and enemies,  
My home as ever 
In you.
1
                                                          
1
 A Place Apart, Warrior, Mystic, Monk, 37-38. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
THE MYSTIC’S PRAYER 
 
Holy God,  
Lord Jesus Christ,  
Holy Spirit, 
One revealed in three, 
Present in every living thing 
In every moment, 
 
Holy mystery 
Beyond defining,  
Open me to the mystery,  
To see beneath the surface,  
To live within your depths.  
 
Come to my beloved,  
Embrace me 
In the beauty of your completeness.  
 
In the midst of storm, 
Through thunder, lightening,  
and violent wind.  
Help me to live in stillness.  
 
As the world races 
And humanity falls exhausted, 
Quiet my spirit, 
Lift me to dancing.  
 
Open me to my smallness 
Within a galaxy of 200 billion suns,  
Within a universe of millions of 
galaxies,  
Make me smaller still; 
The tiniest speck 
But in your mercy 
A speck of light. 
 
Holy Spirit walk with me 
As you walked with Christ 
Into the desert,  
The vast and empty space.   
Walk me through the Valley 
Of the shadow of death.  
 
Expose my clinging 
To the half-life, 
To fear.  
Help me to awaken 
From empty dreaming 
So that I may become 
One with you 
And all creation.  
 
Comfort me in my loneliness 
So that I may comfort the lonely. 
 
Through my suffering 
Lead me to those who suffer.  
Anoint my weeping 
That I might weep with the 
brokenhearted. 
Use even my darkness 
To bring forth light. 
In the healing 
Anoint me to heal.  
 
Fill me with such abandon 
That laughter becomes my second 
language. 
 
Holy God 
Baptize me in your Holy Spirit 
To speak in both human and angelic 
tongues. 
 
Holy Spirit 
Consume me in your holy fire.  
 
Nurture the artist within me.  
May the work of my hands, 
Impart the essence of my soul. 
 
Allow me to enter into: 
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The song of the hermit thrush on the lower branches,  
The beating heart of the winter wren on the stone wall, 
 
The flight of the kittywake off the cliff  
Ledge above the waves, 
The eyes of the barred owl in the winter night.  
 
Send to me those who need to be seen. 
Remove the stone from the entrance 
To the cave that shelters my heart,  
To see as you see,  
To love as you love, 
 
To embody in my life 
The message of the gospel 
Revealed and set free in Christ. 
  
After drawing my last breath 
My body will merge into the earth 
To be taken by spring rains 
Into the streams flowing into rivers 
To the oceans that touch every shore, 
As my soul O God 
Flows into you.
1
                                                          
1
 A Place Apart, Warrior, Mystic, Monk, 49-50.  
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APPENDIX D 
 
THE MONK’S PRAYER 
 
 
Holy of Holies 
Father of order, mother embracing,  
Son leading, 
Spirit empowering; 
 
Give us this day 
The bread of the earth for our bodies, 
The bread of your body for our Earth. 
 
Help us to enter the hours 
In reverent worship 
The day in constant prayer 
 
We pray your blessing on our 
communion 
Upon the bread, 
Your body broken for us 
Upon the wine,  
Your blood shed for us. 
 
As these elements enter  
our physical bodies 
Dispersing to organs, cells,  
muscle and bone 
So let your presence 
Disperse to touch each aspect of our  
Individual spiritual bodies 
And our body life within community. 
 
Bless the work of our hands 
Open us to the giftedness of your work 
May our work be a blessing to the 
community 
In service to Christ Jesus. 
 
Your blessing Creator God 
Upon our gardens 
Through every season; 
In spring planting 
In summer tending 
In fall harvest 
In winter rest 
We give thanks for the  
bounty of the garden, 
For all food that nourishes our bodies; 
For carrots and tomatoes, 
Potatoes and lettuce, 
Cucumbers, beans, broccoli, cauliflower 
Beets and onions; 
 
For strawberries and raspberries, 
Apples and pears, 
Grapes and plums. 
 
We give thanks for the bounty of the 
garden,  
For all flowers that nourish our souls; 
For daffodils and tulips, 
For morning-glories and sunflowers,  
For zinnias, petunias, geraniums,  
Delphinium and daisies. 
 
We pray that the fruit of the Holy Spirit 
Would be nurtured in the garden of our 
souls,  
Love 
Joy 
Peace 
Patience 
Kindness 
Goodness 
Gentleness 
Faithfulness 
Self-control 
 
Awaken us to the giftedness 
Of the seasons of the year 
And each season of our lives. 
 
We thank you Holy Spirit  
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For the planting of spiritual gifts 
Within our brothers and sisters; 
Bless and nurture: 
The utterance of wisdom 
Apostles 
The utterance of knowledge 
Prophets 
Faith  
Teachers 
Gifts of healing 
Deeds of power 
Working of miracles 
Prophecy 
Forms of assistance 
Discernment of spirits 
Forms of leadership 
Various tongues 
Various kinds of tongues 
Interpretations of tongues 
 
Jesus 
Emmanuel, God with us, 
Keep us mindful that you are within all 
Who come to our door. 
We pray for the gift of hospitality. 
We pray for a loving spirit, 
For a teaching spirit. 
May our life together be our primary 
teaching. 
 
Help me to strive to be least among 
My sisters and brothers,  
To kneel at their feet  
with basin and towel, 
As Christ washed the disciples feet, 
And called us to do likewise.  
 
Bless our humble cells 
Our dwelling places 
For solitary retreat 
For rest 
For study 
For prayer 
For sleep 
 
As sister death comes to me 
And I leave the earthly table 
My body returns to the clay 
From which I was formed, 
You, O ever living Christ 
Welcome the essential 
Eternal part of me 
To your eternal table.
1
 
                                                          
1
 A Place Apart, Warrior, Mystic, Monk, 60-62. 
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